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•

GEORGES SIMENON One of the best-selling European authors of the 20th century.
Translated into more than 30 languages and sold in more than 50 countries.

•

MARGERY ALLINGHAM One of the four international Queens of Crime alongside
Agatha Christie, Dorothy L. Sayers and Ngaio Marsh.

•

ERIC AMBLER Thriller writer, synonymous with novels of suspense, action, adventure
and intrigue in foreign lands. He is credited with having raised the thriller to the level
of literature. He brought intellectual substance to the genre.

•

JOHN CREASEY MBE Was an English crime writer who wrote more than six hundred
novels using twenty-eight different pseudonyms. He created a wealth of characters
such as The Toff, Commander George Gideon of Scotland Yard, Inspector Roger West,
The Baron, and Doctor Stanislaus Alexander Palfrey.

•

MICHAEL INNES Was a Scottish novelist and academic. He is equally well known for
the works of literary criticism and contemporary novels published under his real
name, J. I. M. Stewart, and for his crime fiction, such as the famous John Appleby
series, published under the pseudonym of Michael Innes.

•

GEORGE BELLAIRS: ‘THE ENGLISH SIMENON’ Newly rediscovered creator of the
irrepressible Inspector Littlejohn and lugubrious sidekick Cromwell.

•

EDMUND CRISPIN One of the last great exponents of the ‘classic’ crime mystery.

•

NICOLAS FREELING Was a British crime novelist, best known as the author of the Van
der Valk series of detective novels.

•

DENNIS WHEATLEY His prolific output of stylish thrillers and occult novels made him
one of the world's best-selling authors from the 1930s through to the 1960s.

•

RICHARD HULL Was an accomplished crime novelist who achieved instant success
with his first novel The Murder of My Aunt, published to critical acclaim in 1934.
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GENERAL FICTION AND NON-FICTION
(1903-1989)

‘A writer who, more than any other crime novelist, combined a high literary reputation with popular
appeal’ - P.D. James
‘My readings? I read Tout Simenon, and when I’m done, I start all over again’ - Claude Chabrol
OVERVIEW
Translated into over 30 languages and published in
over 50 countries.
Over 70 film adaptations and over 400 hours of TV.
Over 800 million books sold worldwide.
Most translated French-speaking author of the 20th
century.
Second most translated author of all time in Italy after
Shakespeare.
Third most translated author of all time in the US and
the UK (UNESCO).
More than one billion readers (Wikipedia).
More than 100,000 copies sold in Italy of each title
re-published every year.
More than 90,000 copies sold in La Pléiade (Deluxe
Edition), an absolute record for this prestigious
French literary collection.
PUBLISHING
Penguin reissuing all 391 titles (WEL)
German deal with Kampa and Hoffman und Campe
(all 391 titles)
Spanish deal with Acantilado and Anagrama (Spanish)
First Dutch and Belgian deal (all 391 titles)
Deal in Italy with Adelphi for all titles
Deal in France with Place des Editeurs and Le Livre de
Poche for all titles
Deal in Poland with C&T for 30 titles
Deal in Croatia for 4 titles
Deal in Denmark for a further 93 titles
Deal in Ethiopia for 1 title
Deal in Turkey for 10 titles
Deal in China with Shanghai 99 for 24 titles
Deal in Greece with Agra for 43 titles
Deal in Romania with Polirom for omnibus editions of
Maigret titles + deal for La Neige Était Sale
Deal in Sweden Atlantis for 10 titles
Deal in Hungary with Agave for a further 4 titles
Deal in Portugal with Relogio D’Agua for 8 titles
Deal in Korea with Open Books for 22 titles
Deal in Georgia with Palitra L for 14 titles
Deal in Vietnam with Nham Nam for 2 titles
Deal in Bulgaria with Era for 3 titles
Deal in Russia with Azbook for 4 omnibus editions
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FILM & TV
Since takeover, film & TV
options have been sold in
the following titles:
La Neige Était Sale, Feux Rouges, Mr. Hire, La Fuite de
Monsieur Monde
Les Complices (Albertine Productions) aired in 2013
L’Escalier de Fer (Neyrac Films) aired in November
2013, achieving the channel’s highest rating for drama
La Chambre Bleue (Alfama Films), written & directed
by Mathieu Amalric, theatrical Release: April 2014
La Boule Noire (Neyrac Films) aired mid February
2015
La Morte d’Auguste (Neyrac Films) aired late 2015
ITV’s adaptation of Maigret Sets A Trap, starring
Rowan Atkinson, aired March 2016 achieving an
impressive 7.2 million viewers, Maigret and His
Dead Man aired Christmas Day 2016 on ITV with 4.9
million viewers, Night At The Crossroads aired Easter
Sunday 2017 with over 5 million viewers, and
Maigret in Montmartre aired Christmas Day 2017 on
ITV.
AUDIO & RADIO
Audible reissuing 193 titles in the UK & US
New BBC Radio 4 dramatisation of A New Lease Of
Life, Three Beds in Manhattan, The Confessional
BBC Audio issuing commercial audio editions of BBC
radio dramatizations (23 Maigret titles)
Deal in Italy with Emons Audiolibri for 26 Maigret titles and 4 Romans Durs
Deal in Czech Republic with Radioservis for 23 titles
Deal in Czech Republic with OneHotBook for 12 titles
Deal in Norway with Cappelen Damm for 15 titles
Deal in Poland with Storytel for 30 titles
Deal in Sweden with Storyside for 3 titles

GENERAL FICTION AND NON-FICTION

CURRENT PUBLISHERS BY TERRITORY

IDC Publishings BV

Albanian

NB Publishers

Afrikaans

Companhia das Letras/Penguin

Portuguese

Era

Bulgarian

Shanghai 99

Chinese

Fokus

Croatian

Euromedia

Czech

Lindhardt og Ringhof

Danish

Hohe

Amharic

Place des Éditeurs

French

Gallimard

French

Publishing House Palitra L

Georgian

Kampa Verlag/Hoffman und
Campe

German

Agra Publications

Greek

Agave Konyvek Kft

Hungarian

Adelphi

Italian

Open Books

Korean

C&T

Polish

Polirom

Romanian

Azbooka Atticus

Russian

Acantilado/Anagrama

Spanish

Atlantis

Swedish

Modernista

Swedish

De Bezige Bij Antwerpen

Dutch

Everest

Turkish

Penguin

English (UK & US)

Nha Nam

Vietnamese
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GENERAL FICTION AND NON-FICTION

THE LITTLE DOCTOR SERIES
OPTIONED FOR TV

(1903-1989)

With the publication in January of Maigret and Monsieur Charles, 2020
marks not only the completion of the hugely successful Penguin Maigret
project but also—from this summer onwards—the beginning of Penguin’s
publication of the romans durs, arguably some of Simenon’s greatest work.
Georges Simenon (1903-1989) was a prolific Belgian writer best known for
his novels and short stories featuring Inspector Jules Maigret. Author of hundreds of published works, he once claimed to be able to finish a book in fourteen days between writing and editing. Simenon's work has been widely
adapted for cinema and television, including 3 separate Maigret TV series.
He is credited on at least 171 productions.
Simenon is the 17th most translated author in the world and the most translated Belgian author. His work has been translated into over 30 languages
and published in over 50 countries, with over 800 million books sold worldwide.

Trois chambres à Manhattan (THREE BEDROOMS IN MANHATTAN)
An actor, recently divorced, at loose ends in New York; a woman, no less
lonely, perhaps even more desperate than the man: they meet by chance in
an all-night diner and are drawn to each other on the spot. Roaming the city
streets, hitting its late-night dives, dropping another coin into yet another
jukebox, these two lost souls struggle to understand what it is that has
brought them, almost in spite of themselves, together. They are driven—
from moment to moment, from bedroom to bedroom—to improvise the
most unexpected of love stories, a tale of suspense where risk alone offers
salvation.
Three Bedrooms in Manhattan—closely based on the story of his own
meeting with his second wife—is his most passionate and revealing work.

La neige était sale (THE SNOW WAS DIRTY)
Nineteen-year-old Frank - thug, thief, son of a brothel owner - gets by surprisingly well despite living in a city under military occupation, but a warm
house and a full stomach are not enough to make him feel truly alive in such
a climate of deceit and betrayal. During a bleak, unending winter, he embarks on a string of violent and sordid crimes that set him on a path from
which he can never return. Georges Simenon's matchless novel is a brutal,
compelling portrayal of a world without pity; a devastating journey through
a psychological no-man's land.
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GENERAL FICTION AND NON-FICTION
BIBLIOGRAPHY—391 Titles
MAIGRET NOVELS—75 titles
Maigret Goes Home (Affaire Saint-Fiacre,
l‘)
Maigret’s Boyhood Friend (Ami d'enfance
de Maigret, l‘)
The Friend of Madame Maigret (Amie de
Madame Maigret, l‘)
The Sailors’ Rendezvous (Au Rendez-vous
des Terre-Neuvas)
Lock 14 (Charretier de la « Providence», le)
Maigret and the Flemish Shop (Chez les
Flamands)
The Yellow Dog (Chien jaune, le)
Maigret Loses His Temper (Colère de
Maigret, la)
Maigret at the Gai-Moulin (Danseuse du
Gai-Moulin, la)
The Lock at Charenton (Écluse nº l, l‘)
Maigret and the Madwoman (Folle de
Maigret, la)
The Madman of Bergerac (Fou de Bergerac,
le)
The Bar on the Seine (Guinguette à deux
sous, la)
Maigret on the Riviera (Liberty-Bar)
Maigret Returns (Maigret)
Maigret goes to School (Maigret à l'école)
Maigret in New York (Maigret à New York)
Maigret Afraid (Maigret a peur)
Maigret in Vichy (Maigret à Vichy)
Maigret in Montmartre (Maigret au
"Picratt's“)
Maigret in Court (Maigret aux assises)
Maigret at the Coroner’s (Maigret chez le
coroner)
Maigret and the Calame Report (Maigret
chez le ministre)
Maigret Takes a Room (Maigret en meublé)
Maigret and the Nahour Case (Maigret et
l'affaire Nahour)
The Man on the Boulevard (Maigret et
l'homme du banc)
Maigret and the Loner (Maigret et
l'homme tout seul)
Maigret and the Flea (Maigret et
l'indicateur)
Maigret and the Burglar’s Wife (Maigret et
la Grande Perche)
Maigret and the Young Girl (Maigret et la
jeune morte)
Maigret and the Old Lady (Maigret et la
vieille dame)
Maigret and the Saturday Caller (Maigret
et le client du samedi)
Maigret and the Bum (Maigret et le
clochard)
Maigret and the Headless Corpse (Maigret

Maigret and the Ghost (Maigret et le
fantôme)
Maigret and the Wine Merchant (Maigret
et le marchand de vin)
Maigret and the Killer (Maigret et le tueur)
Maigret and the Idle Burglar (Maigret et le
voleur paresseux)
Maigret and the Black Sheep (Maigret et
les braves gens)
Maigret and the Reluctant Witnesses
(Maigret et les témoins récalcitrants)
Maigret in Society (Maigret et les vieillards)
Maigret and Monsieur Charles (Maigret et
Monsieur Charles)
Maigret’s Special Murder (Maigret et son
mort)
Maigret hesitates (Maigret hésite)
Maigret’s Little Joke (Maigret s'amuse)
Maigret on the Defensive (Maigret se
défend)
Maigret in Retirement (Maigret se fâche)
Maigret’s Mistake (Maigret se trompe)
Maigret Sets a Trap (Maigret tend un
piège)
Maigret and the Millionaires (Maigret
voyage)
Maigret and the Gangsters (Maigret,
Lognon et les gangsters)
Maigret’s Memoirs (Mémoires de Maigret,
les)
My Friend Maigret (Mon ami Maigret)
Maigret Stonewalled (Monsieur Gallet,
décédé)
Maigret at the Crossroads (Nuit du
carrefour, la)
Maigret Mystified (Ombre chinoise, l‘)
Maigret Bides His Time (Patience de
Maigret, la)
Maigret and the Hundred Gibbets (Pendu
de Saint-Pholien, le)
Maigret and the Enigmatic Lett (Pietr le
Letton)
Maigret and the Death of a Harbourmaster
(Port des brumes, le)
Maigret’s First Case (Première Enquête de
Maigret (1913), la)
Maigret’s Revolver (Revolver de Maigret,
le)
Maigret has Scruples (Scrupules de
Maigret, les)
A Man’s Head (Tête d'un homme, la)
Maigret in Holland (Un crime en Hollande)
Maigret’s Failure (Un échec de Maigret)
Maigret Has Doubts (Une confidence de
Maigret)
Maigret on Holiday (Vacances de Maigret,
les)
Maigret’s Pickpocket (Voleur de Maigret,
le)
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The Hotel Majestic (Caves du
Majestic, les)
Maigret and the Spinster (Cécile est
morte)
Maigret in Exile (Maison du juge, la)
Maigret and the Toy Village (Félicie
est là)
Inspector Cadaver (Inspecteur
Cadavre, l‘)
Maigret and the Fortuneteller (Signé
Picpus)
MAIGRET SHORT STORIES—28 titles
The Mysterious Affair in the Boulevard
Beaumarchais (Affaire du boulevard
Beaumarchais, l‘)
The Open Window (Fenêtre ouverte, la)
Jeumont, 51 Minutes’ Wait! (Jeumont,
51 minutes d'arrêt!)
Death of a Woodlander (Larmes de
bougie, les)
Mr. Monday (Monsieur Lundi)
Death Penalty (Peine de mort)
Two Bodies on a Barge (Péniche aux
deux pendus, la)
In the Rue Pigalle (Rue Pigalle)
Maigret’s Mistake (Une erreur de
Maigret)
The Drowned Men’s Inn (Auberge aux
noyés, l‘)
The Group at the Grand Café (Ceux du
Grand Café)
At the Etoile du Nord (Étoile du Nord, l‘)
The Unlikely M. Owen (Improbable
Monsieur Owen, l‘)
Mademoiselle Berthe and her Lover
(Mademoiselle Berthe et son amant)
The Three Daughters of the Lawyer
(Notaire de Châteuneuf, le)
Stan the Killer (Stan le tueur)
Storm in the Channel (Tempête sur la
Manche)
Madame Maigret’s Admirer (Amoureux
de Mme Maigret, l‘)
The Old Lady of Bayeux (Vieille Dame
de Bayeux, la)
The Man in the Street (Homme dans la
rue, l‘)
Sale by Auction (Vente à la bougie)
Maigret’s Christmas (Un Noël de
Maigret)
The Most Obstinate Customer in the
World (Client le plus obstiné du monde,
le)
Maigret and the Surly Inspector
(Maigret et l'inspecteur malgracieux)
Death Threats (Menaces de mort)
Death of a Nobody (On ne tue pas les
pauvres types)
Maigret’s Pipe (Pipe de Maigret, la)
The Evidence of the Altar-boy
(Témoignage de l'enfant de choeur, le)

GENERAL FICTION AND NON-FICTION
ROMANS DURS - 119 titles
Aboard the Aquitaine (45º à l'ombre)
The First-Born (Aîné des Ferchaux, l‘)
The Night Club (Âne Rouge, l‘)
The Patient (Anneaux de Bicêtre, les)
Antoine and Julie (Antoine et Julie)
The Murderer (Assassin, l‘)
Au bout du rouleau [The End of the
Road]
The Others (Autres, les)
The Country Doctor (Bergelon)
Betty (Betty)
The Reckoning (Bilan Malétras, le)
Talatala (Blanc à lunettes, le)
Rules of the Game (Boule noire, la)
The Burgomaster of Furnes
(Bourgmestre de Furnes, le)
The Glass Cage (Cage de verre, la)
Cercle des Mahé, le [Mahé’s Circle]
Ceux de la soif [They Who Thirst]
The Blue Room (Chambre bleue, la)
The Cat (Chat, le)
The Stain on the Snow (Neige était
sale, la)
Three Beds in Manhattan (Trois
Chambres à Manhattan)
Monsieur Monde Vanishes (Fuite de
Monsieur Monde, la)
Blind Alley (Chemin sans issue)
The White Horse Inn (Cheval Blanc,
le)
Chez Krull (Chez Krull)
The Ostenders (Clan des Ostendais,
le)
Clients d'Avrenos, les [The Clients of
Avernos]
The Accomplices (Complices, les)
The Confessional (Confessionnal, le)
Coup de Vague,le [The Breaking
Wave]
Justice (Cours d'assises)
Account Unsettled (Crime impuni)
The Move (Déménagement, le)
The Breton Sisters (Demoiselles de
Concarneau, les)
The Fate of the Malous (Destin des
Malous, le)
Sunday (Dimanche)
The Disappearance of Odille
(Disparition d'Odile, la)
In Case of Emergency (En cas de
malheur)
Inquest on Bouvet (Enterrement de
Monsieur Bouvet, l‘)
The Iron Staircase (Escalier de fer, l‘)
The Disintegration of J.P.G (Évadé, l‘)
The Hatter’s Ghosts (Fantômes du
chapelier, les)
Home Town (Faubourg)

Across the Street (Fenêtre des Rouet,
la)
Young Cardinaud (Fils Cardinaud, le)
The Train (Le Train)
The Son (Fils, le)
The Bottom of the Bottle (Fond de la
bouteille, le)
The Brothers Rico (Frères Rico, les)
Danger Ashore (Gens d'en face, les)
Big Bob (Grand Bob, le)
The Woman of the Grey House (Haut
Mal, le)
The Man with the Little Dog (Homme
au petit chien, l‘)
Newhaven-Dieppe (Homme de L ondres, l‘)
Horloger d'Everton, l'
Black Rain (Il pleut, bergère…)
Il y a encore des noisetiers [There Are
Still Some Hazel Trees]
The Innocents (Innocents, les)
Jument Perdue, la [The Lost Mare]
Act of Passion (Lettre à mon juge)
The Lodger (Locataire, le)
The Long Exile (Long Cours)
The Man on the Bench in the Barn
(Main, la)
Maison des sept jeunes filles, la [The
House of Seven Daughters]
The House By The Canal (Maison du
canal, la)
The Family Lie (Malempin)
Man Who Watched the Trains Go By
(Homme qui regardait passer les
trains)
A Chit of a Girl (Marie du port, la)
The Girl With a Squint (Marie qui
louche)
The Premier (Le Président )
Act of Passion (Lettre à mon juge)
Monsieur La Souris (Monsieur La
Souris)
The Old Man Dies (Mort d'Auguste,
la)
Belle (Mort de Belle, la)
The Negro (Nègre, le)
The Couple from Poitiers (Noces de
Poitiers, les)
November (Novembre)
Uncle Charles has locked Himself In
(Oncle Charles s'est enfermé)
Teddy Bear (Ours en peluche, l‘)
The Outlaw (Outlaw, l‘)
Passage de la ligne, le [Crossing the
Line]
The Stowaway (Passager clandestin,
le)
The Mystery of the Polarlys (Passager
du «Polarlys», le)
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The Little Man from Archangel (Petit
Homme d'Arkhangelsk, le)
The Little Saint (Petit Saint, le)
A Wife at Sea (Pitard, les)
The Door (Porte, la)
The Prison (Prison, la)
When I Was Old (Quand j'étais vieux)
Quartier nègre [The Negro Quarter]
Four Days in a Lifetime (Quatre Jours
du pauvre homme, les)
The Gendarme’s Report (Rapport du
gendarme, le)
The Man from Everywhere (Relais
d'Alsace, le)
The Survivors (Rescapés du
"Télémaque", les)
Tropic Moon (Coup de lune, le)
Red Lights (Feux Rouges)
M. Hire’s Engagement (Les Fiançailles
de M. Hire)
Strangers in the House (Les Inconnus
dans la maison)
Pedigree (Pedigree)
The Widower (Le Veuf)
The Rich Man (Riche Homme, le)
Poisoned Relations (Sœurs Lacroix,
les)
Striptease (Strip-tease)
One Way Out (Suicidés, les)
The Green Thermos (Suspect, le)
Aunt Jeanne (Tante Jeanne)
The Witnesses (Témoins, les)
The Girl in His Past (Temps d'Anaïs,
le)
The Shadow Falls (Testament
Donadieu, le)
Banana Tourist (Touriste de bananes,
ou les dimanches de Tahiti)
The Venice Train (Train de Venise, le)
Trois Crimes de mes amis, les [The
Crimes of My Friends]
Un nouveau dans la ville [A New Man
in Town]
A New Lease of Life (Une vie comme
neuve)
The Trial of Bébé Donge (Vérité sur
Bébé Donge, la)
The Grandmother (Vieille, la)
The Heart of a Man (Volets verts, les)
Strange Inheritance (Voyageur de la
Toussaint, le)
Folle d'Itteville, la [The Madwoman of
Itteville]

GENERAL FICTION AND NON-FICTION
NON MAIGRET SHORT STORIES—129
titles
«Flamands», les
Arnold Schuttringer
Bus
Madame Smitt
Monsieur Rodrigues
Nicolas
Nouchi
Otto Müller
Pacha, le
Philippe
Timmermans, les
Waldmar Strvzeski
Ziliouk
Nuit du Pont Marie, la
Énigme de la «Marie-Galante», l'
Grand-Langoustier, le
Nuit des sept minutes, la
Château des disparus, le
Corps disparu, le
Drame de Dunkerke, le
Esprit déménageur, l'
G.7
Hans Peter
Homme tatoué, l'
Incendie du parc Monceau, l'
Inconnue d'Étretat, l'
Mas Costefigue, le
Naufrage du «Catherine», le
Secret du Fort Bayard, le
Affaire du canal, l'
Affaire Lefrançois, l'
Bombe de l'Astoria, la
Cheminée du «Lorraine», la
Coffre-fort de la S.S.S., le
Dénommé Popaul, le
Deux ingénieurs, les
Dossier nº 16, le
Écluse nº 14, l'
Mort invraisemblable, le
Pavillon de la Croix-Rousse, le
Tabatière en or, la
Trois Rembrandt, les
Vol du Lycée de B…, le
Amiral a disparu, l'
Amoureux aux pantoufles, l'
Bonne Fortune du Hollandais, la
Château de l'arsenic, le
Demoiselle en bleu pâle, la
Fantôme de M. Marbe, le
Mariés du 1er décembre, les
Mort tombé du ciel, le
Passager et son nègre, le
Piste de l'homme roux
Rendez-vous avec un mort
Sonnette d'alarme, la
Une femme a crié
Arrestation du musicien, l'
Cabane en bois, la
Cage d'Émile, la
Chantage de l'Agence O, le
Club des vieilles dames, le
Docteur Tant-Pis, le

Émile à Bruxelles
Étrangleur de Moret, l'
Fleuriste de Deauville, la
Homme tout nu, l'
Prisonnier de Lagny, le
Ticket de Métro, le
Trois Bateaux de la calanques, les
Vieillard au porte-mine, le
Annette et la dame blonde
Capitaine du «Vasco», le
Comique du «Saint-Antoine», le
Crime du Malgracieux, le
Demoiselles de Queue-de-Vache, les
Docteur de Kirkenes, le
Mains pleines, les
Mari de Mélie, le
Matin des trois absoutes, le
Naufrage de l'«Armoire-à-glace», le
Piste du Hollandais, la
Rue aux trois poussins, la
Baron de l'écluse, ou la Croisière du
«Potam», le
Bateau d'Émile, le
Doigt de Barraquier, le
Épingle en fer à cheval, l'
Femme du pilote, la
Valérie s'en va
Deuil de Fonsine, le
Madame Quatre et ses enfants
Petit Tailleur et le chapelier, le
Petits Cochons sans queue, les
Sous peine de mort
Un certain Monsieur Berquin
Escale de Buenaventura, l'
Mystères du Grand Saint Georges, les
Enquête de Mlle Doche, l'
Escale de Buenaventura, l'
Ligne du désert, la
Policier d'Istambul, le
Un crime au Gabon
Mademoiselle Augustine
Moss et Hoch
Sing-Sing, ou la maison des trois
marches
Cabane à Flipke, la
Cent Mille Francs de P'tite Madame, les
Monsieur Mimosa
Oranger des îles Marquises, l'
Trois Messieurs du Consortium, les
Nicolas
Petit Restaurant des Ternes, le
Sept Petites Croix dans un carnet
As de l'arrestation, l'
Aventurier au parapluie, l'
Bénis soient les humbles
Châle de Marie Dudon, le
Chanteuse de Pigalle, la
Destin de M. Saft, le
Gros Lot, le
Homme qui mitraillait les rats, l'
Invalide à la tête de bois, l'
Little Samuel à Tahiti
Nègre s'est endormi, le
Nolépitois, les
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Révolte du canari, la
Tête de Joseph, la
Vieux couple de Cherbourg, le
Yacht t la panthère, le
AUTOBIOGRAPHIES/ASSORTED
WRITINGS—25 titles
À l'abri de notre arbre
À quoi bon jurer?
Au-delà de ma porte-fenêtre
De la cave au grenier
Destinées
Femme endormie, la
Je suis resté un enfant de choeur
Jour et nuit
Letters to my Mother (Lettre à ma
mère)
Libertés qu'il nous reste, les
Main dans la main, la
On dit que j'ai soixante-quinze ans
Petits Hommes, les
Point-virgule
Prix d'un homme, le
Quand vient le froid
Tant que je suis vivant
Traces de pas, Des
Un banc au soleil
Un Homme comme un autre
Vacances obligatoires
Vent du nord, vent du sud
Livre de Marie-Jo, le
Intimate Memoirs (Mémoires intimes)
Pedigree (Pédigrée de Marcsimenon)
TRAVELOGUES—12 titles
Aventure du gentleman anglais et de la
femme qui montrait son derrière du
haut d'un cocotier, l'
Aventurier syndiqué, l'
Capitaine Philips et les trois cochons
Celui qui a refusé de devenir juge
Celui qui se battait avec les rats ou la
plus banale des histoires
Chiens des Marquises et le percepteur
de la forêt vierge, les
Homme en habit dans son square et le
bagnard aux nougats, l'
Joies de la pampa ou l'homme qui est
prisonnier entre deux gares, les
Mon ami l'Auvergnat et le Lithuanien
solitaire qui n'avait jamais assez
mangé
Polytechnicien et le boy à sonnette, le
Popaul et son cuisinier ou la tête qui a
trop trempé
Touristes de bananes ou les Adams et
Èves de Manchester et d'Oslo dans les
nouveaux paradis terrestres

GENERAL FICTION AND NON-FICTION

MARGERY ALLINGHAM

(1904-1966)

‘Margery Allingham stands out like a shining light. And she has another quality, not usually associated
with crime stories, elegance’ - Agatha Christie
‘My very favourite of the four Queens of Crime is Allingham’ - J. K. Rowling
‘Always of the elect, Margery Allingham now towers above them’ – The Observer

ALBERT CAMPION SERIES
‘Don't start reading these books unless you are
confident that you can handle addiction’
Independent
‘Allingham is the best of mystery writers’
The New Yorker
The Campion universe and story arc runs through
some 20 novels and 44 short stories.
Margery Allingham was born in London to a family
immersed in literature. Her first novel,
Blackkerchief Dick, was published in 1923 when she
was 19. Her first work of detective fiction, entitled
The White Cottage Mystery, contained atypical
themes for a female writer of the era.
Her breakthrough occurred in 1929 with the
publication of The Crime at Black Dudley. This
introduced Albert Campion, albeit originally as a
minor character. He returned in Mystery Mile,
thanks in part to pressure from her American
publishers, much taken with the character.
Campion proved so successful that Allingham made
him the centrepiece of another 17 novels and over
20 short stories, continuing into the 1960s.
FLOWERS FOR THE JUDGE
Scandal hits the prestigious publishing house of
Barnabas when one of the directors is found dead in
a locked cellar.
All eyes are on the other partners at the firm –
cousins of the dead man with much to gain from his
demise – and all rumours hint at a connection to the
disappearance of another director decades earlier.
Desperate to salvage their reputation, the cousins
turn to Albert Campion – but will his investigations
clear the Barnabas family name, or besmirch it
forever?
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‘A phenomenal novel’ - J.K. Rowling

Blackkerchief Dick (1923) BR

A fog is creeping through the weary streets of London – so too are whispers that the Tiger is back in
town, undetected by the law, untroubled by morals.
And the rumours are true: Jack Havoc, charismatic
outlaw, knife-wielding killer and ingenious jailbreaker, is on the loose once again.
As Havoc stalks the smog-cloaked alleyways of the
city, it falls to Albert Campion to hunt down the fugitive and put a stop to his rampage – before it’s too
late…

The White Cottage
Mystery (1928) BR

Wanted: Someone
Innocent (1946) (short stories)

The Crime at Black
Dudley (1929) (US: The Black
Dudley Murder) BR

The Casebook of Mr
Campion (1947) (short
stories)

Mystery Mile (1930) BR

More Work for the
Undertaker (1948)

Look to the Lady (1931)
(US: The Gyrth Chalice
Mystery)
Police at the Funeral (1931)

The Tiger in the Smoke can rank with any of the
great thrillers in English literature. It conveys an understanding of goodness and evil more assuredly
than any of them. More than an outstanding mystery, Margery Allingham has created a major novel.

Sweet Danger (1933)
(US: Kingdom of Death/The
Fear Sign)

UK: Vintage
UK & US: Agora Books
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader; Folio Society (Traitor’s
Purse; The Tiger in the Smoke, Hide My Eyes, Mr
Campion and Others); Macmillan Collections (Tiger in
the Smoke, Sweet Danger)
Bulgaria: Era (The Man with the Sack)
French: HarperCollins (The Crime at Black Dudley,
Flowers for the Judge)
German: under negotiation
Georgian: Palitra L (The Crime at Black Dudley)
Greek: Minoas (Traitor’s Purse)
Italian: Bollati (Traitor’s Purse, Death of a Ghost, Tiger
in the Smoke)
Portuguese: Porto (Mystery Mile, Sweet Danger)
Spanish: Impedimenta (Swan Song, More Work for the
Undertaker)
Russian: AST Publishers (Black Plumes, More Work for
the Undertaker)

The Tiger in the Smoke (1952)
No Love Lost (1954) (two
novellas) BR

Other Man's Danger (1933)
(US: The Man of Dangerous
Secrets) (as Maxwell March)

The Beckoning Lady (1955)
(US: The Estate of the
Beckoning Lady)

Death of a Ghost (1934)

Hide My Eyes (1958)
(US: Tether's End/Ten Were
Missing)

Rogue's Holiday (1935)
(as Maxwell March)
Flowers for the Judge (1936)
(US: Legacy in Blood)

RIGHTS SOLD

Deadly Duo (1949) (UK: Take
Two at Bedtime (1950)) (two
novellas)

The China Governess (1962)
The Mind Readers (1965)

The Shadow in the
House (1936) (as Maxwell
March)

Cargo of Eagles (1968)
(completed by Philip
Youngman Carter)

Mr. Campion:
Criminologist (1937) (short
stories)

The Allingham
Case-Book (1969) (short
stories)

The Case of the Late
Pig (1937) (originally
appeared in Mr Campion:
Criminologist)

Mr. Campion's
Farthing (1969) (by Philip
Youngman Carter)

Dancers in Mourning (1937)
(US: Who Killed Chloe?)
The Fashion in Shrouds (1938)
Mr. Campion and
Others (1939) (short stories)
Black Plumes (1940)
Traitor's Purse (1941)
(US: The Sabotage Murder
Mystery)
The Oaken Heart (1941)
(autobiographical)
Dance of the Years (1943)
(aka The Galantrys) BR
Coroner's Pidgin (1945)
(US: Pearls Before Swine)
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Mr. Campion's Falcon (1970)
(US: Mr. Campion's Quarry)
(by Philip Youngman Carter)
The Allingham Minibus (1973)
(aka Mr. Campion's Lucky
Day) (short stories)
The Return of Mr.
Campion (1989) (short
stories)
The Daring of the Red
Rose (1995) (originally an
anonymously-published
serial)
Room to Let: A
Radio-Play (1999)
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ERIC AMBLER (1909-1998)
‘Unquestionably our best thriller writer ever’ - Graham Greene
‘The source on which we all draw’ - John Le Carré
JOURNEY INTO FEAR

Eric Ambler began his writing career in the early
1930s, and quickly established a reputation as a
thriller writer of extraordinary depth and
originality. He is often credited as the inventor of
the modern political thriller and John Le Carré
once described him as ‘the source on which we
all draw.’

It is 1940 and Mr Graham, a quietly-spoken engineer
and arms expert, has just finished high-level talks with
the Turkish government. And now somebody wants him
dead. The previous night three shots were fired at him
as he stepped into his hotel room, so, terrified, he escapes in secret on a passenger steamer from Istanbul.
As he journeys home - alongside, among others, an entrancing French dancer, an unkempt trader, a mysterious German doctor and a small, brutal man in a crumpled suit - he enters a nightmarish world where friend
and foe are indistinguishable. Graham can try to run,
but he may not be able to hide for much longer ...

Ambler began his working life at an engineering
firm, then as a copywriter at an advertising
agency, while in his spare time he worked on his
ambition to become a playwright. His first novel
was published in 1936 and, as his reputation as a
novelist grew, he turned to writing full time.
During the war, he was seconded to the Army
Film Unit, where he wrote, among other projects,
The Way Ahead with Peter Ustinov.
He moved to Hollywood in 1957 and during his
eleven years there scripted some memorable
films, including A Night to Remember and The EPITAPH FOR SPY
Cruel Sea, which won him an Oscar nomination.
Josef Vadassy, a Hungarian refugee and language
In a career spanning over sixty years, Eric Ambler teacher living in France, is enjoying his first break for
wrote nineteen novels and was awarded the years in a small hotel on the Riviera. But when he takes
Crime Writers’ Association Gold Dagger Award his holiday photographs to be developed at a local
for Passage of Arms in 1960. He was married to chemists, he suddenly finds himself mistaken for a GeJoan Harrison, who wrote or co-wrote many of stapo agent and a charge of espionage is levelled at
Alfred Hitchcock’s screenplays – in fact Hitchcock him. To prove himself innocent to the French police, he
must discover which one of his fellow guests at his penorganized their wedding.
sion is the real spy. As he desperately tries to uncover
the true culprit's identity, Vadassy must risk his job, his
safety and everything he holds dear.
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‘Ambler towers over most of his newer imitators’ - Los Angeles Times
‘Ambler may well be the best writer of suspense stories... He is the master craftsman’ - Life
THE MASK OF DIMITRIOS
'Not Le Carré, not Deighton, not Ludlum have surpassed the intelligence, authenticity or engrossing
storytelling that established The Mask of Dimitrios as
the best of its kind' - The Times
English crime novelist Charles Latimer is travelling in
Istanbul when he makes the acquaintance of Turkish
police inspector Colonel Haki. It is from him that he
first hears of the mysterious Dimitrios - an infamous
master criminal, long wanted by the law, whose body
has just been fished out of the Bosphorus. Fascinated
by the story, Latimer decides to retrace Dimitrios'
steps across Europe to gather material for a new
book. But, as he gradually discovers more about his
subject's shadowy history, fascination tips over into
obsession. And, in entering Dimitrios' criminal underworld, Latimer realises that his own life may be on the
line.
'A gripping thriller ... still fresh as new' Guardian

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Passage of Arms (1959),
Gold Dagger Award
The Dark Frontier (1936)
The Light of Day (1962),
Uncommon Danger
also published as Topkapi;
(1937), US title:
Edgar Award for Best
Background to Danger
Novel, 1964
Epitaph for a Spy (1938)
A Kind of Anger (1964)
Cause for Alarm (1938)
Dirty Story (1967)
The Mask of Dimitrios
The Intercom Conspiracy
(1939), US title: A Coffin
(1969), also published as
for Dimitrios
Journey into Fear (1940) The Quiet Conspiracy
The Levanter (1972); Gold
Judgment on Deltchev
Dagger Award
(1952)
The Schirmer Inheritance Doctor Frigo (1974)
Send No More Roses
(1953)
The Night-Comers (1956), (1977), US title: The Siege
of the Villa Lipp
also published as
The Care of Time (1981)
State of Siege
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RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Penguin (The Mask of Dimitrios, Journey into Fear,
Uncommon Danger, Epitaph for a Spy, Cause for Alarm);
The British Library (A Kind of Anger, Passage of Arms,
The Light of Day); Agora Books (Judgment on Delchev,
The Light-Comers, The Levanter, The Care of Time, Dr
Frigo, The Schirmer Inheritance, Send no More Roses)
US: Knopf (all titles)
Chinese (Simplified): Shanghai Dook Publishing Co
(Epitaph for a Spy, Journey into Fear, The Light of Day)
Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof (The Mask of Dimitrios,
The Levanter, Epitaph for a Spy, Cause for Alarm, Journey Into Fear, Passage of Arms, A Kind of Anger, The
Light of Day, Doctor Frigo, Judgement on Deltchev, Send
No More Roses, Uncommon Danger, The Intercom
Conspiracy, The Care of Time)
German: Hoffman & Campe (all titles)
Greek: Brainfood Media (The Light of Day, Epitaph For
A Spy)
Italian: Adelphi (The Care of Time, The Levanter, The
Dark Frontier, Cause for Alarm, Epitaph for a Spy,
Judgement on Deltchev, The Mask of Dimitrios, Journey
into Fear, The Schirmer Inheritance, The Light of Day, A
Coffin for Dimitrios)
Hebrew: Xargol (Journey into Fear)
Korea: The Open Books (The Mask of Dimitrios)
Netherlands: Uitgeverij Luitingh-Sijthoff (The Mask of
Dimitrios, Epitaph for a Spy)
Russian: AST (A Kind of Anger, Cause for Alarm, Dirty
Story, Epitaph for a Spy, Passage of Arms, The Light of
Day, The Mask of Dimitrios, Uncommon Danger)
Serbian: Vulkan (Epitaph For a Spy, The Mask of
Dimitrios)
Turkey: Yapi Kredi (The Light of Day, The Mask of
Dimitrios)
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GEORGE BELLAIRS (1902-1982)

THE ENGLISH SIMENON

‘One of the subtlest and wittiest practitioners of the simon-pure British detective story’ The New York Times
‘Sure-fire, that’s Bellairs’ - New York Herald-Tribune

INSPECTOR LITTLEJOHN SERIES
SURFEIT OF SUSPECT (NEWLY RELEASED in The
British Library Crime Classics)

If you are looking for great whodunits which
keep you up at night with plenty of clues and
red herrings, you can rely on this series of 56
books written by George Bellairs. Featuring
Inspector Littlejohn and his sidekick Cromwell,
they are reminiscent of the Inspector Maigret
books with fantastic plots and believable
characters. Littlejohn, like Maigret, has his
compassionate nature. Many of the books take
place on the Isle of Man where the author lived.
George Bellairs is the pseudonym of Harold
Blundell who moved to the Isle of Man to
become a full-time writer.

Following a mysterious explosion, the offices of Excelsior Joinery Company are no more; the 3 directors
are killed and the peace of a quiet town in Surrey lies
in ruins.
When the supposed cause of ignited gas leak is dismissed and the presence of dynamite revealed, Superintendent Littlejohn of Scotland Yard is summoned to the scene. But beneath the sleepy veneer
of Evingden lies a hotbed of deep-seated grievances.
Confounding Littlejohn's investigation is an impressive cast of suspicious persons, each concealing their
own axe to grind.
Bellairs' novel of small-town grudges with calamitous
consequences revels in the abundant possible solutions to the central crime as a masterpiece of misdirection.

DEATH SPINS THE WHEEL
When Madame Garnier arrives at the casino on the
Isle of Man, everyone is interested. She knows all the
tricks, bets on all the right numbers, and is enjoying a
solid winning streak. That is until she’s found dead on
the beach.
As theories about her murder run wild, Inspector
Littlejohn is called in to get to the bottom of her mysterious demise. Following leads to France and Switzerland, Littlejohn must untangle a conspiracy that
leads all the way to the French Resistance if he is to
solve the case.
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THE DEAD SHALL BE RAISED
‘.. the excellent Inspector Littlejohn is a pleasure to
watch’ Sunday Times

The Four Unfaithful
Servants (1942)

In the winter of 1940, the Home Guard unearth a
skeleton on the moor above the busy town of
Hatterworth. Twenty-three years earlier, the body of
a young textile worker was found in the same spot,
and the prime suspect was never found – but the
second body is now identified as his. Inspector
Littlejohn is in the area for Christmas and takes on the
investigation of the newly reopened case. Soon it
becomes clear that the murderer is still at large…

Murder Will Speak (1942)
aka The Dead Shall Be
Raised

Death of a Busybody (1942)

The Murder of a Quack
(1943)
Turmoil in Zion (1943) aka
Death Stops the Frolic
The Case Of The Seven
Whistlers (1944)
Death in the Night Watches
(1945)
Calamity At Hardwood
(1945)

RIGHTS SOLD

The Case of the Scared
Rabbits (1946)

UK & US: Agora Books (Corpses in Enderby, Death
Sends for the Doctor, Death in Desolation, The Case
of the Demented Spiv, The Case of the Famished
Parson, Intruder in the Dark, Death in High
Provence, Murder Makes Mistakes, Bones in the
Wilderness, Death in the Fearful Night, Death in the
Wasteland, Death of a Shadow, The Night They
Killed Joss Varan, Death in Dark Glasses, Half-Mast
for the Deemster, The Cursing Stones Murder, Death
Treads Softly, Corpse at the Carnival, Death of a Tin
God, The Tormentors, Death Spins the Wheel, A
Knife for Harry Dodd, Dead March for Penelope,
Crime in Leper’s Hollow, He’d Rather Be Dead, Death
Drops The Pilot, Death in Room Five); Bloomsbury
Reader (4 titles); Mysterious Press (6 titles); The
British Library (Death of a Busybody, The Dead Shall
be Raised, Murder of a Quack, Body in the Dumb
River, Surfeit of Suspects); Poisoned Pen Press
(Death of a Busybody, The Dead Shall be Raised,
Murder of a Quack)

The Crime At Halfpenny
Bridge (1946)

Italian: Marco Polillo Editore (Death in High
Provence, Death Before Breakfast)
Russian: AST (Death of a Busybody, The Dead Shall
be Raised, Murder of a Quack)

Death On the Last Train
(1948) BR

Intruder In The Dark (1956)
Death in High Provence
(1957)
Death Sends for the Doctor
(1957)
Corpse At The Carnival
(1958)
Murder Makes Mistakes
(1958)
Bones in the Wilderness
(1959)
Toll the Bell for Murder
(1959)
Death in the Fearful Night
(1960)
The Body in the Dumb River
(1961) aka Murder
Masquerade
Death Of A Tin God (1961)
Death Before Breakfast
(1962) BR
The Tormentors (1962)

Outrage On Gallows Hill
(1948)

Death in the Wasteland
(1963)

Officer That's Your Man!
(1948)

Death of a Shadow (1964)

The Case of the Demented
Spiv (1949)
The Case of the Famished
Parson (1949)
The Case of the Headless
Jesuit (1950) aka Death
Brings in the New Year
Crime in Lepers' Hollow
(1950)

Surfeit of Suspects (1964)
Death Spins the Wheel
(1965)
Strangers Among the Dead
(1966)
Death in Desolation (1967)
Single Ticket to Death
(1967)
Fatal Alibi (1968)

Dead March for Penelope
Blow (1951) aka Dead
March for Penelope

Murder Gone Mad (1968)

Death in Dark Glasses
(1952)

Tycoon's Death-bed (1970)

Half-mast for the Deemster
(1953)

Murder Adrift (1972) BR

A Knife for Harry Dodd
(1953)

Fear Round About (1975)

Corpses in Enderby (1954)
The Cursing Stones Murder
(1954)
Death In Room Five (1955)

The Night They Killed Joss
Varran (1970)
Pomeroy, Deceased (1971)
Devious Murder (1973) BR
Close All Roads to Sospel
(1976) aka All Roads to
Sospel
The Downhill Ride of
Leeman Popple (1978)

Death Drops the Pilot (1956) An Old Man Dies (1980)
Death Treads Softly (1956)
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HILAIRE BELLOC (1870-1953)
‘A great master of the English Language… Hilaire Belloc added, year by year, and often several times in
one year, to the riches of English prose and verse’ - The Times
THE SERVILE STATE
The Servile State is a book written by Hilaire Belloc in
1912 about economics. Although it mentions
Distributism, for which he and his friend G. K.
Chesterton are famous, it avoids explicit advocation
for that economic system. This book lays out, in very
broad outline, Belloc's version of European economic
history: starting with ancient states, where slavery
was critical to the economy, through the medieval
Joseph Hilaire Pierre René Belloc was an
economies based on serf and peasant labor, to
Anglo-French writer and historian who became a
capitalism. Belloc argues that the development of
naturalised British subject in 1902. He was one of capitalism was not a natural consequence of the
the most prolific writers in England during the early Industrial Revolution, but a consequence of the
twentieth century. He was known as a writer, earlier dissolution of the monasteries in England,
orator, poet, satirist, man of letters and political which then shaped the course of English
activist. He is most notable for his Catholic faith, industrialization. English capitalism then spread
which had a strong impact on most of his works across the world. Belloc then makes his case for the
natural instability of pure capitalism and discusses
and his writing collaboration with G. K. Chesterton.
how (as he believes) attempts to reform capitalism
He was President of the Oxford Union and later MP
will lead almost inexorably to an economy where
for Salford from 1906 to 1910. He was a noted state regulation has removed the freedom of
disputant, with a number of long-running feuds, capitalism and thereby replaced capitalism with the
but also widely regarded as a humane and Servile State—which shares with ancient slavery the
fact that positive law (as opposed to custom or
sympathetic man.
economic necessity by themselves) dictates that
His most lasting legacy is probably his verse, which certain people will work for others, who likewise must
encompasses cautionary tales and religious poetry. take care of them.
Among his best-remembered poems are Jim, who
ran away from his nurse, and was eaten by a lion
and Matilda, who told lies and was burnt to death.
RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader (The Man Who Made
Gold, The Postmaster General, Return to the Baltic,
The Haunted House, Sonnets and Verse); Cambridge
University Press (The Justice of Peace)
Croatian: Naklada Benedikta (Great Heresies, How
the Reformation Happened, Survivals and New
Arrivals)
German: Stedl (Ladies and Gentlemen)
Italian: Liberlibri (The Servile State); Cagantigalli
(The Path to Rome)
Portuguese (Brazil): Edições Cristo Rei
Spanish: Palabra (Europe and the Faith)

THE PATH TO ROME
Considered by Belloc himself, and by most critics, his
greatest work, this classic book is the delightful story
of the pilgrimage Belloc made on foot to Rome in
order to fulfill a vow he had made "...and see all
Europe which the Christian Faith has saved..." In The
Life of Hilaire Belloc, Robert Speaight states: "More
than any other book he ever wrote, The Path to Rome
made Belloc's name; more than any other, it has been
lovingly thumbed and pondered.... The book is a
classic, born of something far deeper than the
physical experience it records."
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Verses and Sonnets (1896)
The Bad Child's Book Of Beasts
(1896)
More Beasts for Worse Children
(1897)
The Modern Traveller (1898)
Danton; a study (1899)
Paris, Its Sites, Monuments and
History (1898)
A Moral Alphabet (1899)
Paris (1900)
Lambkin's remains (1900)
Robespierre (1901)
The Path To Rome(1902) BR
The great inquiry; faithfully
reported by Hilaire Belloc and
ornamented with sharp cuts
drawn on the spot by G. K.
Chesterton (1903)
Caliban's Guide to Letters
(1903)
Emmanuel Burden, Merchant
(1904)
Avril. Essays on the French
Renaissance (1904)
The Old Road: From Canterbury
to Winchester (1904)
Hills and the Sea (1906)
Sussex (1906)
Esto Perpetua: Algerian Studies
and Impressions (1906)
Cautionary Tales for Children
(1907)
The Historic Thames (1907)
Mr. Clutterbuck's Election
(1908)
On Nothing and Kindred
Subjects (1908)
On Everything (1909)
The Eye-Witness (1908)
A Change in the Cabinet (1909)
Marie Antoinette (1909)
The Pyrenees (1909)
Pongo and the Bull (1910)
Catholicism and Socialism:
Second Series (1910)
On Anything (1910)
On Something (1910)
Verses (1910)
The Party System (1911)
More Peers (1911)
The Four Men: a Farrago (1911)
The French Revolution (1911)
The Girondin (1911)
First and last (1911)
British Battles: Blenheim (1911)
Turcoing (1912), Crécy (1912),
Waterloo (1912), Malplaquet,
Poitiers (1913); as Six British
Battles 1931, 1951
The Servile State (1912)
The Green Overcoat (1912)
The River of London (1912)

This and That and the Other
(1912)
History of England (1912)
The Stane Street: a monograph
(1913)
Warfare in England (1913)
The Book of the Bayeux
tapestry (1914)
Land & Water; The World's War
Vol. II (Parts 14 to 26) (1914)
The Romance of Tristan and
Iseult (1915)
History of England (1915)
The Two Maps of Europe (1915)
A Change in the Cabinet (1915)
A General Sketch of the
European War, the First Phase
(1915)
At the Sign of the Lion (1916)
The last days of the French
monarchy (1916)
A General Sketch of the
European War, The Second
Phase (1916)
The Free Press (1918)
Europe And The Faith (1920)
The House of Commons and
Monarchy (1920)
The Jews (1922)
The Mercy of Allah (1922)
The Road (1923)
The Contrast (1923)
On (1923)
Economics for Helen (1924)
The Cruise of the Nona (1925)
This and that and the other
(1925)
Mr. Petre (1925)
The French Revolution (1925)
The Campaign of 1812 and the
Retreat from Moscow (1925)
A Companion to Mr. Wells's
"Outline of History" (1926)
Mr. Belloc Still Objects (1926)
The Catholic Church and History
(1926)
Short Talks with the Dead and
others (1926)
The emerald of Catherine the
Great (1926)
Essays of Today and Yesterday
(1926)
Miniatures of French History
(1926)
Mrs. Markham's New History of
England (1926)
The Highway and Its Vehicles
(1926)
Oliver Cromwell (1927)
The Haunted House (1927) BR
Towns of Destiny (1927)
Do We Agree?: A Debate
Between G. K. Chesterton And
Bernard Shaw, with Hilaire
Belloc in the Chair (1928)

Many Cities (1928)
M. Wells et Dieu. Des poèmes
et des essais (1928)
James II (1928)
But Soft - We Are Observed!
(1928)
How the Reformation
Happened (1928)
Belinda: a tale of affection in
youth and age (1928)
A Conversation with an Angel:
and other essays (1928)
The Chanty of the Nona (1928)
The Missing Masterpiece (1929)
Richelieu (1929)
Survivals and New Arrivals: The
Old and New Enemies of the
Catholic Church (1929)
The Man Who Made Gold
(1930)
Wolsey (1930)
The Catholic Church and
Current Literature (1930)
Joan of Arc (1930)
Pauline - Favorite Sister of
Napoleon (1930)
New Cautionary Tales (1930)
Essays of a Catholic Layman in
England (1931)
A Conversation with a Cat: and
others (1931)
Cranmer (1931)
On Translation (1931)
One Hundred and one Ballades
(1931)
Nine Nines or Novenas from a
Chinese Litany of Odd Numbers
(1931)
Napoleon (1932)
The Postmaster General (1932)
BR
Saulieu Of The Morvan (1932)
The Question and the Answer
(1932)
Ladies and Gentlemen: For
Adults Only and Mature at That
(1932)
An Heroic Poem in Praise of
Wine (1932)
Charles the First, King of
England (1933)
William the Conqueror (1933)
Below bridges (1933)
The Tactics and Strategy of the
Great Duke of Marlborough
(1933)
How We Got The Bible (1934)
A Shorter History of England
(1934)
Milton (1935)
The Restoration Of Property
(1936)
The Hedge and the Horse
(1936)
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The Battleground: Syria and
Palestine, The Seedplot of
Religion (1936)
The County of Sussex (1936)
The Crisis Of Our Civilisation
(1937)
The Crusades : The World's
Debate (1937)
An Essay on the Nature of
Contemporary England (1937)
Stories, essays, poems (1938)
Monarchy: a study of Louis XIV
(1938)
Return to the Baltic (1938) BR
The Great Heresies (1938)
The Church and Socialism
(1938)
The Case of Dr. Coulton (1938)
On sailing the sea; a collection
of seagoing writings (1939)
The Last Rally: A Story of
Charles II (1939)
The Silence Of The Sea and
Other Essays (1940)
On the Place of Gilbert
Chesterton in English Letters
(1940)
The Catholic and the War
(1940)
The Alternative (1940)
Elizabethan Commentary
(1942)
Places (1942)
Sonnets and Verse (1945)
The Romance of Tristan and
Iseult by Joseph Bedier (1945)
Selected Essays (1948)
An Anthology of his Prose and
Verse (1951)
World Conflict (1951)
Songs of the South Country
(1951)
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PHYLLIS BENTLEY (1894-1977)
INHERITANCE

Phyllis Eleanor Bentley, OBE (November 19, 1894 June 27, 1977), was an English novelist. The
youngest child of a mill owner, she grew up in
Halifax in the West Riding of Yorkshire, and was
educated at Halifax High School for Girls and
Cheltenham Ladies' College. During World War I
she worked in the munitions industry. After the
war, she returned to her native Halifax where she
taught English and Latin.
In 1918, she published her first work, a collection of
short stories entitled The World's Bane, after which
she published several more novels; but March 1932
saw the publication of her best-known work,
Inheritance. Set against the background of the
textile industry in the West Riding, it received
widespread critical acclaim and ran through twenty
-three impressions by 1946, making her the first
successful English regional novelist since Thomas
Hardy with his Wessex. Two further novels
followed in 1946 and 1966, forming a trilogy, and in
1967 Inheritance was filmed by Granada TV, with
John Thaw and James Bolam in leading roles. In
1968 she wrote the children's novel Gold Pieces,
which is a fictionalised account, seen through the
eyes of a twelve-year-old boy, of the Cragg Coiners,
who defrauded the government by clipping the
edges of gold coins to melt down and make into
new coins.
In 1949 she was awarded an honorary DLitt from
Leeds University; in 1958 she became a Fellow of
the Royal Society of Literature; and in 1970 was
awarded an OBE.
RIGHTS SOLD
US: Crippen & Landru (The Detections of Miss
Phipps)

The most famous of Phyllis Bentley’s novels, set
against the backdrop of the textile industry in the
West Riding of Yorkshire, this phenomenally
successful book, first published to great acclaim in
1932, is widely regarded as her masterpiece. The
story follows the fortunes of the Oldroyd family
through several generations, against the backdrop of
the Industrial Revolution and the development of the
textile industry in the West Riding of Yorkshire.
Bentley continued the saga with two subsequent
volumes, The Rise of Henry Morcar (1946) and A Man
of His Time (1966).

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The World's Bane (1918)
Environment (1922)
Cat in the Manger (1923)
The Spinner of the Years
(1928)
The Partnership (1928)
Carr (1929)
Trio (1930)
Inheritance (1932)
A Modern Tragedy (1934)
The Whole of the Story
(1935)
Freedom Farewell (1936)
Manhold (1941)
The English Regional (1942)
The Rise of Henry Morcar
(1946)
The Brontës (1947)
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The House of Moreys (1953)
Noble in Reason (1955)
Crescendo (1958)
The Young Brontës (1960)
O Dreams O Destinations
(1962)
A Man Of His Time (1966)
Gold Pieces (1968)
The Brontës and Their World
(1969)
Sheep May Safely Graze
(1972)
Tales of West Riding (1974)
Take Courage (1940)
Ring in the New (1969)
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LENNARD BICKEL (1913-2002)
‘This journey is without parallel in the annals of polar exploration...a task almost beyond human
endurance’ - Ernest Mills Joyce on Shackleton’s Forgotten Men
Lennard Bickel was
born in 1913. A science
writer for the Australian
Broadcasting
Corporation and The
Australian in the 1960s,
he was the only
Australian
journalist
invited to witness the
1969 Apollo II moon
landing from the launch site.
In 1970 Bickel was awarded a Commonwealth
Literary Fellowship in order to write Rise Up To Life,
a biography of Howard Florey, who pioneered the
development of penicillin. He subsequently wrote a
number of other books that highlight remarkable
human achievement: little-known epics of triumph
over adversity, including This Accursed Land (1977),
about Douglas Mawson's struggle to stay alive in
the Antarctic wilderness - ‘The greatest story of
lone survival in polar exploration’, Sir Edmund
Hillary - and Triumph Over Darkness: The Life of
Louis Braille (1988).
In 1974 he was made a Knight of the Order of Mark
Twain for his biography of Norman Borlaug, the
Nobel-winning humanitarian scientist.

SHACKLETON’S FORGOTTEN MEN

RIGHTS SOLD

RISE UP TO LIFE: A Biography of Howard Walter
Florey Who Made Penicillin and Gave It to the
World

This is a dramatic true story of Antarctic tragedy and
survival among the heroic group that was to lay
supplies across the Great Ross Ice Shelf in
preparation for the Endurance expedition. Launched
by Shackleton (and led by Captain Aeneas
Mackintosh), this courageous crew completed the
longest sledge journey in polar history (199 days) and
endured near-unimaginable deprivation. They
accomplished most of their mission, laying the way
for those who never came. All suffered; some died.
Now Australian writer Lennard Bickel honours these
forgotten heroes. Largely drawn from the author's
interviews with surviving team member Dick
Richards, this retelling underscores the capacity of
ordinary men for endurance and noble action.

UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader (Triumph Over
Darkness, This Accursed Land, Florey)
US: De Capo Press (Shackleton’s Forgotten Men),
Steerforth Press (This Accursed Land
Australia & New Zealand: Woodslane (This Accursed
Land)
Italian: CDA & Vivalda Editori (This Accursed Land)
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Facing Starvation (1974)
This Accursed Land (1977) BR
Uranium: The Deadly Element
(1979)
In Search of Frank Hurley (1980)
Florey: The Man Who Made
Penicillin (1983) BR

Triumph Over Darkness: The Life
of Louis Braille (1988) BR
Shackleton’s Forgotten Men
(1999)

Howard Florey was the brilliant, ambitious and
sometimes ruthless Australian who developed
penicillin, the first antibiotic, enabling a mastery of
disease and death never before imagined in human
history. The penicillin epic traces the fascinating,
often frustrated path of Florey's drive in Britain and
the United States to isolate, test and produce the
'miracle drug' that was to empty the infectious wards
and revolutionize surgery - changing the pattern of
world disease.
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HECTOR BOLITHO (1897-1974)
‘Flowing and lively biography’ - Cobden Sanderson
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Bolitho was born and educated in Auckland, New
Zeland, the son of Henry and Ethelred Frances
Bolitho. He travelled in the South Sea Islands in
1919 and then through New Zealand with the
Prince of Wales in 1920. He travelled in Africa,
Australia, Canada, America, and Germany in 1923,
finally settling in Britain where he was to remain
for the rest of his life.
On his arrival in Britain he worked as a freelance
journalist. At the start of World War II he joined
the Royal Air Force Volunteer Reserve (RAFVR) as
an intelligence officer with the rank of squadron
leader, editing the Royal Air Force Weekly Bulletin,
which in 1941 became the Royal Air Force Journal.
In 1942, he was appointed editor of the Coastal
Command Intelligence Review.
Bolitho undertook several lecture tours of America
(in 1938-39, 1947, 1948, and 1949).

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Agora (The Reign of Queen Victoria, A Life
of the Prince Consort, Victoria, the Widow and Her
Son, War In the Strand); Endeavour (A Penguin in the
Eyrie, Albert The Good), Bloomsbury Reader (Victoria
and Albert).

The Island of Kawau (1919)
The Islands of Wonder
(1920)
With the Prince in New
Zealand (1920)
Solemn Boy (1927) novel
The Letters of Lady Augusta
Stanley (1927)
Thistledown and Thunder
(1928)
The New Zealanders (1928)
Judith Silver (1929) novel
The New Countries (1929)
The Later Letters of Lady
Augusta Stanley (1929)
The Glorious Oyster (1929)
(with Very Rev. A. V. Baillie)
A Victorian Dean: A
Memoir of Arthur Stanley
(1930)
The Flame on Ethirdova
(1930), novel
Albert the Good, a Life of
the Prince Consort (1932)
Alfred Mond: First Baron
Melchett, a biography
(1933)
Beside Galilee: a Diary in
Palestine (1933)
The Prince Consort and his
Brother (1934)
Victoria, the Widow and
her Son (1934)
Grey Farm (1934) play
Older People (1935)
The House in Half Moon
Street (1935) short stories
James Lyle MacKay, First
Earl of Inchcape (1936)
Marie Tempest: a
Biography (1936)
King Edward VIII: his Life
and Reign (1937)
Royal Progress (1937)
George VI (1937)
Victoria and Albert (1938)
BR
Further Letters of Queen
Victoria (1938)
Victoria and Disraeli (1938)
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radio play
The Emigrants (1939)
Roumania under King Carol
(1939)
America Expects (1940)
War in the Strand (1942)
Combat Report (1943)
No Humour in My Love
(1946) short stories
Task for Coastal Command
(1946)
The Romance of Windsor
Castle (1947)
Thirty Years (1947)
The Reign of Queen Victoria
(1948)
A Biographer's Notebook
(1950)
A Century of British
Monarchy (1951)
Their Majesties (1951)
Without the City Wall
(1952)
The Coronation Book of
Queen Elizabeth II (1953)
Jinnah, Creator of Pakistan
(1954)
A Penguin in the Eyrie
(1955)
The Wine of the Douro
(1956)
The Angry Neighbours
(1957)
No 10, Downing Street
(1957)
'Gilbert Harding in
Brighton', Gilbert Harding
by his Friends, ed. S.
Grenfell (1961)
My Restless Years (1962)
autobiography
The Galloping Third (1963)
Albert, Prince Consort
(1970)
The Drummonds of Charing
Cross (1967)
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WAR IN THE STRAND

THE REIGN OF QUEEN VICTORIA

“During the first season of bombing many of my
papers were burned, including the pages of my diary
describing the spring and early summer of 1940.”

The stage was already set for the astonishing reign
of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert.
After the discovery of previously unfound letters
and journals in Germany, Hector Bolitho here continues his series of royal biographies to expand on
and re-frame the extraordinary lives of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert.

What remains of those papers is an intimate,
honest, and heartfelt account of London at the
dawn of WWII.
War in the Strand is esteemed historian Hector
Bolitho’s own candid and moving diary of wartime
London. From food rationing and blaring air raid
sirens to watching from the Savoy as bombs fell
nearby, Bolitho brings the harrowing events to life
with precision and charm.

Bolitho expertly navigates the unparalleled rule of
Queen Victoria and her Prince Consort in this authentic and intimate portrait of their lives. From
her incredible accession to the throne, through her
romance with Albert, and to her lengthy rule as
monarch, Bolitho paints a rich and full portrait of
Victoria – as queen, mother, wife, and widow.

Unflinching and introspective, Bolitho captures the
fear, the disbelief, the loneliness of the early days of
wartime London. But also the hope, the courage,
and the resilience of the city’s people: to survive, to
live, to flourish.

Perfect for fans of ITV’s Victoria, discover the truth
behind one of history’s greatest romances and
learn how the pair shaped not only the British Empire but the world.

War in the Strand was first published in 1942.
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ROBERT BOLT (1924-1995)
‘A triumphant success. Robert Bolt’s lucid script brings pathos and drama to the complexities of Church
and Empire.’ - Sunday Times
THE MISSION

Robert Bolt was an English screenwriter and dramatist noted for his epic screenplays which won him
two Academy Awards.
Bolt began work in 1941 for an insurance company,
attended the University of Manchester in 1943, and
then served in the Royal Air Force and the army
during World War II. After earning a BA in History,
he worked as a schoolteacher until 1958, when the
success of his play Flowering Cherry meant he could
fully devote himself to writing. Bolt’s most successful play was A Man for All Seasons, a study of the
fatal struggle between Henry VIII of England and
his lord chancellor, Sir Thomas More, over issues of
religion, power, and conscience.

South America, mid-18th century. Rodrigo Mendoza,
a cool, callous soldier of fortune and slave-trader
murders his own brother in the heat of the moment.
In his anguish he returns to God and becomes a lay
brother at a Jesuit mission in the heart of the jungle,
just as the conflict between Church and State is escalating. The missions is threatened with closure and
Mendoza is faced with an agonising choice: to obey
the papal edict and abandon the native Indians to
the jungle and the slave-traders, or to fight.
In a superb and tragic climax, the vital issue of faith,
sin and individual conscience are magnificently realised.
The novel was then made into an award-winning film
starring Robert De Niro and Jeremy Irons.

Bolt wrote the screenplays for director David Lean’s
epic films Lawrence of Arabia & Doctor Zhivago and
subsequently adapted A Man for All Seasons for
director Fred Zinnemann’s film version of the play
in 1966.
His other screenplays included Ryan’s Daughter,
which was directed by Lean; Lady Caroline Lamb,
which Bolt himself directed; The Bounty; and The
Mission. The most successful of Bolt’s later plays
was Vivat! Vivat Regina!.

RIGHTS SOLD
Poland: Rebis (The Mission)

BIBLIOGRAPHY:
Lawrence of Arabia (with Michael Wilson) (1962)
Doctor Zhivago (1965)
A Man for All Seasons (1966)
Krasnaya Palatka (aka The Red Tent) (1969)
Ryan's Daughter (1970)
Lady Caroline Lamb (1972) (also directed)
The Bounty (1984)
The Mission (1986) (originally published as a novel)
A Dry White Season (1989)
Vivat! Vivat Regina! (1971)
Without Warning: The James Brady Story (1991) (TV)
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ANN BRIDGE (1989-1974)
‘Almost unmixed delight....Exciting and illuminating and deserves comparison with A Passage to India’ L.P. Hartley on Peking Picnic
A LIGHTHEARTED QUEST

Ann Bridge was a mid-twentieth century novelist
who began her writing career by drawing on and
exploiting the milieu of the British Foreign Office
community in Peking, where she lived for two years
with her diplomat husband. Her novels combine
courtship plots with vividly-realised settings and
demure social satire.
She went on to write novels which take a serious
investigation of modern historical developments as
the background of their protagonists’ emotional
lives. Ann Bridge also wrote thrillers—centred on a
female amateur detective—travel books and family
memoirs.

PEKING PICNIC
Laura Leroy inhabits the two realms of her Oxford
past and Peking present. Into her current world of
exotic beauty and brutality comes Vinstead, a
professor from Cambridge and a reminder of all she
has left behind. A picnic party leaves for the hills
near Peking and tensions rise as Laura cautiously
responds to Vinstead’s attraction and their fragile
world comes under threat.

When Julia undertook to find her cousin, Colin
Munro, last heard of sailing a yacht off the north
coast of Africa, the quest seemed light-hearted
enough. But, before she had finished, she was
involved with Moorish antique dealers, a Belgian
woman archaeologist, Purcell, the enigmatic
barkeeper, and American airman, the saurian Mr. St.
John, and numerous other characters charming or
sinister. Julia’s search takes her a cargo-boat to
Casablanca, and thence to Tangier, Fez and
Marrakech.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Julia Probyn Series:
The Lighthearted Quest
(1956) BR
The Portuguese Escape
(1958) BR
Julia Involved: Three Julia
Probyn Novels (1960)
The Numbered Account
(1960) BR
The Dangerous Islands
(1963) BR
Emergency in the Pyrenees
(1965) BR
The Episode at Toledo (1966)
BR
The Malady in Madeira
(1970) BR
Julia in Ireland (1973) BR
Novels
Peking Picnic (1932)
The Ginger Griffin (1934) BR
Illyrian Spring (1935)

Enchanter’s Nightshade
(1937) BR
Four-Part Setting (1938) BR
A Place to Stand (1940) BR
Frontier Passage (1942) BR
Singing Waters (1943) BR
And Then you Came (1948)
The House at Kilmartin
(1951)
The Dark Moment (1951) BR
The Tightening String (1962)
BR
Permission to Resign (1971)
BR
Non Fiction
Portrait of My Mother
(1955)
The Selective Traveller in
Portugal (1958)
Facts and Fictions: Some
Literary Recollections (1968)
Moments of Knowing (1970)
BR

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Daunt Books (Illyrian Spring, Peking Picnic)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader (A Family of Two
Worlds, Four-Part Setting, Permission to Resign)
Israel: Yedioth Books (Illyrian Spring)
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LOUIS BROMFIELD (1896-1956)

PULITZER PRIZE WINNER

‘The Dickens of America.’ - Washington Post
‘He is considered one of the iconic writers of the American generation of storytellers who lived between the
two world wars.’ - J. R. Fernández Cano
Louis Bromfield was born in Ohio
and educated at Cornell and Columbia universities. An ambulance
driver and interpreter in France
during WW1, he was awarded the
Croix de Guerre. On his return to
the US he formed part of the original staff on Time magazine.

EARLY AUTUMN
‘Truly Lovely.’ - Gillian Flynn, New York Times
Sabine Callender had fled from the stifling propriety
of Durham, New England, twenty years ago. With a
failed marriage behind her and an eighteen-year-old
daughter to present to society, everyone is surprised to find that Sabine has returned, not as the
pitiable and broken creature they expected, but as a
strong and assured individual with an uncanny ability to see through the postures and pretences of the
society that oppressed her as a girl. With her bold
independence and forthright nature, Sabine challenges the social order and becomes a catalyst for
change in the lives of the people around her.

His first novel, The Green Bay Tree, was published
in 1924. A year later, he moved to Paris with his
family, and became friends with Scott Fitzgerald,
Somerset Maugham and Edith Wharton. In 1938
the Bromfields returned to Ohio, where they
bought a 1000-acre farm which became a productive showcase for Louis’s return to a simpler way of
life, recording his experiences and knowledge in the
classic Malabar Farm.
Bromfield’s reputation was established with his
early novels, particularly the four books in the Escape series, a collection that depicted a changing
America in which going against the norm had
strong implications for the individual. A prolific and
highly original writer, he received both the Pulitzer
Prize for Early Autumn and the O. Henry Award for
short fiction with Awake and Rehearse.

RIGHTS SOLD

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Green Bay Tree (1924)
Early Autumn (1926)
The Strange Case of Miss
Annie Spragg (1928)
Awake & Rehearse (1929)
The Farm (1933)
The Man Who Had
Everything (1935)
The Rain Came (1937)
Night in Bombay (1940)

French: Éditions Phebus (The Rains Came); Libretto (Early
Autumn, Mrs Parkington)
Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof (It All Came Through, The
Green Bay Tree, Mister Smith, Possession)
German: Unionsverlag AG (The Rains Came)
Hungarian: General Press Konyvkiado (Night in Bombay,
The Rains Came)
Macedonia: Ars Lamina (Early Autumn)
Romanian: SC Editura Lider SRL (The Rains Came); SC Orizonturi (Night in Bombay); Grup Media Lit (Early Autumn)
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Mrs Parkington (1943)Pleasant
Valley (1945)Malabar Farm
(1948)
Out of the Earth (1950)
Mr Smith (1951)
From My Experience (1955)
Animals and Other People
(1955)
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RICHARD CHURCH

(1893-1972)
HISTORY OF THE DARK AGES

Richard Thomas Church CBE (26 March 1893 – 4
March 1972) was a prolific English writer, poet
and critic; he also wrote novels and verse plays,
and
three
well-received
volumes
of
autobiography. Church became a respected
journalist and reviewer, and wrote extensively on
country matters. His first poetry appeared
in Robert Blatchford's Clarion, and he contributed
verse to periodicals for the rest of his life. His first
post as a literary editor was with the New Leader,
organ of the Independent Labour Party. He was
director of the Oxford Festival of Spoken Poetry
during the 1930s. His much-anthologised World
War I poem "Mud" first appeared in Life and
Letters, January 1935.
THE FRENCH LIEUTENANT
Moody and withdrawn when his family moves to
an English estate, a thirteen-year-old improves his
disposition after contact with the two-hundredyear-old ghost of a French lieutenant.

FIVE BOYS IN A CAVE
Five boys become friends of sorts over a summer
vacation. They discover a cave and decide to explore it, and in the process they become trapped
and must try to find a way out. Each boy shows the
kind of person he really is: in how he responds to
stress, how he helps with or worsens the situation.

My aim has been little more than to disengage the
leading lines in the history of five most important and
most confused centuries, and to mark the influences
which most asserted themselves, and which seem to
have most governed the results as we see them in subsequent history. In this summary view I have confined
my attention mainly to the West, saying little of the
great nations of later times in the North and East—
Scandinavia, Poland, Hungary, Russia. The reason is,
that the course of modern history was determined in
the West, and what happened in the North and East
took its start and course from what had happened and
had taken permanent forms in the nations of the West
and South…
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Fiction
Oliver’s Daughter (1930)
High Summer (1931)
The Prodigal Father (1933)
The Porch (1937)
The Stronghold (1939)
The Sampler (1942)
The Cave (1951) AKA Five
Boys in a Cave. BR
Dog Toby. A Frontier
Tale (1953)
The dangerous years (1956)
BR
The Nightingale (1958)
The Crab-Apple Tree (1959)
Prince Albert (1963)
The Room Within (1940[8])
The White Doe (1968)
Little Miss Moffatt: a confession (1969)
The French lieutenant: a
ghost story (1971) BR
Autobiography
Over the Bridge (1955) BR
The Golden Sovereign (1957)
The Voyage Home (1964) BR
Non-fiction
Calling for a Spade (1939)
Plato's Mistake (1941)
Eight for immortality' (1941)
A squirrel called Rufus (1941)
For children.
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Green Tide (1945)
British authors : a twentiethcentury gallery with 53 portraits (1948)
A window on a hill [1951].
Books and Writers (Robert
Lynd) Foreword by Richard
Church (1952)
The prodigal: a play in
verse (1953)
Down River (1957) For children.
A country window; a round of
essays (1958)
Small moments. Decorated
with wood-engravings by
Joan Hassall (1957)
Essays.
The bells of Rye. Front. by
Michael Hubbard (1960)
Calm October, essays (1961)
The growth of the English
novel (1961)
A stroll before dark : essays (1965)
The royal parks of London.
With drawings by Victor Cooley (1965)
Portrait of Canterbury (1968)
Speaking aloud (1968)
The wonder of words (1970)
A harvest of mushrooms: and
other sporadic essays (1970)
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COLIN CLARK (1932-2002)
‘Sheer delight… sharp, funny and irreverent’ - Sunday Telegraph
THE PRINCE THE SHOWGIRL AND ME/
MY WEEK WITH MARILYN

Colin Clark, son of Lord Clark and brother of Alan,
was born in London in 1932. He was educated at
Eton and Christ Church, Oxford, and served as a
pilot in the RAF during National Service.
In 1956 he worked on the Laurence Olivier/
Marilyn Monroe film The Prince and the Showgirl,
an experience he described in the journal he kept
at the time, published to acclaim in 1995 as The
Prince, the Showgirl and Me.
He then became a personal assistant to Olivier,
acting as the stage manager on John Osborne's The
Entertainer at the Royal Court and accompanying
Olivier and Vivien Leigh on the Shakespeare
Memorial Theatre's European tour of Titus
Andronicus. From there he moved to Granada
Television. He produced and directed over a
hundred documentary films, including The
Romantic Rebellion, Pioneers of Modern Painting
and Jazz at the New School.

‘The Prince, the Showgirl and Me’ is Colin Clark's
diary account of his time on the set of The Prince and
the Showgirl, the film that united Sir Laurence Olivier
with Marilyn Monroe, on honeymoon with her new
husband, the playwright Arthur Miller. Nearly 40
years on, his diary account was chosen as a “book of
the year”, but one week was missing, and My Week
with Marilyn is the story of that week: an idyll in
which he escorted a Monroe desperate to get away
from the pressures of working with Olivier and all the
people with a vested interest in her. Her new
husband Arthur Miller had gone to Paris, and the
coast was clear for Colin to introduce her to some of
the pleasures of British life.
This was released as a major motion picture in
Autumn 2011, starring Michelle Williams as Marilyn
Monroe, and Eddie Redmayne as Colin Clark.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: HarperCollins (The Prince, The Showgirl and Me,
My Week With Marilyn)
US: Perseus (The Prince, The Showgirl and Me, My
Week With Marilyn)
Croatian: VBZ (My Week With Marilyn)
German: Schirmer Mosel Verlag (My Week With
Marilyn)
Hungarian: Gabo (My Week With Marilyn)
Italian: Mondadori (My Week With Marilyn)
Japanese: Shochinsha (My Week With Marylin)
Lithuanian: UAB de Libris (My Week With Marilyn)
Polish: Znak (My Week With Marylin)
Portuguese (Brazil): Editora Pensamento (My Week
With Marilyn)
Russian: Slovo (My Week With Marilyn)

His autobiography, Younger Brother, Younger Son,
appeared in 1997. He died in December 2002 in
London.
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SIMON CLARK (Born 1958)
'Britain's greatest living horror writer' - SFX
NIGHT OF THE TRIFFIDS
‘Readers will relish Clark's uncomplicated cocktail of
chlorophyl and human blood. ‘ - Financial Times
Simon Clark is the author of such highly-regarded
novels as Nailed by the Heart, Darker, Blood Crazy,
Vampyrrhic, Lucifer’s Ark and The Night of the
Triffids (winner of a British Fantasy Society award).
His short stories have appeared in an abundance of
magazines and anthologies worldwide. SFX,
Europe’s best-selling SF/Fantasy/Horror newsstand
magazine, polled its readers on their favourite genre
writers of all time. Simon comfortably hit the top
100: full details below.
Raised in a family of storytellers – family legend
spoke of a stolen human skull buried beneath the
Clark garage – Simon sold his first ghost story to a
radio station in his teens for the princely sum of £15
then promptly spent many times that in heady
celebration. Before becoming a full-time writer he
held a variety of day jobs that have involved strawberry-picking, legal work, scripting video promos
and generating multi-million pound projects.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Novels
Nailed By The Heart (1995)
BR
Blood Crazy (1995) BR
Darker (1996) BR
King Blood (1997)
Vampyrrhic (1998)
The Fall (1998)
Salt Snake and Other Bloody
Cuts (1998) BR
Judas Tree (1999)
Darkness Demands (2001)
The Night of the
Triffids (2001)
Stranger (2002)
Vampyrrhic Rites (2003)
In This Skin (2004)
The Tower (2005)
London Under
Midnight (2006)
Death’s Dominion (2006)
This Rage of
Echoes (2007)

Lucifer's Ark (2007)
The Midnight Man (2008)
Vengeance Child (2009)
Ghost Monster (2009)
Whitby Vampyrric (2009)
The Gravedigger’s Tale
(2010)
Butterfly (2011)
Mutant Blood (2012)
His Vampyrrhic Bride (2013)
Her Vampyrrhic Heart (2013)
The Fall (2014)
Secrets of the Dead (2014)
Inspector Abberline and the
Gods of Rome (2014)
Inspector Abberline and the
Just King (2015)
The Mammoth Book of Sherlock Holmes Abroad (2015)
Novellas
Doctor Who: The Dalek Factor (2004)
She Loves
Monsters (2006)
Stone Cold Calling (2008)

At the end of The Day of the Triffids, the hero, Bill Mason, his wife and baby son join a new colony on the
Isle of Wight. This tiny community, temporarily safe in
its island fortress, begins its work to eradicate the
triffid menace and lay the foundations of a new civilization. Throughout the world similar colonies struggle
for survival, while the implacable triffid plant continues its march, seemingly intent on wiping out humankind. The Night of the Triffids takes up the
story twenty-five years later. David Mason, the grown
-up son of Bill, is a pilot who eventually manages to
reach New York where a very different sort of colony
has been set up, a colony whose members seem to be
immune to the triffid sting and where David comes
face to face with an old enemy from his father's past.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Robert Hale (Inspector Abberline and the Just
King); Severn House (Whitby Vampyrric); Constable
& Robinson (Night of the Triffids) Endeavour Press
(Vampyrrhic Rites, King Blood, Jail for the Damned,
Cold Legion)
US: Cemetery Dance Publications
Estonian: Hea Lugu OU (Night of the Triffids)
Greek: Brainfood Media (Blood Crazy, Vampyrrhic)
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GRAVE CITY GHOSTS

VAMPHYRRIC RITES

Grace and Jack Lupsett, and their teenage son, Nev,
move into elegant Cemetery Lodge, built in a nineteenth century private graveyard known officially as
Castle Hill Cemetery, and locally as Grave City. The
cemetery is a magnet for drug dealers, addicts, teen
gangs and people down on their luck. The Lupsett
family quickly realize that their dream home is in a
nightmare location. The house is surrounded by a
high wall, with gates allowing direct access to Grave
City. Cemetery Lodge’s gates are locked every night
but found open every morning – and when local
people become homicidally deranged, due to a leak
of toxic chemicals, then the lives of Grace, Jack and
Nev hang in the balance.

Eighteen-year-old Dylan Adams is on the verge of
leaving his hometown for a life in the city, but his
plans are dramatically changed when his old school
friend Luke Spencer goes missing. A search finds
nothing. All anyone knows is that he was last seen at
Lazarus Deep. Then, in the dead of night, Dylan's old
friend comes calling. But he's not the same boy that
everyone once knew.
Once more David Leppington, Bernice Mochardi and
Electra Charnwood are drawn together to face the
vampiric creatures that are Nosferatu: the undead.
The desolate North Yorkshire Moors have held their
secret for more than a thousand years. Now it is the
turn of Lazarus Deep.

Grave City Ghosts is on submission in the US

BLOOD CRAZY
It is a quiet, uneventful Saturday in Doncaster. Nick
Aten, and his best friend Steve Price – troubled
seventeen year olds – spend it as usual hanging
around the sleepy town, eating fast food and planning their revenge on Tug Slatter, a local bully and
their arch-enemy. But by Sunday, Tug Slatter
becomes the last of their worries because somehow
overnight civilization is in ruins. Adults have become
murderously insane – literally. They're infected with
an uncontrollable urge to kill the young. Including
their own children. As Nick and Steve try to escape
the deadly town covered with the mutilated bodies
of kids, a group of blood-thirsty adults ambushes
them. Just a day before they were caring parents
and concerned teachers, today they are savages
destroying the future generation. Will Nick and
Steve manage to escape? Is their hope that outside
the Doncaster borders the world is 'normal' just a
childish dream?

DARKNESS DEMANDS
When writer John Newton receives a mysterious
note containing the bizarre request that he should
leave a bar of chocolate on one of the gravestones
in the local churchyard, he doesn't take much
notice. But, as he is about to discover, the
consequences of not complying with the
anonymous demand can be truly appalling. A
newcomer to the picturesque Yorkshire village of
Skelbrooke, John comes to realize that its
inhabitants harbour a terrifying secret. And as the
demands escalate in intensity, so John must face his
worst nightmare come true. With this, his eighth
nerve-shattering novel of supernatural suspense,
Simon Clark triumphantly confirms his reputation as
"one of the most exciting British horror writers
around."

Blood Crazy, first published in 1995, is a gripping,
apocalyptic horror from Simon Clark.
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NORMAN COHN (1915-2007)
‘A cool draught of wise and intelligent scholarship’ - Financial Times
Norman Rufus Colin Cohn FBA
was a British academic,
historian and writer .
Cohn was born in London to a
Jewish father and a Catholic
mother and studied at Christ
Church, Oxford. He served for
six years in the British Army, being
commissioned into the Queen's Royal
Regiment in 1939 and transferring to the
Intelligence Corps in 1944, where his
knowledge of modern languages found
employment. In the immediate post-war
period, he was stationed in Vienna, ostensibly
to interrogate Nazis. He also encountered
many refugees from Stalinism, and the
similarities in persecutorial obsessions evinced
both by Nazism and Stalinism fuelled his
interest in the historical background for these
ideologically opposed, yet functionally similar
movements. After his discharge, Cohn taught
in universities across the UK and North
America and became the head of the
Columbus Centre at the University of Sussex,
which was set up to look into the causes of
extremism and persecution.
RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Pimlico (The Pursuit of the Millennium,
Europe's Inner Demons, Cosmos, Chaos and the
World to Come)
US: Yale University Press (Cosmos, Chaos and the
World to Come); Oxford University Press (The
Pursuit of the Millennium); University Of Chicago
Press (Europe’s Inner Demons)
French: Editions Allia (Cosmos, Chaos and the
World to Come)
Japanese: Kinokuniya Company Ltd (The Pursuit
of the Millennium)
Spanish: Alianza Editorial (Warrant for
Genocide); Pepitas (The Pursuit of the
Millennium)
Ukrainian: Fund for Central & East Europe
(Warrant for Genocide)

WARRANT FOR GENOCIDE THE MYTH OF THE JEWISH
WORLD-CONSPIRACY AND THE PROTOCOLS OF THE
ELDERS OF ZION
Norman Cohn explores the origins of one of the most
pernicious forgeries ever created, the supposed
'Protocols of the Elders of Zion', a manuscript
purporting to detail a Jewish conspiracy to control the
world and once the most published text, after the
Bible. Cohn links the religious based anti-Jewish
persecution of earlier times and modern secular
antisemitism, in a dissection of the history and
worldwide dissemination of this notorious, antisemitic
plagiarism, literary forgery, and hoax.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Pursuit of the Millennium:
Revolutionary Millenarians and
Mystical Anarchists of the Middle
Ages (1957)
Warrant for Genocide: The Myth of
the Jewish World
Conspiracy
and the “Protocols of the Elders of
Zion” (1966)
Europe’s Inner Demons (1975)
Cosmos, Chaos and the World to
Come: The Ancient Roots of Apocalyptic Faith (1993,
revised
edition 2001)
Noah's Flood: The Genesis Story in
Western Thought (1996)
Essays
The Horns of
Moses Commentary vol. 3
(September 1958)
The Myth of the Jewish World
Conspiracy: A Case Study in Collective Psychopathology Commentary
vol. 41 no. 6 (June 1966) 35
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Monsters of Chaos Horizon:
Magazine of the Arts no. 4 (1972)
42
Permanence de
Millénarismes Le Contrat
Social: revue historique et critique
des faits et des idées vol. 6 no. 5
(September 1962) 289
Adamo: the Distinguished
Savage The Twentieth Century vol.
155 (January 1954) 263
The Saint-Simonian
Extravaganza The Twentieth Century vol. 154 (July 1953) 354
The Magus of the North The Twentieth Century vol. 153 (January
1953) 283
The Saint-Simonian
Portent The Twentieth Century vol.
152 (July 1952)
How Time Acquired a
Consummation Apocalypse Theory and
the End of the World (1995) 21-37
(compilation)
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NORMAN COLLINS (1907-1982)
‘Both as a writer, and in his role as one of broadcasting’s first hauts fonctionnaires, he clearly envisaged popular
art as a kind of societal glue, designed to bring people together rather than to drive them apart’ - The Times
Literary Supplement
BOND STREET STORY
Bond Street Story brings to life the chaotic glamour,
gossip and romance of the elegant Rammell’s
department store. This charming, nostalgic glimpse
of post-war London follows the hopes, dreams and
exploits of a host of memorable characters from the
prodigious Bond Street establishment.
Norman Collins (1907-1982) was a British writer,
and later a radio and television executive, who
became one of the major figures behind the
establishment of the Independent Television (ITV)
network in the UK. This was the first organisation
to break the BBC’s broadcasting monopoly when it
began transmitting in 1955.
Collins began his career as a novelist, publishing
several successful works such as London Belongs to
Me (which was later filmed) in the 1930s while also
working in broadcasting as a producer for BBC
Radio. In 1946 he was appointed the Controller of
the Light Programme, the BBC’s more populist,
entertainment-based radio service which had
grown out of the BBC Forces Programme, first
established to entertain Allied troops, but which
had also become hugely popular with domestic
audiences during the Second World War.
At the Light Programme, he created one of the
most iconic programmes in the history of British
radio broadcasting: the adventure series Dick
Barton: Special Agent, which ran for 711 episodes
between 1946 and 1951, following the adventures
of a dashing secret agent.

Irene, the whimsical shop girl, yearns for the bright
lights of the stage; senior floorwalker Mr. Bloot drifts
into a disastrous second marriage; Marcia, Rammell's
long-serving model, knows her beauty is waning, and
Eric Rammell, the harassed Managing Director, seeks
to escape the social life his wife so unremittingly
organizes for him. Each of their stories of work,
relationships and petty jealousies is skilfully
intertwined in this irresistible tale.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Penguin (London Belongs To Me)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader
German: Aufbau Digital (Bond Street Story)

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Facts of Fiction
(1932) BR
Penang Appointment
(1934)
The Three Friends (1935)
Trinity Town (1936)
Flames Coming Out of
the Top (1937) BR
Love in Our Time (1938)
BR
I Shall Not Want (1940)
BR
Anna Collins (1942) BR
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London Belongs to Me
(1945)
Black Ivory (1948)
Children of the Archbishop (1951) BR
The Bat that Flits (1952)
BR
Bond Street Story (1958)
BR
The Governor's Lady
(1968) BR
The Husband's Story
(1978) BR
Little Nelson (1981) BR
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IVY COMPTON-BURNETT (1884-1969)
50TH ANNIVERSARY OF HER DEATH
Virginia Woolf wrote in her diary of how her own writing was “much inferior to the bitter truth and intense
originality of Miss Compton-Burnett” - Virginia Woolf
“Ivy Compton-Burnett is the love of my life. If cannot write, a couple of hours with Ivy and I am back on track…
no one is like her” - Hilary Mantel
“I looked for all her novels...suddenly I understood that I loved them furiously; that I got joy and consolation
from them; they had a hallucinatory clarity , naked and inexorable.” - Natalia Ginzburg

A GOD AND HIS GIFTS
Ivy Compton-Burnett was born
in Pinner, Middlesex, as the
seventh of twelve children of
a well-known homeopathic
physician Dr James ComptonBurnett.
She attended Addiscombe
College, Hove, then boarded
for two terms at Howard
College, Bedford, before embarking on a university
degree in Classics. After graduating she in turn
tutored four younger sisters at home.
Ivy Compton Burnett’s own tragic experiences of
family life provided some of the material drew on
as a novelist. Her books about money, power,
status, incest, adultery, murder, homosexuality,
were years ahead of their time, and all the passions
and stresses of family life, described with brilliant
wit and perception. She was awarded the 1955
James Tait Black Memorial Prize for her novel
Mother and Son.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Dolores (1911)
Pastors and Masters (1925)
Brothers and Sisters (1929)
Men and Wives (1931)
More Women than Men (1933)
A House and its Head (1935)
Daughters and Sons (1937)
A Family and a Fortune (1939)
Parents and Children (1941)
Elders and Betters (1944)
Manservant and Maidservant
(1947)
Two Worlds and their Ways

(1949)
Darkness and Day (1951)
The Present and the Past (1953)
Mother and Son (1955)
A Father and his Fate (1957)
A Heritage and its History
(1959)
The Mighty and their Fall
(1961)
A God and his Gift (1963)
The Last and the First (1971)

‘The grande dame of popcorn dialogue in the upper
ether of attenuated sensibility still has a firm glove
on the reins.’ - Kirkus
First published in 1963, it was the last of Ivy
Compton-Burnett’s novels to be published in her
lifetime and is considered by many to be one of her
best. Set in the claustrophobic world of Edwardian
upper-class family life, it is the story of the selfwilled and arrogant Hereward Egerton. In his
marriage to Ada Merton he maintains a veneer of
respectability but through his intimate relationships
with his sister, Emmeline, and his son’s future wife,
Hetty, he steps beyond the bounds of conventional
morality with both comic and tragic results

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Pushkin Press (More Women Than Men, A House and its Head)
US: NYRB (Manservant and Maidservant, A House and its Head)
Brazil: Edições Jabuticaba (Pastors and Masters)
Catalan: Enciclopedia (Parents and Children)
France: Gallimard (A House and its Head), 10/18 (Mother and Son,
Brothers and Sisters)
Italian: Fazi Editore (Manservant and Maidservant, Men and
Wives, More Women than Men, A House and its Head); Adelphi (A
Heritage and its History)
Spanish (World): Anagrama (Manservant and Maidservant,
Parents and Children, A House and its Head)
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LETTICE COOPER (1897-1994)
‘Her novels are hugely rewarding and enjoyable. Lettice was a marvellous storyteller’ - Jilly Cooper
FENNY
'Certainly Lettice Cooper's finest novel’ - Storm
Jameson
The offer of a summer post as governess to the
granddaughter of a famous actress seems a dazzling
prospect to Ellen Fenwick. The Villa Meridiana,
surveying the Tuscan hills, with their vines and rows
of silvery olives, provides a dreamlike setting for the
new life she anticipates. Here she tastes her first
cocktail, cuts her hair, becomes 'Fenny' - and falls in
love. But in this closeknit expatriate community,
relationships are often not what they seem: as
fascism threatens the heart of Italy, Fenny is forced to
come to terms with both emotional and political
realities.

Lettice Cooper, was an English writer. She was born
in Eccles, Lancashire on 3 September 1897.
She began to write stories when she was seven,
and studied Classics at Lady Margaret Hall,
Oxford, graduating in 1918. She returned home
after Oxford to work for her family's engineering
firm and wrote her first novel, The Lighted Room in
1925. She spent a year as associate editor at Time
and Tide and during the Second World War worked
for the Ministry of Food's public relations division.
Between 1947 and 1957, she was the fiction
reviewer for the Yorkshire Post. She was one of the
founders of the Writers' Action Group along
with Brigid Brophy, Maureen Duffy, Francis
King and Michael Levy and received an OBE for her
work in achieving Public Lending Rights.

DESIRABLE RESIDENCE

In 1987, at the age of ninety, she was awarded
the Freedom of the City of Leeds. She never
married and died on 24 July 1994 in Coltishall,
Norfolk.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
The New House (1936)
(Reprinted by
Persephone Books in
2004)
The Lighted Room (1925)
National Provincial
(1938) BR
Fenny (1953)
Biography of Robert Louis
Stevenson (1947)
Black Bethlehem (1947)
Blackberry's Kitten (1960)
The Double Heart (1962)
BR

Gunpowder, Treason and
Plot (1971) BR
Tea on Sunday (1973)
Snow and Roses (1976)
BR
Desirable Residence
(1980)
Unusual Behaviour (1986)
Une Journee avec Rhoda
(1994)

How would you react if squatters moved into the
ground floor of the house where you had a flat?
That’s what happens to the Blackstones and to Hilda
Greencroft, who rent the upper floors. From this
intriguing beginning, Lettice Cooper develops a
delightfully human comedy, and one with many
complications.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Persephone Books (The New House, National
Provincial)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader; Amazon/PFD (Black
Bethlehem); Endeavour Press (Desirable Residence);
Agora (Gunpowder, Treason and Plot, Fenny)
PREVIOUS PUBLISHERS
French: Rivages
Italian: Einaudi (The New House)
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F. G. COTTAM
‘Creating convincing contemporary ghost stories is far from easy in the cynical, secular 21st century … but

F. G. Cottam’s intelligent, atmospheric writing carries the conviction that surely sustained MR James back
in the days of gaslight and fog.’ - Phil Rickman
THE COLONY

F.G. Cottam was born and brought up in
Lancashire. After a degree in history he embarked
on a career in journalism in London where he was
prominent in the lad-mag revolution.
F.G. Cottam is the author of ten paranormally
themed novels, a sequence begun with his awardwinning The House of Lost Souls, first published in
2007 and translated into 16 languages.
Recently he has delved into shorter fiction with a
series of novellas themed around the Jericho
Society. This cult originally featured in his novel
Dark Echo, described in a Times review as: ‘The
perfect ghost story.’
His latest full novel, The Auguries, has recently
been published by Severn House
BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Auguries (2019)
Dark Resurrection: A Colony
Novel (2015)
The Going and The Rise (2015)
novella
The Colony (revised edition)
(2015)
An Absence of Natural Light
(2015) novella

The Lazarus Prophecy (2014)
The Summoning (2014)
The Memory of Trees (2013)
The Colony (2012)
Brodmaw Bay (2011)
The Waiting Room (2010)
The Magdalena Curse (2009)
Dark Echo (2008)
The House of Lost Souls (2007)

RIGHTS SOLD
UK&US: Agora (The Colony, The Going and the Rise,
Dark Resurrection, Harvest of Scorn), Severn House
(The Auguries)

For over a century, the mystery of the New Hope
Island vanishing has intrigued and tantalized. How did
a community of 150 souls disappear and leave no
trace behind?
As abruptly as the crew of the Mary Celeste, they
went missing from their lonely Island in the Hebrides
without a single clue as to the nature of their
departure; doomed to remain an enigma forever.
Until media magnate Alexander McIntyre decides to
harness his prodigious energy and bottomless wealth
in solving the New Hope mystery once and for all. He
gathers a crack team of experts, sparing no expense
in his pursuit of answers.
What they discover is as terrifying as it is
inexplicable... Are some mysteries safer left
unsolved?

THE AUGURIES
An unexpected lunar eclipse. A poisonous fog that
cripples the capital. Statues that weep blood. As the
catalogue of calamities mount, fear and paranoia
provoke rumours of terrorist attacks. But from
whom? History professor Juliet Harrington is an
authority on sixteenth-century mysticism and a longtime believer in the existence of the Almanac of
Forbidden Wisdom, a potent spell-book legend
insists was compiled in that period by a cabal of
powerful occultists. Its magic is summoned though
only at disastrous cost, signalled by The Auguries.
Juliet is convinced that the recent plague of disasters
means someone reckless is using the book - and she
has little time left to stop them.
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VIRGINIA COWLES (1910-1983)
It was war reporting of a long gone era, when journalists were not embedded but ranged freely... Looking for
Trouble is a reminder of how excellent a reporter [Cowles] was.' - Caroline Moorhead, Spectator
LOOKING FOR TROUBLE

Virginia Spencer Cowles OBE was a noted
American journalist, biographer, and travel
writer.

First published in June 1941, Looking for Trouble is the
tour de force testimony of an American debutante who
became a roving war correspondent noted for her bravery and perceptiveness. A correspondent for Hearst
newspapers in the United States, aged 29, Cowles had
covered the Spanish Civil War, Soviet Russia, Czechoslovakia and, later, the Polish border, as the Germans
rolled in, as well as the astonishing winter war between
Finland and Russia. She had interviewed Mussolini in
Rome, been flown personally by Air Marshal Balbo over
Libya, lunched with Ernest Hemingway, seen in the new
year of 1940 with Winston Churchill singing Run, Rabbit,
Run and had tea with Hitler in Nuremberg.

During her long career, Cowles went from
covering fashion, to covering the Spanish Civil
War, the turbulent period in Europe leading up to
World War II, and the entire war. Her service as a
correspondent was recognized by the British
THE PHANTOM MAJOR: THE STORY OF DAVID STIRgovernment with an OBE in 1947.
LING AND THE SAS REGIMENT
After the war, she published a number of
critically acclaimed biographies of historical In the dark and uncertain days of 1941 and 1942, a
figures, for which critics often praised the small group of daring raiders made history for the Allies.
They operated deep behind the German lines, driving
accuracy of her insight into humanity.
hundreds of miles through the deserts of North Africa.
The men were the Special Air Service, the SAS, the brainchild of David Stirling, a deceptively mild-mannered man
with a brilliant idea. Under his command, small teams of
resourceful, highly trained men penetrated beyond the
front lines of the opposing armies and wreaked havoc
where the Germans least expected it. Virginia Cowles’s
The Phantom Major is a classic account of these raids, an
amazing tale of courage, impudence and daring, packed
BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Kaiser(1963)
1913: The Defiant Swan Song with action and high adventure. Her narrative, based on
Looking for Trouble (1941)
(1967)
the eyewitness testimony of the men who took part,
How America Is Governed
The Russian Dagger: Cold War gives a fascinating insight into the early years of the SAS.
(1944)
No Cause for Alarm (1949)
Winston Churchill: The Era
and the Man (1953)
Gay Monarch (1956)
The Phantom Major: The
Story of David Stirling and His
Desert Command (1958) rights with Penn and Sword
The Great Swindle(1960);

in the Days of the Czars (1969)
The Romanovs (1971)
The Rothschilds: A Family of
Fortune (1973)
The Last Tsar and Tsarina
(1977)
The Astors(1979)
The Great Marlborough and
His Duchess(1983)

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Faber (Looking for Trouble)
WEL: Sharpe Books (all other titles)
Spanish: Tusquets (Looking for Trouble)
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MAURICE CRANSTON (1920-1993)

JEAN-JACQUES ROUSSEAU BOOKS
In the first volume, Jean-Jacques: The Early Life and
Work of Jean-Jacques Rousseau 1712-1753, Cranston
draws on original manuscript sources to trace Rousseau's life from his birth and later departure from Geneva, to his return in 1754 as a celebrated writer and
composer.
Born in 1920, Maurice Cranston was educated at
London University and St. Catherine’s College,
Oxford.
In 1950 he became a Professor of Political Science at
the London School of Economics, where he remained
for 26 years. He was an excellent teacher and writer,
producing extensive studies of notable philosophers
such as Sartre and Rousseau, winning the 1957 James
Tait Black Memorial Prize for his biography on John
Locke. He also wrote scripts for the BBC and several
detective novels.
In the 1970s he moved to Florence, Italy, where he
was a Professor of Political Theory at the European
University Institute.
He died in 1993 while recording a programme about
Baroness Thatcher’s memoirs.

The second volume, The Noble Savage: Jean-Jacques
Rousseau 1754-1762, focuses on Rousseau's most productive and eventful years, which included a torrid love
affair; bitter, friendship-ending quarrels with Voltaire,
Diderot, and other Enlightenment philosophers; and
the publication of some of his most important works,
including Emile and The Social Contract.
In the final volume, The Solitary Self: Jean-Jacques
Rousseau in Exile and Adversary, Cranston traces the
last tempestuous years of Rousseau's life, and how he
transformed his misery and solitude into some of the
most enduring literature of his time.
Utilizing original manuscript sources wherever possible,
Cranston has produced a richly detailed yet highly
readable synthesis of philosophy, biography, and intellectual history.

RIGHTS SOLD

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Freedom: A New Analysis
(1954)
John Locke: A Biography
(1957)
John Stuart Mill (1958)
Human Rights Today (1962)
Jean-Jacques Rousseau: The
Social Contract (1968)
Politics and Ethics, Inaugural
Lecture, LSE (1972)
The Mask of Politics, and
Other Essays (1973)
What Are Human Rights?

(1973)
Jean-Jacques: The Early Life
and Work (1982)
Jean-Jacques Rousseau: A
Discourse on Inequality (1984)
'Rousseau on Equality', Social
Philosophy and Policy (1984)
The Noble Savage (1991)
The Solitary Self (1997)
"The New Left" (1970)

UK&US: University of Chicago (Jean-Jacques Rousseau
books), Penguin (Rousseau’s Social Contract)
Chinese (Simplified): Zhejiang University Press (JeanJacques Rousseau books, Locke)
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JOHN CREASEY (1908-1973)

PUBLISHED 562 BOOKS WITH WORLDWIDE SALES OF OVER
80 MILLION COPIES IN AT LEAST 5000 DIFFERENT EDITIONS
IN 28 DIFFERENT LANGUAGES
GIDEON OF SCOTLAND YARD SERIES
'The finest of all Scotland Yard series' New York
Times
GIDEON’S DAY (first in the series)

John Creasey MBE was an English crime and
science fiction writer who wrote more than six
hundred novels using twenty eight different
pseudonyms.
He created numerous characters which are now
famous, such as The Toff, Commander George
Gideon of Scotland Yard, Inspector Roger West,
The Baron, and Doctor Stanislaus Alexander
Palfrey.
The most popular of these was Gideon of
Scotland Yard, who was the basis for the
television series Gideon’s Way and for the John
Ford movie Gideon of Scotland Yard (1958), also
known by its British title Gideon’s Day. The Baron
character was made into a 1960s TV series
starring Steve Forrest as The Baron.
In 1953, John Creasey founded the Crime Writers’
Association (CWA) in the UK. The CWA New
Blood Dagger is awarded in his memory, for first
books by previously unpublished writers;
sponsored by BBC Audiobooks, it includes a prize
of £1000. This award was known previously as
the John Creasey Memorial Dagger.

Gideon's day is a busy one. He balances family
commitments with solving a series of seemingly
unrelated crimes from which a plot nonetheless
evolves and a mystery is solved. One of the most
senior officers within Scotland Yard, George Gideon's
crime solving abilities are in the finest traditions of
London's world famous police headquarters. His
analytical brain and sense of fairness is respected by
colleagues and villains alike.
Gideon's Day was filmed by John Ford (starring Jack
Hawkins) and featured in the popular Gideon TV
series starring John Gregson.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: House of Stratus (Toff Series, Gideon series,
Dr Palfrey series, Sexton Blake series, Baron series,
Inspector West series, Roger West series); Agora
Books (Department Z series)
Danish: Rosenkilde (Inspector West 1-12,
Gideon’s Day, Gideon’s Week, Gideon’s Night,
Gideon’s Month)
Italian: Mondadori (Gideon’s Month)
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DEPARTMENT Z SERIES— THE DEATH MISER
Millions of lives are at stake if a sinister international
conspiracy succeeds. It's down to England’s elite
detective agency, Department Z, to make sure that
doesn’t happen. They’ve got to keep things quiet, too.
Discretion is something that the Honourable James
Quinion knows only too well – it’s all part and parcel of
being a member of the Secret Service. Department Z is
described as ‘a home for bachelors with a suicidal turn
of mind…’ Its agents ready themselves for this
high-profile, high-danger job. Quinion will find himself
right in the firing line and in personal danger – how will
he keep the conspiracy under control and under
wraps?
 36 TITLES COMPRISING THE
4
FOLLOWING SERIES
AND PSEUDONYMS:
•

THE GIDEON SERIES

•

THE BARON SERIES

•

DR PALFREY SERIES

•

THE TOFF SERIES

•

ROGER WEST SERIES

•

DEPARTMENT Z SERIES

•

FANE BROTHERS SERIES

•

THE PATRICK DAWLEY SERIES

•

THE CRIME HATERS SERIES

•

DR CELLINI BOOKS

•

MICHAEL HALLIDAY BOOKS

•

JEREMY YORK BOOKS

•

NORMAN DEANE BOOKS

•

PETER MANTON BOOKS

•

WESTERNS BY TEX RILEY

•

WESTERNS BY WILLIAM REILLY

•

WESTERNS BY KEN RANGER

•

MISCELLANEOUS TITLES BY
ANTHONY MORTON, GORDON
ASHE, KYLIE HUNT, RICHARD M
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ROBERT CRISP (1911-1994)
‘Statistics are absurd for such a man’ - Wisden Cricketers' Almanack
ZEN AND THE ART OF DONKEY MAINTENANCE

Robert James Crisp (1911-1994) had a remarkable
life that went beyond his first-class career in
cricket - from climbing Mount Kilimanjaro to
surviving attacks on battle tanks during the Second
World War and beating cancer later in life.

He then went on to a career in journalism and
writing, publishing several accounts of his career
in World War II, and earning a reputation as an
adventurer.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader (Zen and the Art of
Donkey Maintenance)

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Gods Were Neutral (1961) BR

In December 1966, the New Year looked exciting for
fifty-five-year-old Robert Crisp. As a man whose youth
was spent in constant adventure, leading a calm,
domestic life in England had become a burden from
which he needed to break free. Named by Wisden as
"One of the most extraordinary men ever to play Test
cricket" Crisp served as a soldier in the Second World
War in Greece and North Africa for which he was
decorated for bravery, later becoming a writer and
journalist.
With his marriage over and his sons old enough to
fend for themselves, Crisp decided to start a new life.
With sixty pounds in his pocket, his wartime disability
pension of ten pounds a month, and a plan to write
about his adventures under a pseudonym, his journey
began. Through twenty columns filed from abroad
over years of rustic living and travel, Crisp, as Peter
White, shared his experiences of hitch-hiking through
Yugoslavia, settling in a beach shack in Greece where
he attempted to cultivate the stubborn land, and a
nearly fatal solo boat trip around Corfu. As the first
year of his dream life came to a close, he found out
that the stomach pain he had been suffering was not
a side effect of too much Greek wine, but cancer.
With a prediction of only one year to live, he set off
on a trek around Crete, his only companion a donkey
with plenty of personality.
Robert Crisp's account of his travels, originally
serialised in the Sunday Express, is an honest, funny,
touching account of this charming rogue's journey
through a foreign land and culture in search of inner
peace and happiness.

Brazen Chariots (1959) BR
The Outlanders: the man who made
Johannesburg (1964) BR
Zen and the Art of Donkey Maintenance - A
Memoir (2014) BR
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EDMUND CRISPIN (1921-1978)

100th ANNIVERSARY IN 2021

‘One of the last exponents of the classical English detective story...elegant, literate, and funny’ - The Times

GERVASE FEN SERIES
'A classic crime novel with a surreal streak… It's a clever,
energetic romp, written with wit.'
Val McDermid
As inventive as Agatha Christie, as hilarious as P.G.
Wodehouse. The Gervase Fen series is crime fiction at its
quirkiest and best.

Edmund Crispin was the pseudonym of Robert
Bruce Montgomery. After a brief spell of teaching,
he became a full-time writer and composer,
particularly of film music. He also edited science
fiction anthologies, and became a regular crime
fiction reviewer for The Sunday Times. His friends
included Philip Larkin, Kingsley Amis and Agatha
Christie.
Montgomery wrote nine detective novels and two
collections of short stories under the pseudonym
Edmund Crispin (taken from a character in Michael
Innes's Hamlet, Revenge!). The stories feature
Oxford don Gervase Fen, who is a Professor of
English at the university and a fellow of St
Christopher's College, a fictional institution that
Crispin locates next to St John's College.
His whodunits have complex plots and fantastic,
somewhat unbelievable solutions, including
examples of the ‘locked room’ mystery. They are
written in a humorous, literary and sometimes
farcical style and they are also among the few
mystery novels to break the fourth wall occasionally
and speak directly to the audience.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Frequent Hearses (1950)
BR

The Case of the Gilded Fly
The Long Divorce (1952)
(1944)
Beware of the Trains
Holy Disorders (1945)
(1953) (short story collecThe Moving Toyshop
tion) BR
(1946) BR
The Glimpses of the
Swan Song (1947)
Moon (1977) BR
Love Lies Bleeding (1948) Fen Country (1979) BR
Buried for Pleasure (1948)

The eccentric professor Gervase Fen is an eloquent, brilliant
academic who prefers solving crimes in and around Oxford
University to his duties as a don. Crispin’s novels offer
intelligent entertainment, ingenious plots, wit and literary
allusion, sharply observed dialogue and high-quality writing.

THE MOVING TOYSHOP
‘A rococo classic. It has abundantly the pervasive
charm of the genre’ The Times
‘Hilarious… ranks among the most amusing light
novels ever written’ Washington Post
Arriving late at night for a holiday in Oxford, the
poet Richard Cadogan stumbles across the body of a
dead woman in a toyshop. When he returns with
the police, the toyshop is a grocery store and there
is no sign of the corpse.
Cadogan joins forces with the eccentric Professor
Gervase Fen to solve the mystery. Battling with
limerick clues, an unusual will, an impossible murder
and disappearing evidence, the bookish duo
rampage through the university town determined to
find answers. Crispin’s most famous novel is
fast-moving, funny and full of entertaining literary
puzzles.
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HOLY DISORDERS

THE CASE OF THE GILDED FLY

Holy Disorders takes Oxford don and part time
detective Gervase Fen to the town of Tolnbridge,
where he is happily bounding around with a
butterfly net until the cathedral organist is
murdered, giving Fen the chance to play sleuth. The
man didn't have an enemy in the world, and even his
music was inoffensive: could he have fallen foul of a
nest of German spies or of the local coven of
witches, ominously rumoured to have been
practicing since the 17th century.

Yseut Haskell, a pretty but spiteful young actress
with a talent for destroying men's lives, is found
dead in a college room just metres from the office
of unconventional Oxford don and amateur
detective, Gervase Fen. The victim is found wearing
an unusual ring, a reproduction of a piece in the
British Museum featuring a gold gilded fly but does
this shed any light on her murder?
As they delve deeper into Yseut's unhappy life the
police soon realise that anyone who knew her
would have shot her, but can Fen discover who
could have shot her?

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Harper Collins (Holy Disorders, Love Lies
Bleeding, The Moving Toyshop, Case of the Gilded
Fly, Swan Song, Buried for Pleasure); Folio Society
(Love Lies Bleeding, Moving Toyshop)
LOVE LIES BLEEDING
Castrevenford School is preparing for Speech Day
and Professor Gervase Fen is called upon to present
the prizes. However, the night before the big day
strange events take place that leave two members
of staff dead. The Headmaster turns to Professor
Fen to investigate the murders. While disentangling
the facts of the case, Fen is forced to deal with
student love affairs, a kidnapping and a lost
Shakespearean manuscript.

US: Agora Books (Love Lies Bleeding, Holy Disorders,
Swan Song, Buried for Pleasure, The Long Divorce);
Otto Penzler (Beware of the Trains)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader (The Moving Toyshop)
Catalan: Enciclopedia (The Moving Toyshop)
Denmark: Rosenkilde (The Moving Toyshop)
German: Aufbau (all Gervase Fen novels)
Greek: Agra Publication (The Moving Toyshop)
Russian: AST Publishers (The Case of the Gilded Fly,
The Moving Toyshop, Swan Song, Love Lies Bleeding)
Slovakian: Amma-Books (The Moving Toyshop, Holy
Disorders, The Case of the Gilded Fly)
Spanish: Impedimenta (Love Lies Bleeding, Swan
Song, The Moving Toyshop, Holy Disorders, Buried
For Pleasure)
Turkish: Yapi Kredi Yayinlari (The Moving Toyshop)
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RUPERT CROFT-COOKE/LEO BRUCE (1903-1979)
‘… splendid writing, wry humour, and a gift for weaving satire…’ - Mystery
Rupert Croft-Cooke was an
English
biographer
and
author of fiction and nonfiction, including screenplays
and biographies under his
own name and detective
stories under the pseudonym
of Leo Bruce. Under this pen-name, Bruce wrote
over thirty crime novels. He created two series,
one featuring Sergeant Beef, a British police
officer, and a second in which Carolus Deene,
senior history master at the fictional Queen’s
School, is an amateur detective.

CAROLUS DEENE SERIES
DEAD MAN’S SHOES
Everyone knew there'd been a murder, everyone
knew who the murderer was, and when this
murderer committed suicide by jumping overboard
from the cargo boat Saragossa, they thought "Good
riddance." And everyone, the police included,
dropped the case. Everyone, that is, except Carlous
Deene.

SERGEANT WILLIAM BEEF SERIES
Sergeant Beef is a village policeman, who in his first
outing in Case for Three Detectives (1936), outwits
three famous amateur detectives (modelled upon
Lord Peter Wimsey, Monsieur Hercule Poirot and
Father Brown) and solves the mystery of a murder
committed, behind closed doors, in bizarre
circumstances.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Amazon/PFD (A Case for Three Detectives, Dead
Man’s Shoes)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader
Italian: Marco Polio Editore (A Case for Three Detectives)
Russian: AST (Case Without A Corpse, Case With No
Conclusion)

SELECTED WORKS
SERGEANT BEEF SERIES
Case for Three
Detectives (1936)
Case Without a
Corpse (1937)
Case With Four
Clowns (1939)
Case With No
Conclusion (1939)
Case With Ropes and
Rings (1940)
Case For Sergeant
Beef (1947)
Neck and Neck (1951)
Cold Blood (1952)
CAROLUS DEENE SERIES
At Death’s Door (1955)
Dead for a Ducat (1956)
Death of a Cold (1956)
Dead Man’s Shoes (1958)
A Louse for the Hangman (1958)
Our Jubilee Is Death (1959)
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Furious Old Women (1960)
Jack on the Gallows
Tree (1960)
Die All, Die Merrily (1961)
A Bone and a Hank of
Hair (1961)
Nothing Like Blood (1962)
Such Is Death (1963)
Death in Albert Park (1964)
Death at Hallows End (1965)
Death on the Black
Sands (1966)
Death of a Commuter (1967)
Death at St. Asprey’s
School (1967)
Death on Romney
Marsh (1968)
Death with Blue
Ribbon (1969)
Death on
Allhallowe’en (1970)
Death by the Lake (1971)
Death in the Middle
Watch (1974)
Death of a Bovver Boy (1974)
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CLEMENCE DANE (1888-1965)
‘Let me say straightaway, in positive, unmistakable words, that this work is mellow, mature and magnificently successful’ - Norman R. Collins, News Chronicle
REGIMENT OF WOMEN
In a small English town, just before World War I, battle
rages over Alwynne Durand, an appealing but dangerously inexperienced young teacher. Two women struggle to win her love: Elsbeth, her fiercely protective
aunt, and the formidable Clare Hartill, a charismatic
fellow teacher.
Clemence Dane CBE was an accomplished novelist,
playwright, Hollywood screenwriter, journalist,
broadcaster, artist, sculptor and pioneering
feminist.
Between World Wars I and II she was arguably
Britain’s most successful all-round writer, with a
unique place in literary, stage and cinematic
history. Her bibliography includes 12 novels, 30
plays, 4 detective stories and the memoir London
Has a Garden.
Colourful, eccentric, clever and kind, she was used
by Noel Coward, the brightest star in her
extraordinary circle of friends, as the inspiration for
Madame Arcati in his play Blithe Spirit. Her portrait
is now in the National Portrait Gallery.

RIGHTS SOLD
French: Belfond (Regiment of Women)
India (English Language): Hachette India (The
Floating Admiral)
Italian: Giunti Gruppo (The Floating Admiral)
Portuguese: ASA Editores (The Floating Admiral)
US: Harper Collins (The Floating Admiral); The Folio
Society (The Floating Admiral)

SELECTED WORKS
Regiment of Women (1917)
First the Blade: A Comedy of
Growth (1918)
Legend (1919)
William Shakespeare: An
Invention (1921)
The Women’s Side (1926)
The Babyons (1927)
The Dearly Beloved of Benjamin Cobb (1927)
Mariners (1927)
Adam’s Opera: The Text of a
Play (1928)
Enter Sir John (1928)
Third Person Singular (1928)
The King Waits (1929)
Author Unknown (1930)
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The Floating Admiral (1931)
Broome Stages (1931)
Theater Royale (1931)
Julia Newberry’s Diary (1932)
Edmond Rostand’s L’Aiglon
(1934)
Hebbel’s Herod and
Mariamne (1938)
The Moon is Feminine (1938)
The Arrogant History of
White Ben (1939)
He Brings Great News (1946)
Bonny Prince Charlie (1948)
The Flower Girls (1954)
The Godson: A Fantasy
(1964)
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CECIL DAY-LEWIS/ NICHOLAS BLAKE (1904-1972)
‘If C. Day-Lewis is remembered these days, it’s as the Poet Laureate of his day…But crime cognoscenti esteem his alter
ego, the Golden Age crime writer Nicholas Blake…and his erudite, quirkily characterised detective novels’ The Times

Cecil Day-Lewis was an
acclaimed
Irish-born
poet; however, under
the pseudonym Nicholas
Blake, he was also a
mystery writer. He is the
father of actor Daniel
Day-Lewis
and
documentary filmmaker
and
television
chef
Tamasin Day-Lewis.
He wrote twenty detective novels as Nicholas
Blake, most of them featuring Nigel Strangeways, a
charming amateur sleuth (reputedly modelled on
WH Auden) who uses literary references to solve
mysteries. The novels follow Strangeways’ story
from his idealistic early days, through the darker
days of World War II and the death of his wife, to
the more self-aware stories of the 1950s and 1960s.
Day-Lewis also wrote four detective novels which
did not feature Strangeways. He continued to write
poetry and became British Poet Laureate in 1968, a
post he held until his death in 1972. He was also
awarded a CBE.

THE BEAST MUST DIE
‘Still impresses as one of the most darkly compelling
of psychological novels’ The Times

“I am going to kill a man… I have no idea what he
looks like. But I am going to find him and kill him.”
Frank Cairnes is determined to seek revenge on the
hit and run driver who killed his young son. The case
has baffled the police but Cairnes successfully tracks
down the driver, an unpleasant bully called George
Rattery. Cairnes befriends Rattery in hope of getting
close enough to kill him, all the while recording his
murder plans in his diary.
But before the murder is due to take place, Rattery
reveals that he has discovered the diary and sent it to
his solicitors. When Rattery is poisoned the same day,
Cairnes is naturally the prime suspect and calls on
Nigel Strangeways to help him clear his name…
The Beast Must Die is widely recognized as a classic of
twentieth century crime writing.

He died at the Hertfordshire home of Kingsley Amis
and Elizabeth Jane Howard, where he and his wife
were staying. At his own request, he was buried in
Stinsford churchyard, close to the grave of one of
his heroes, Thomas Hardy.
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THERE’S TROUBLE BREWING

RIGHTS SOLD

‘A master of detective fiction’ - Daily Telegraph
When Nigel Strangeways is invited to address a
Dorset literary society he little expects his visit to
coincide with murder...

US: Vintage Crime (Nigel Strangeways Series

Who is the body in the brewer's vats? And who put
it there?

UK: Agora Books (A Question of Proof, Thou Shell of
Death, There’s Trouble Brewing, The Beast Must Die,
The Smiler with the Knife, Malice in Wonderland, The
Case of the Abominable Snowman, Minute for
Murder, Head of a Traveller, Corpse in the Snowman,
Dreadful Hollow, End of a Chapter, The Morning
After Death, The Sad Variety, The Widow’s Curse,
The Worm of Death, Whisper in the Gloom)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader (A Penknife in My
Heart, The Private Wound, Deadly Joker, A Tangled
Web)
Chinese (Complex): Marco Polo (The Beast Must Die)
German: Klett-Cotta (Thou Shell of Death, The Corpse
of the Snowman)

THE CORPSE IN THE SNOWMAN
‘His plots are
Supplement

ingenious’

-

Times

Literary

Poet turned detective Nigel Strangeways is
summoned to Easterham Manor in the depths of
winter to investigate a series of strange events,
which culminate in the apparent suicide of a
wealthy young woman whose behaviour has
scandalised the village.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
A Question of Proof (1935)
Thou Shell of Death (1936)
There’s Trouble Brewing
(1937)
The Beast Must Die (1938)
The Smiler With The Knife
(1939)
Malice in Wonderland
(1940)
The Case of the Abominable
Snowman (1941)
Minute for Murder (1947)
Head of a Traveller (1949)
The Dreadful Hollow (1953)

Italian: Giunti (The
Snowman)

Case

of the

Abominable

Japanese: Hayakawa (The Beast Must Die)
Portuguese: Porto (The Beast Must Die)
Russian: AST (The Smiler with the Knife)
Spanish (LATAM only): Planeta (The Beast Must Die;
Minute For Murder, There’s Trouble Brewing, Thou
Shell of Death)

The Whisper in the Gloom
(1954)
A Tangled Web (1956) BR
End of Chapter (1957)
A Penknife in my Heart
(1958) BR
The Widow’s Cruise (1959)
The Worm of Death (1961)
The Deadly Joker (1963) BR
The Sad Variety (1964)
The Morning After Death
(1966)
The Private Wound (1968)
BR
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MONICA DICKENS (1915-1992)
‘It is life itself that is caught up in the pages of her books’ - Rebecca West
Monica Dickens was born in
London and was the greatgranddaughter of Charles
Dickens. While her father and
grandfather pursued the legal
profession which was also
Charles Dickens’ first career,
his
great-granddaughter
followed in his literary steps.
Disillusioned with the world she was brought up
in, she decided to go into domestic service
despite coming from the privileged class; her
experiences as a cook and general servant would
form the nucleus of her first book, One Pair Of
Hands in 1939.
One Pair Of Feet (1942) recounted her work as a
nurse during the war; her experiences as a junior
reporter on a local newspaper inspired her 1951
book My Turn to Make the Tea.

ONE PAIR OF HANDS
Unimpressed by the world of debutante balls, Monica
Dickens shocked her family by getting a job. With no
experience whatsoever, she gained employment as a
cook-general. Monica's cooking and cleaning skills
left much to be desired, and her first few positions
were short lived, but soon she started to hold her
own. Monica discovered the pleasure of daily banter
with the milkman and grocer's boy, and the joy of
doing an honest day's work, all the while keeping a
wry eye on the childish pique of her employers.
One Pair of Hands is a fascinating and thoroughly
entertaining memoir of life upstairs and downstairs in
the early 1930s.

She is also remembered as the creator of
Follyfoot, a popular TV series in the early 1970s
that formed the basis for the subsequent series of
children’s books.
RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Ebury Press (One Pair of Hands); Virago (One Pair of
Feet), Persephone (Mariana, Winds of Heaven)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader
Italian: Astoria (Winds of Heaven)

Cobbler’s Dream (1963)
The Room Upstairs (1964)
Kate and Emma (1965) BR
One Pair Of Hands (1939)
The Landlord’s Daughter
Mariana (1940)
(1968)
One Pair Of Feet (1942)
The Listeners (1970) BR
The Fancy (1943) BR
Talking of Horses (1973)
Thursday Afternoons (1945)
The Happy Prisoner (1946) BR Last Year When I Was Young
(1974)
Yours Sincerely (1947)
An Open Book A Celebration
Joy and Josephine (1948)BR
Flowers on the Grass (1949) BR (1978)
A View From The Seesaw
My Turn To Make The Tea
(1986)
(1951)
No More Meadows (1953) BR Dear Doctor Lily (1988) BR
Enchantment (1989) BR
The Winds of Heaven (1955)
The Angel in the Corner (1956) Closed at Dusk (1990) BR
Scarred (1991)
BR
One of the Family (1993) BR
Man Overboard (1958) BR
The Heart of London (1961) BR

BIBLIOGRAPHY

ONE PAIR OF FEET
As the effects of the war raging in Europe begin to be
felt at home in London, Monica Dickens decides to do
her bit and to pursue a new career, and so enrols as a
student nurse at a hospital in rural Hertfordshire. By
nature clever and spirited, she struggles to submit to
the iron rule of the Matron and Sisters, and is
alternately infuriated and charmed by her patients.
That's not to mention the mountains of menial work
that are a trainee's lot. But there are friends among
the staff and patients, night-time escapades to
dances with dashing army men, and her secret
writing project to keep her going.
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FRANCES DONALDSON (1907-1994)
‘A stunning work of fully documented scholarship, cunning speculation and style.’ - Kirkus Reviews
EVELYN WAUGH: PORTRAIT OF A COUNTRY
NEIGHBOUR

Lady Donaldson of Kingsbridge,
a British writer and biographer,
was the daughter of Freddie
Lonsdale, a playwright. She
married John George Stuart
Donaldson, Baron Donaldson of
Kingsbridge,
a
left-wing
intellectual, social worker, and
dilettante
Gloucestershire
farmer in 1935.
Donaldson grew up in the frivolous world of 1920s
café society, yet she became a committed socialist.
As the wife of Lord Donaldson who was on the
board of both London Opera houses and was
subsequently Minister for the Arts, Frances
Donaldson was at the cultural centre of British life.
Despite this, during the Second World War she took
up farming and made a great success of it,
subsequently being invited to broadcast in wartime
and wrote several books about her experiences.
She wrote a series of prize-winning biographies
including Evelyn Waugh: Portrait of a Country
Neighbour, The Marconi Scandal, King George VI
and Queen Elizabeth, and P. G. Wodehouse.

In his lifetime, Evelyn Waugh's personality and his
attitude to the post-war world aroused almost as
much controversy as his works did admiration.
It is with Evelyn Waugh the man as she knew him
that Frances Donaldson is principally concerned. His
own autobiography covered the first 25 years of his
life. The perceptive, affectionate and often vividly
illuminating study starts in 1948 and describes their
various meeting until his death in 1966. Frances
Donaldson describes the writer as family man,
friend, host and country neighbour. We also see
him living through the alarming experience which
he so brilliantly transposed into the ordeal of
Gilbert pinfold, winning his libel action against
Nancy Spain, visiting his children at school,
shopping for antiques and writing letters and
characteristically crisp and succinct postcards. The
man who emerges from these pages will amaze and
delight those who admired his work but did not
know him personally.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader (A Child of the
Twenties, A Twentieth Century Life, Evelyn Waugh,
Freddy Lonsdale, History of the Royal Opera,
Marconi Scandal)
EDWARD VIII: ROAD TO ABDICATION
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Edward VIII (Weidenfeld
& Nicolson, 1974)
Freddy Lonsdale (1957)
Edward & Mrs.
Child of the TwenSimpson (1978).
ties (1962)
P. G. Wodehouse (1982)
The Marconi
The Royal Opera House in
Scandal (1962)
the 20th Century (1988)
Evelyn Waugh: Portrait of A 20th-Century
a Country
Life (1992)
Neighbour (1967)

'It was such a relief for all of us to have the true
story told at last.' - Princess Margaret
Edward VIII was hailed as the definitive biography
of the ex-King and awarded the prestigious Wolfson
Prize when it was first published in 1974. Since then
no book on the subject has come close to Frances
Donaldson's in scholarship or detachment. It was
also the basis for the six-part television series Edward and Mrs Simpson (1978).
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DR CHRISTOPHER DUFFY (Born 1936)
‘Fascinating records of the interrogations... show what soldiers thought weeks, if not hours after coming
out of the front line’ - The Observer
THROUGH GERMAN EYES
Christopher Duffy read history
at Balliol College, Oxford and in
1961 he joined the staff of the
Royal Military Academy Sandhurst. He has written books on
the eighteenth century and
Napoleonic warfare, fortification, armoured warfare in
World War II and modern strategic geography. He was senior lecturer in the Department of War Studies at the Royal Military Academy Sandhurst and is now Research Professor in
War in History at the Institute for the Study of War
and Society at De Montfort University.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Wild Goose and the Eagle:
A Life of Marshal von Browne,
1705-1757 (1964)
Borodino and the War of 1812
(1972)
Army of Frederick the GreatDavid & Charles(1974)
The Army of Maria Theresa: The
Armed Forces of Imperial Austria, 1740-1780 (1977)
Austerlitz 1805 (1977)
Siege Warfare, 2 volumes
(1979)
Frederick the Great: A Military
Life (1985)
The Fortress in the Age of Vauban and Frederick the Great,
1660-1789 (1985)
Russia's Military Way to the
West: Origins and Nature of
Russian Military Power, 17001800 (1985)
The Military Experience in the
Age of Reason (1987)
Red Storm on the Reich: The
Soviet March on Germany, 1945
(1991)
Army of Frederick the Great,

The Battle of the Somme has an enduring legacy. The
image established by Alan Clark of 'lions led by
donkeys': brave British soldiers sent to their deaths
by incompetent generals. However, from the
German point of view the battle was a disaster. Their
own casualties were horrendous. The Germans did
not hold the (modern) view that the British Army
was useless. As Christopher Duffy reveals, they had
great respect for the British forces and German
reports shed a fascinating light on the volunteer
army recruited by General Kitchener.

Second Edition (1996)
Eagles over the Alps: Suvorov in
Italy and Switzerland, 1799
(1999)
Instrument of War: The Austrian
Army in the Seven Years War
(2000)
Prussia's Glory: Rossbach and
Leuthen, Emperor's Press (2003)
Fire And Stone: The Science of
Fortress Warfare 1660-1860
(2006)
Through German Eyes: The
British and the Somme, 1916
(2006)
The '45: Bonnie Prince Charlie
and the Untold Story of the
Jacobite Rising (2007)
By Force of Arms: The Austrian
Army in the Seven Years War,
Volume 2 (2008)
The Best of Enemies: Germans
against Jacobites, 1746 (2013)
Fight for a Throne: The Jacobite
'45 Reconsidered (2015)

The German view of the British Army has never been
made public until now. Their typically diligent reports have lain undisturbed in obscure archives until
unearthed by Christopher Duffy. The picture that
emerges is a far cry from 'Blackadder': the Germans
developed an increasing respect for the
professionalism of the British Army. And the fact
that every British soldier taken prisoner still believed
Britain would win the war gave German intelligence
teams their first indication that their Empire would
go down to defeat.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Routledge (Russia’s Military Way to the West,
The Fortress in the Age of Vauban, Frederick the
Great); Helion (Fight for a Throne)
Polish: Wydawnictwo Napolean (8 titles)
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CHARLES EUGSTER (1919—2017)
‘The World’s Fittest Old Age Pensioner’ - The Telegraph
AGE IS JUST A NUMBER
Age Is Just a Number is a lifestyle book peppered
with memoir. Charles Eugster shows how to help
and encourage the reader to live an active life, both
physically and mentally after a certain age. Charles is
a fantastic character and this book is testament to
that, as well as giving good, interesting advice on
how to achieve old age with a positive lifestyle.
Born in London in 1919, Dr Charles Eugster, a retired
dentist, was dubbed "The World's Fittest Old Age
Pensioner". Charles went to St Paul’s School and
became a dentist. However, he was always
interested in rowing and in 1939 competed at
Henley and was a member of the Thames Rowing
Club.

The book reads easily and accessibly and gives advice
on diet, exercise with the aid of Charles’ personal
trainer. It is written with humour and is a joy to read.
Age Is Just a Number gives a great uplifting message
which can give hope and light to everybody if they
want to take up some of his advice.

Eugster lived in Switzerland, where he spent his
days working out. He took up exercise at the age of
85 - “I looked in the mirror one morning,” he said
simply, “and I didn’t like what I saw.” Eugster won
more than 100 fitness trophies - and not just for
triumphing in specialist older categories.
At 97 years of age he announced his toughest fitness
test so far: competing in three world-class
challenges in three disciplines (rowing, athletics and
fitness) in just three months. He was the first person
to enter all three competitions - called the Triple
Crown. Charles added another accolade to his already impressive list of achievements in March 2015
when he set a new age group World Record in the
indoor 200m sprint. In March 2017 he competed in
the World Masters Indoor Championships which in
Daegu, South Korea.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Little Brown
Chinese (Simplified): Ginkgo
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GABRIEL FIELDING (1916-1986)
‘It is a matter for grave doubt that Mr. Fielding could write anything from a postcard to a lexicon without
perception and grace and brilliance’ - Dorothy Parker
GENTLEMEN IN THEIR SEASON

Gabriel Fielding is the pseudonym of Alan Gabriel
Barnsley,
who
was
born
in
Hexham,
Northumberland, in 1916. The son of an Anglican
clergyman and a descendant of Henry Fielding on
his mother’s side. “I remember a terrible
separation when I was sent away at the age of
eight, to a snob, preparatory school in the south of
England, where everything and everyone, from the
masters to the hens, seemed hostile. I think this, in
a sense, was the beginning of the pain, out of
which I write.” After serving in the Royal Army
Medical Corps during World War II he started a
general medical practice and worked part time for
Her Majesty’s Prison, Maidstone, Kent until 1966.
He went to America in 1966 as author-in-residence
at Washington State University. Fielding remained
there as a Professor of English and Creative Writing
until his retirement in 1981.
Awards include St Thomas More Gold Medal
1963, W.H. Smith Award in 1964, Honorary
Doctorate of Literature, Gonzaga University 1966,
Washington
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Poetry
The Frog Prince and
Other Poems (1952)
28 Poems (1955)

The Birthday King (1962)
BR
Gentlemen in Their
Season (1966)
Fiction
New Queens for Old – A
Brotherly Love (1954)
Novella and Nine
In the Time of
Stories (1972)
Greenbloom (1956) BR
Pretty Doll Houses (1979)
Eight Days (1958)
BR
Through Streets Broad and The Women of Guinea
Narrow (1960) BR
Lane (1986)

The 'gentlemen' of the title are two, both in their middle years, married, sophisticated: Randall Coles (of
Religious Broadcasting) and Bernard Presage, his drinking companion. A third, quite different gentleman young, attractive Christopher Hotchkis - is their foil.
Hotchkis believes in the sanctity of the home, so much
so that he is presently in jail for the murder of his
wife's lover.

BROTHERLY LOVE
This novel is the story of a broken journey. It
concerns a family dominated by the mother, who
drives her eldest son David into the priesthood of the
Church of England, in spite of certain elements in his
nature which make him wholly unsuitable for that
vocation.
The book is composed of ten “stories”, each
representing a crisis in the family history, through the
years of childhood to those of tragic maturity, with an
increasing revelation of the conflict between David
and his mother, two insatiable egoists, whose
appetites are scarcely disguised by the practice of
orthodox religion.
This battle of two obdurate wills, made more terrible
by the reckless sensuality of David, is observed by the
youngest son John, who loves both the sufferers.
Through his eyes, his mother and brother are made
to live in so vivid, so fiercely desperate a way, that no
reader is likely to forget them.
RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader; Amazon/PFD (Brotherly
Love, Eight Days, Gentlemen In Their Season)
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M.R.D. FOOT (1919-2012)
‘Foot’s engaging style, sardonic wit and love of anecdotes… [rendered him] unusually readable for an
official history.’ - Brian Bond, The Guardian
Professor Michael Foot
CBE, the son of a career
soldier was born in
England, educated at
Winchester and New
College, Oxford, and
joined the British Army
at the outbreak of the
Second World War. He
started the war as a
member of the Royal
Artillery, then went to
France as a member of SAS (Special Air Service, of
which he was the intelligence officer). He was for
some time a prisoner of war, and was severely
injured during one of his escape attempts.
In 1945 he was decorated for service with the
French Resistance in Brittany. After the war Foot
taught at Oxford University for eight years before
becoming Professor of Modern History at
Manchester University. He was made a CBE in
2000.

SOE IN FRANCE
SOE in France was first published in 1966, followed by
a second impression with some revisions in 1968. Since
these editions were published, other material on SOE
has become available. It was, therefore, agreed in
2000 that Professor Foot should produce a revised
version. In so doing, in addition to the material in the
first edition, the author has had access to previously
closed government records, as well as drawing upon
his own invaluable wartime experiences and the
recollections of those involved.
SOE in France begins by explaining what SOE was,
where it fitted into the Allied war machine, and how it
worked in France. The intricate narrative recounts the
adventures of its agents who worked on French soil,
concentrating on the work of the 400 hand-picked
men and women of the 'independent French' section,
although it also covers SOE's five other sections that
operated mainly in France. All told, the six sections
despatched over 1,800 clandestine agents, who
between them changed the course of the war. This
new edition will be essential reading for scholars and
for all those with an informed general interest in the
activities of the SOE.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Gladstone and Liberalism
(1952)
British Foreign Policy since
1898 (1956)
Men in Uniform: Military
Manpower in Modern
Industrial Societies (1961)
SOE in France. An Account of
the Work of the British
Special Operations Executive
in France 1940-1944 (1966)

RIGHTS SOLD

Resistance—An Analysis of
European Resistance to
Nazism 1940-1945 (1977)

French: Tallandier (SOE in France)

Six Faces of Courage (1978)
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MI9: Escape and Evasion
1939-1945 (1979)
Little Resistance: Teenage
English Girl’s Adventures in
Occupied France (1982)
SOE, The Special Operations
Executive (1940-1946) (1984)
Art and War: Twentieth
Century Warfare as Depicted
By War Artists (1990)
Open and Secret War, 19381945 (1991)
Oxford Companion to World
War II (1995)
Foreign Fields: The Story of
an SOE Operative (1997)
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C.S. FORESTER (1899-1966)

MOVIE STARRING TOM HANKS IN SPRING 2020

‘I recommend Forester to every literate I know’ - Ernest Hemingway
Cecil Scott Forester was the
pen name of Cecil Louis
Troughton Smith, who rose
to fame with tales of
adventure and military
crusades. His most notable
works were The African
Queen and the eleven-book
Horatio Hornblower series,
about naval warfare during the Napoleonic era,
which is now reissued in a 3-set brand new edition
by The Folio Society, lavishly illustrated by Joe
McClaren and introduced by Bernard Cornwell.
There have been many prestigious film adaptations
of Forester’s books and The African Queen was
made into the iconic movie starring Humphrey
Bogart and Katharine Hepburn in 1951 (and
afterwards into a TV series in 1977). A Ship of the
Line and Flying Colours were jointly awarded the
1938 James Tait Black Memorial Prize for fiction.

THE GOOD SHEPHERD
Feature film rights to THE GOOD SHEPHERD sold to
Filmnation, who are producing in association with
Tom Hanks’s company Playtone. Hanks himself
wrote the screenplay and also stars in the movie,
entitled Greyhound. Its scheduled release date is
Spring 2020.
The Old Man and The Sea meets Dunkirk in this wonderfully real and sustained impression of war at sea.
The mission of Commander George Krause of the
United States Navy is to protect a convoy of thirtyseven merchant ships making their way across the icy
North Atlantic from America to England. There, they
will deliver desperately needed supplies, but only if
they can make it through the wolfpack of German
submarines that awaits and outnumbers them in the
perilous seas.
For forty-eight hours, Krause will play a desperate cat
and mouse game against the submarines, combatting
exhaustion, hunger, and thirst to protect fifty million
dollars' worth of cargo and the lives of three thousand men.
THE GENERAL
The most vivid, moving – and devastating – wordportrait of a World War One British commander ever
written, here re-introduced by Max Hastings.
C.S. Forester’s 1936 masterpiece follows Lt General
Herbert Curzon, who fumbled a fortuitous early step
on the path to glory in the Boer War. 1914 finds him
an honourable, decent, brave and wholly
unimaginative colonel. Survival through the early
slaughters in which so many fellow-officers perished
then brings him rapid promotion. By 1916, he is a
general in command of 100,000 British soldiers,
whom he leads through the horrors of the Somme
and Passchendaele, a position for which he is
entirely unsuited and intellectually unprepared.
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THE HORNBLOWER SERIES

RIGHTS SOLD

This series of eleven novels traces the career of
inimitable and much-loved hero, Horatio
Hornblower. Starting with an unpromising
beginning as a seasick midshipman, he gains
promotion steadily thanks to his skill and daring,
despite his initial poverty and lack of influential
friends. CS Forester captures all of the excitement,
danger and intrigue of life at sea as part of His
Majesty’s Royal Navy during the Napoleonic Wars.

UK: Penguin (Hornblower Series, The Pursued, Payment
Deferred, Plain Murder); HarperCollins (The General);
Folio Society (Hornblower); Michael Joseph (The Good
Shepherd)
US: Little Brown (Hornblower series); Readers Digest
(Payment Deferred)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader; Amazon/PFD (The
Voyage of the Annie Marble; Victor Emmanuel II and
the Union of Italy)
Argentinian: Planeta (Payment Deferred)
Catalan: Nexum (The Good Shepherd)
Chinese (Complex): Spring

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Hornblower
Series
Mr. Midshipman Hornblower (1950)
Hornblower and the
Widow McCool (1967,
short story)
Lieutenant
Hornblower (1952)
Hornblower and the
Hotspur (1962)
Hornblower and the
Crisis (1967,
unfinished novel and
short stories)
Hornblower and the
Atropos (1953)
The Happy Return
(1937)
A Ship of the Line (1938)
Flying Colours (1938)
The Commodore (1945)
Lord Hornblower (1946)
Hornblower in the West
Indies (1958)
The Last Encounter
(1967, short story)
Hornblower, One More
Time (1979)
General Fiction
A Pawn Among Kings
(1924)
The Paid Piper (1924)
Payment Deferred
(1926)

Chinese (Simplified): Beijing United Creadion

Love Lies Dreaming
(1927)
The Wonderful Week
(1927)
The Shadow of the
Hawk (1928)
Brown on Resolution
(1929)
Plain Murder (1930)
Two-and-Twenty (1931)
Death to the French
(1932)
The Gun (1933)
The Peacemaker (1934)
BR
The African Queen
(1935)
The General (1936)
To the Indies (1940)
The Earthly Paradise
(1940)
The Captain from Connecticut (1941)
The Ship (1943)
The Bedchamber
Mystery (1944)
The Sky and the
Forest (1948)
Randall and the River of
Time (1950)
The Good Shepherd
(1955)
Sink the Bismarck
(1959)
The Nightmare (1954)
The Man in the Yellow
Raft (1969)
Gold from Crete (1970)

Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof (African Queen,
Hornblower Series, The Last Nine Days of The Bismark,
The General, Payment Deferred, Plain Murder, The
Nightmare)
French: Editions Libella (5 titles in the Hornblower
series); Place des Editeurs (The Good Shepherd, Sink the
Bismarck; African Queen, Brown on Resolution, The
Ship, Hornblower series—all in omnibus editions)
German: Fischer (Hornblower series), Unionsverlag (The
African Queen)
Greek: Metaichmio (The Pursued); Brainfood Media Ltd
(The Good Shepherd)
Hebrew: Opus Press (The Happy Return (US title Beat to
Quarters), A Ship of the Line)
Hungary: Partvonal (The Good Shepherd)
Italian: Mattioli (The African Queen); RCS (Hornblower
series); Newton Compton (The Good Shepherd)
Lithuanian: Tyto Alba (Mr Midshipman Hornblower)
Polish: Remi (The Happy Return, A Ship of the Line,
Flying Colours, The Hornblower Series); Zysk (The Good
Shepherd)
Portuguese (Brazil): Record (The Good Shepherd)
Romanian: Corint (The Good Shepherd)
Russian: Veche Publishers (Hornblower series), Atticus
(The Good Shepherd)
Swedish: Bokförlaget Nona (The Good Shepherd)
Turkish: Egitim Yayinevi (The Good Shepherd)
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SIR DAVID FRASER

(1920-2012)

“Few can have expressed the romance of soldiering as vividly as David Fraser” - The Independent
KNIGHT’S CROSS

Sir David Fraser (1920-2012)
was born at Camberley and
educated at Eton. From a
military family, he was eager
to join up at the age of 18 although his headmaster
forbade it. He instead spent a
year at Christ Church, Oxford
in 1940, after which he was at
last able to join an elite fasttrack group to Sandhurst.

Erwin Rommel was the outstanding Axis field
commander of the Second World War, respected,
even admired, by his opponents. Here it seemed to
the Allies, was a supremely professional soldier:
chivalrous, decent, largely untainted by the crimes of
the Nazi regime, carrying out his duty with often dazzling success. David Fraser's definitive study brings to
Rommel's career not only the insights of an acclaimed
biographer, but also those of a distinguished soldier.
He shows how inspiringly spontaneous and
superficially haphazard Rommel's style of leadership
could be; how his hallmarks of boldness of
manoeuvre, ferocity in attack and tenacity in pursuit,
which characterised his great campaign in North
Africa, were evident from his earliest battles in the
First World War. Knight's Cross is first and foremost
the biography of a soldier, but Rommel reached a
position in which he almost inevitably became
embroiled in politics, including his alleged
involvement in the plot to kill Hitler, which condemned him in the eyes of the Fuhrer he had served
so loyally. Rommel is not, to David Fraser, a flawless
hero: his failing as well as his genius are recorded
here. But he had that instinct for battle and
leadership which set him apart from contemporaries,
and places him among the truly great commanders of
history.

After a long career in the Army, serving in Europe
during World War 2 and in Malay during the
Emergency, he took up a post as the Commandant
of the Royal College of Defence Studies. In 1980, he
retired from the Army, and embarked on a long
writing career.
His works include novels and non-fiction. He
completed Alanbrooke in 1982, and followed this
with And We Shall Shock Them: The British Army in
the Second World War. His biography of Erwin
Rommel, Knight’s Cross, was published in 1993.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: HarperCollins (Knight’s Cross)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader (Alanbrooke, And We
Shall Shock Them, Killing Times, Wars and Shadows)
Italian: Mondadori (Knight’s Cross)
Korean: Image Frame (Knight’s Cross)
Spanish: Editor de Historia (Knight’s Cross)
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NICOLAS FREELING (1927-2003)

BRITBOX TV SERIES IN 2020

Freeling is the only British novelist of consequence to have tackled modern Europe’ - Daily Telegraph

Nicolas Freeling (1927-2003) was
a British crime novelist, best
known as the author of the Van
der Valk series of detective
novels.
Born in London, he had, in his
own words, a vagabond
upbringing. Freeling had tried a
variety of occupations, including the armed services
and the catering profession. He began writing
during a three-week prison sentence in Amsterdam,
after being convicted of taking home some veal
from the restaurant where he worked.
Freeling's The King of the Rainy Country received
the 1967 Edgar Award for Best Novel from the
Mystery Writers of America. He also won the Gold
Dagger of the Crime Writers' Association, and
France's Grand Prix de Littérature Policière. In 1968
his novel Love in Amsterdam was adapted as the
film Amsterdam Affair directed by Gerry O'Hara and
starring Wolfgang Kieling as van Der Valk.

VAN DER VALK SERIES
TV RIGHTS TO THE VAN DER VALK SERIES SOLD TO
THE UK, US, THE NETHERLANDS, FRANCE AND
GERMANY. DUE TO AIR LATER IN 2020.
‘Freeling’s Inspector Van der Valk is less rugged than
Rebus, less parsonical than Dalgliesh, more Morse
than Frost, and more Maigret than any of them.
Marvellous’ – Anita Brookner
Inspector Van der Valk, irascible yet sophisticated
Dutch super-sleuth, traverses Europe solving
political intrigues and international affairs. He is
master of subtle interrogation with a soft spot for
hard luck cases. The series consists of ten novels
plus two spin-offs featuring Van der Valk’s widow.

Love in Amsterdam (1962)
Because of the Cats (1963)
Gun Before Butter (1963)
Double-Barrel (1964) BR
Criminal Conversation (1965) BR
The King of the Rainy Country (1966) BR
Strike Out Where Not Applicable (1967) BR
Tsing-Boum! (1969) BR
The Lovely Ladies (1971) BR
A Long Silence (1972) BR
Sand Castles (1989)
The Widow (1979) BR
One Damn Thing After Another (1981) BR

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Orion (Love in Amsterdam), HarperCollins
(Love in Amsterdam), Bloomsbury Reader; Agora
(selection of titles);
Denmark: Lindhardt (Love in Amsterdam, Because
of Cats, Gun Before Butter, Double Barrel, The King
of the Rainy Country, A Long Silence, Valparaiso,
Gadget)
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HENRI CASTANG SERIES

LADY MACBETH

Henri Castang is a Brussels based ex-policeman
working as an investigator for the European Community.

A rollicking drama of satire, humour and suspense.
Can you afford to miss it? Guy Lefevre is a successful
landscape gardener. He and his wife Sibille drive
through the winding heights of the Vosges
Mountains but at the end of a long day, they have a
blistering argument and Sibille gets out of the car,
never to be seen again. What happened in those
mountains? Arlette Van der Valk, Sibille's
ex-neighbour, is suspicious and teams up with Henri
Castang to prove foul play.

A Dressing of Diamonds (1974)
What are the Bugles Blowing For? (1975)
Sabine (1976)
The Night Lords (1978)
Castang's City (1980)
Wolfnight (1982)
The Back of the North Wind (1983)
No Part in Your Death (1984)
Cold Iron (1986)
Lady Macbeth (1988)
Not as Far as Velma (1989)
Those in Peril (1990)
Flanders Sky (1992)
"You Who Know"(1994)
The Seacoast of Bohemia (1994)
A Dwarf Kingdom (1996)

WHAT ARE THE BURGLES BLOWING FOR?

LAKE ISLE

Rushing to the scene of the crime, Castang finds
the three bodies brutally murdered in the woods
behind two of the victim’s home. The only witness is the head of the household, husband and
father to two of the victims, who pleads his innocence.

But Castang can do nothing to help Soulay’s inhabitants until a violent death connects the small-town
world of gossip and spite with a fetid corner of a
Paris room where a man shot at him. What do these
two malicious acts have to do with each other?
What lengths will Henri Castang have to go to in order to uncover the truth?
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CLEMENT FREUD (1924-2009)
‘A marvellous testament to his acerbic wit, appetite for the absurd and oblique take on the world’ - Eclipse
magazine
Freud performed a small monologue for the Wings
1973 album Band on the Run and appeared on the
album’s cover.
In 1974, he was elected Rector of the University of
Dundee and served two three-year terms.

Sir Clement Raphael Freud was an English broadcaster, writer, politician and chef. He was the
grandson of psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud and the
brother of artist Lucian Freud. Freud was one of
Britain’s first “celebrity chefs”. Having worked at
the Dorchester Hotel, he went on to run his own
restaurant in Sloane Square at a relatively young
age. As well as this, he had various newspaper and
magazine columns, and was later a familiar face on
television for his appearance in a series of dog food
commercials (at first for Minced Morsels, later
Chunky Meat) in which he co-starred with a bloodhound called Henry (played by a number of dogs)
which shared his trademark “hangdog” expression.
In 1968, he wrote the children’s book Grimble,
followed by a sequel, Grimble at Christmas, six
years later.
Whilst running a nightclub he met a newspaper
editor who gave him a job as a sports journalist.
From there he became an award-winning food and
drink writer. He was Liberal Member of Parliament
for the Isle of Ely constituency (later North East
Cambridgeshire) from 1973 to 1987. On his election,
he was hailed as the first Jewish Liberal MP for
decades (though he had become Anglican at the
time of his marriage). His departure from
Parliament was marked by the award of a
knighthood. For many, Freud was best known as a
panellist on the long-running Radio 4 show Just a
Minute, in which his deadpan delivery was popular
with audiences. Freud died without resolving a feud
with his brother Lucian, thought to have dated back
70 years, over which of them was the rightful
winner of a boyhood race.
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A generation later, in 2002, he was elected Rector
of the University of St Andrews, beating feminist
and academic Germaine Greer and local challenger
Barry Joss, holding the position for one term.
He appeared as a panellist on the comedy
game-shows Shooting Stars (in 2002) and Have I
Got News For You (in 2001 and 2003).
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Grimble (1968) – illustrated by Quentin Blake
Grimble at Christmas (1973) – illustrated by
Quentin Blake
Freud on Food (1978)
Clicking Vicky (1980)
The Book of Hangovers (1981) – 1982
paperback version illustrated by Bill Tidy
Below the Belt (1983)
No one Else Has Complained (1988)
The Gourmet’s Tour of Great Britain
and Ireland (1989)
Freud Ego (2001)
Freud on Course – The Racing Lives of
Clement Freud (2009)
RIGHTS SOLD:
UK: Puffin Books (Grimble and Grimble at Christmas)
Brazilian: Zahar (Grimble and Grimble at Christmas)
Italian: Salani (Grimble and Grimble at Christmas)
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BERYL GILROY (1924-2001)
BLACK TEACHER
Black Teacher is an unconventional autobiography
and is Gilroy’s experiment with an intermediary
form,
somewhere
between
fiction
and
autobiography.

Beryl Agatha Gilroy was a pioneering teacher and
novelist, and one of Britain's most significant postwar Caribbean migrants, part of the so-called
"Windrush generation". Born in what was then
British Guiana, she moved in the 1950s to the
United Kingdom.
Although Gilroy was a qualified teacher, racism
prevented her getting a post for some time, and
she had to work as a washer, a factory clerk and
maid. Eventually she was employed and became
the first Black headteacher in London. Her
experiences of those years are told in her
unconventional autobiography Black Teacher.
Gilroy's creative writing began much earlier, in
childhood, as a teacher for children and then in the
1960s when she began writing what was later
published In Praise of Love and Children, a rare
account of a woman’s experience of migration
from the Caribbean.

It begins in the present from the perspective of a
conquering heroine. The narrator then shifts the
time frame back to her expectations on leaving
university and moves forward from 1953. It has 13
short chapters depicting spirited battles which see
her finally get work as a teacher, followed by a
promotion to headship. The text contains several
episodes which depict Gilroy’s encounters with the
British workforce and the low-paid jobs she was
forced to take during the period that she was
rejected for teaching appointments.
When later discussing Black Teacher, Gilroy said
that there was a need ‘to set the record straight on
women’s experiences’

FRANGIPANI HOUSE
Published in 1986, Frangipani House was Belroy’s
first novel or, better, novella.
Set in Guyana, it is the story of Mama King, trapped
by age and infirmity, but ultimately indomitable.
She escapes the rest home where the family sent
her to help the world of the poor.

Between 1970 and 1975 she wrote the pioneering
children's series Nippers, containing probably the
first reflection of the Black British presence in UK
writing for children.

RIGHTS SOLD:
UK: Pearson (Frangipani House)
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VERA GISSING (Born 1928)
PEARLS OF CHILDHOOD (1988)
In Pearls of Childhood she provides a powerful and
moving account of the life of one child growing up in
extraordinary circumstances.

In June 1939, shortly before her eleventh birthday,
Vera
Gissing
escaped
from
occupied
Czechoslovakia, leaving behind her parents, family
and friends, to spend six years in Britain.
Throughout the war years, Vera kept a diary,
recording her day-to-day experiences, her longing
for her parents and her hopes and prayers for the
freedom of her country. By the time she returned
to Prague to set up home with her aunt in 1945,
she knew that both her parents had died - her
mother in Belsen, her father on a death march. She
came back to England in 1949 and has lived here
ever since. The memories and emotions rekindled
by a reunion of the Czech school in Wales where
she was educated, encouraged Vera to go back to
the diaries and letters from her parents that she
had not touched for forty years.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Anova (Pearls of Childhood)
Marathi: Mehta Publishing House (Pearls of
Childhood)
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NICHOLAS
WINTON
GENERATION (2001)

AND

THE

RESCUED

When Nicholas Winton met a friend in Prague in
December 1938, he was shocked by the plight of
thousands of refugees and Czech citizens desperate
to flee from the advancing German army. A British
organisation had been set up to help the adults, but
who would save the children? Winton felt he could
not walk away. He set up a makeshift office and in
just three weeks interviewed thousands of
distraught parents who had the courage to part with
their children and send them alone to England.
Armed with their details and photos, he returned to
London to convince the Home Office of the urgency
of the situation. He knew he was working against
time. His supreme efforts resulted in eight trainloads
bringing 669, mainly Jewish, children to London. For
half a century these children, now dispersed and in
their seventies, were unaware of the person to
whom they owed their lives. To Winton, it was just a
job. Even his wife knew nothing of what is
undoubtedly his greatest achievement, until 1988,
when clearing out the attic she came across
documentation relating to the episode. From that
moment, Winton's life was never the same again.
Winton has been a remarkable humanitarian all his
life.
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LEONARD GRIBBLE (1908-1985)
‘Like Arsenal in more recent years, it does the double: while scoring highly for nostalgia, it also holds its
own in the suspense stakes’ - The Independent on Sunday on The Arsenal Stadium Mystery
THE ARSENAL STADIUM MYSTERY
A well-known amateur footballer drops dead shortly
after half-time in a match between Arsenal Football
Club and top amateur side The Trojans in front of
70,000 spectators - every one a witness to murder.
Leonard Gribble was a prolific author who wrote
and edited more than 160 books under his own
name and under a variety of pseudonyms. His
novels were translated into a wide range of
languages and he sold well in excess of two million
copies during his lifetime.

Inspector Anthony Slade of Scotland Yard
arrives at the Arsenal Stadium to investigate and is
immediately faced with two questions: Who was the
mysterious girl who inquired after the murdered
player at the end of the match and who was the last
person to leave the visiting team's dressing-room?

Born on 1st February 1908, Leonard Reginald
Gribble wrote his first novel The Case of the
Marsden Rubies in 1929.

The key to the mystery is buried in the records of
another football club and in the background of
another mysterious death. Inspector Slade and his
assistant, the reliable but not altogether bright,
Sergeant Clinton, travel far and wide and find
themselves
with
no
shortage
of
likely
suspects. Slade gradually pieces the puzzle
together before finally catching his man with a lot of
good old fashioned police-work and a sneaky trick.

Anthony Slade of Scotland Yard was without
doubt his greatest creation who featured in 45
books — a string of mysteries and cases for the
sleuth to unravel. The Arsenal Stadium Mystery
remains his most successful work and was made
into a movie in 1939.

RIGHTS SOLD:
UK: British Library (The Arsenal Stadium Mystery)
US: Poisoned Pen Press (The Arsenal Stadium
Mystery)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader (Cash my Chips
Croupier, Hire Me A Hearse, Killer in the Shade);
Amazon/PFD (Murder First Class, The Riddle of the
Blue Moon, Triumphs of Scotland Yard, Stories of
Famous Detectives, Murder Stranger than Fiction,
These Crimes Made Headlines, The Frightened
Chameleon, Yellow Bungalow Mystery); Unbound (all
titles written as Leo Grex)

THE FRIGHTENED CHAMELEON
Superintendent Anthony Slade, of Scotland Yard,
arrives in Paris to enquire into the strange
disappearance of a man using a false name. He embarks on one of the most baffling cases of his career.

In company with Inspector Henri Duval of the Paris
Sûreté, he journeys across Europe on the trail of a
man it is not humanly possible to find. In a Swiss
sanatorium he meets a person whose very existence
Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof (The Arsenal Stadium is a secret kept from the world, and back in Paris
Mystery)
with Duval he learns why Charles Gentian, the
financial freebooter known as the Chameleon, was
Italian: Marco Polillo (The Yellow Bungalow Mystery)
frightened.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
Detective Bibliography
The Case of the Marsden Rubies (1929)
The Gillespie Suicide Mystery (1929)
The Grand Modena Murder (1930)
Is this Revenge (1931) aka The Serpentine
Murder
The Stolen Home Secretary (1932) aka The Stolen
Statesman
The Secret of Tangles (1933)
The Yellow Bungalow (1933)
The Death Chime (1934)
The Riddle of the Ravens (1934)
Mystery at Tudor Arches (1935)
The Case of the Malverne Diamonds (1936)
Riley of the Special Branch (1936)
Who Killed Oliver Cromwell? (1937)
The Case Book of Anthony Slade (1937)
Tragedy in E Flat (1938)
The Arsenal Stadium Mystery (1939)
Atomic Murder (1947)
Hangman's Moon (1950)
They Kidnapped Stanley Matthews (1950)
The Frightened Chameleon (1950)
Mystery Manor (1951)
The Glass Alibi (1952)
The Velvet Mask (1952)
Murder Out of Season (1952)
She Died Laughing (1953)
Murder Mistaken (1953) with Janet Green
The Inverted Crime (1954)
Sally of Scotland Yard (1954) with Geraldine Laws
Death Pays the Piper (1956)
Superintendent Slade Investigates (1956)
Stand In for Murder (1957)
Don't Argue with Death (1959)
Wantons Die Hard (1961)
Heads You Die (1964)
The Violent Dark (1965)
Strip Tease Macabre (1967)
A Diplomat Dies (1969)
Alias the Victim (1971)
Programmed for Death (1973)
You Can't Die Tomorrow (1975)
Midsummer Slay Ride (1976)
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Crime on Her Hands (1977)
Death Needs No Alibi (1979)
Dead End in Mayfair (1981)
The Dead Don't Scream (1983)
As Leo Grex
The Tragedy at Draythorpe Hutchinson (1931)
The Nightborn (1931)
The Lonely Inn Mystery (1933)
The Madison Murder (1933)
The Man from Manhattan (1934)
Murder in the Sanctuary (1934)
Crooner's Swan Song (1935)
Stolen Death (1936)
Transatlantic Trouble (1937)
The Carlent Manor Crime (1939)
The Black Out Murders (1940)
The Stalag Mites (1947)
King Spiv (1948)
Crooked Sixpence (1949)
Ace of Danger (1952)
Thanks for the Felony (1958)
Larceny in Her Heart (1959)
Terror Wears a Smile (1962)
The Brass Knuckle (1964)
Violent Keepsake (1967)
The Hard Kill (1969)
Kill Now Pay Later (1971)
Die as in Murder (1974)
Death Throws No Shadow (1976)
Mix Me a Murder (1978)
Hot Ice (1983)
As Louis Grey
The Signet of Death (1934)
As Dexter Muir
The Pilgrims Meet Murder (1948)
The Speckled Swan (1949)
Rosemary for Death (1953)
As Sterry Browning
Crime at Cape Folly (1951)
Sex Marks the Spot (1954)
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RICHARD HALL (1925-1997)

EMPIRES OF THE MONSOON
‘Empires of the Monsoon is an example of popular
history at its best… It is the story of many marvels
and many great adventures.’ - J.D.F. Jones, Financial
Times

Richard Hall (1925-1977) spent much of his life
abroad. During the Second World War he served
on a destroyer, and after taking his degree from
Keble College, Oxford, he spent a decade as a correspondent and journalist in Africa.

The cultural and material wealth of the Indian Ocean
is vast, and yet was not known in the West until
1497. In this book Richard Hall details the brutality,
betrayal, and colonial ambition of the exploration
and exploitation of this compelling region by Chinese
and Arab travellers, and by the Portuguese, Dutch,
and British. It is history told with the true gift of a
storyteller and a keen eye for the exotic.

Though he left Biafra in 1970, he remained fascinated by the African continent and by travellers in
general. He spent his subsequent years as editor
of The Observer colour magazine, living in Oxfordshire. He wrote a number of works of historical
non-fiction.

LOVERS ON THE NILE
In 1858 Samuel Baker set off on an ambitious foray
across the Balkans to Constantinople where he fell
for a young Hungarian girl being sold at a slave auction. He bribed the guards to set her free, and they
became lovers and co-travellers.
In their search for the source of the Nile, they
passed through all kinds of unimaginable dangers,
and discovered Lake Albert and Murchison Falls —
Sam was knighted and the slave girl became Lady
Baker.
Soon, however the truth about her origins is revealed and Queen Victoria is outraged…

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: HarperCollins (Empires of the Monsoon)

SELECTED WORKS
High Price of Principles (1969)
Stanley: An Adventurer Explored (1974)
Explorers In Africa (1975)
Zambia 1890 1964: The Colonial Period (1977)
The Great Uhuru Railway: China's Showpiece In
Africa (1977)
Lovers on the Nile: The Incredible African
Journeys of Sam and Florence Baker (1980)
Empires of the Monsoon (1998)
Empires of the Monsoon: A History of the Indian
Ocean and its Invaders (1996)

Chinese (Simplified): Ginkgo Books (Empires of the
Monsoon)
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JOSEPHINE HART (1942—2011)
‘A Passionate, elegant, ruthless story (Damage)’ - Iris Murdoch
DAMAGE
TRANSLATED INTO 26 LANGUAGES, DAMAGE SOLD
MORE THAN A MILLION COPIES WORLDWIDE.

Josephine Hart was born and raised in Ireland. She
was the first woman Director of Haymarket
Publishing, presented Books by my Bedside for
Thames TV, and founded Gallery Poets, now The
Josephine Hart Poetry Hour at the British Library,
The National Theatre, The Donmar Warehouse, The
New York Public Library and Harvard and London
Universities. She is the author of the novels
Damage (filmed by Louis Malle), Sin (adapted by
Théâtre Blu), Oblivion, The Stillest Day and The
Reconstructionist (filmed by Roberto Ando). Her
two poetry collections, Catching Life by the Throat
(2006) and Words that Burn (2009) were sent free
of charge to all secondary schools in England. Her
latest novel, The Truth About Love, was published in
2009, and her first two novels – Damage and Sin –
were re-published as Virago Modern Classics in
2011.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Virago (Sin, Damage, The Truth About Love,
Words That Burn, Catching Life By the Throat); Vintage (The Reconstructionist)
US: Open Road (Damage, Sin); Overlook Press (The
Reconstructionist); Knopf (The Trust About Love);
WW Norton (Catching Life By the Throat)
Chinese (Simplified): Shanghai Translation (The
Stillest Day)
Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof (Damage, Sin)
German: Aufbau (Damage, Sin)
Greek: Vakxikon (Damage)
Italian: Feltrinelli (Damage, Oblivion, The Reconstructionist, The Truth About Love)
Korean: That Book (Damage)

‘Damaged people are dangerous. They know they can
survive.'
Damage, Josephine Hart's debut novel, an
International bestseller, filmed with Jeremy Irons and
Juliette Binoche, now takes its proper place as a
Virago Modern Classic. Here is one of the most
chilling explorations of physical passion and dark,
obsessive love ever written.
SIN
Though she wounded me beyond pain, I too inflicted
deep hurt. Not born to murder her, still I sought to break
her .Her name was Elizabeth Ashbridge. And I even envied her that.
'Stripped down to a single, inexorable storyline that centres on the destructive power of passion. As in Les Liaisons Dangereuses, innocence and virtue are cruelly and
deliberately betrayed, as the reader looks on with mingled shock and fascination . . . a tour de force' New York
Times

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Damage (1991)
Sin (1992)
Oblivion (1995)
The Stillest Day (1998)
The Reconstructionist (2001)
Catching Life By the Throat (2006)
Words That Burn (2009)
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ALFRED HINDS (1917-1991)
CONTEMPT OF COURT
To some he’s a thief, to others he’s a champion, to
most he’s Alfred ‘Houdini’ Hinds, the most prolific jail
-breaker in British history. Convicted for a highstakes jewellery robbery, to which he pled his innocence, Hinds was sentenced to 12 years in prison in
1953.
Alfred George “Alfie” Hinds was a British criminal
who, while serving a twelve-year prison sentence
for his alleged involvement in the notorious
Maples case, broke out of three high security
prisons. Despite the dismissal of thirteen of his
appeals to higher courts, he was eventually able to
gain a pardon using his knowledge of the British
legal system.
In 1964, Hinds won a libel action against
Detective-Superintendent Sparks, the police
officer who had overseen the Maples case, for
publishing a series of articles affirming that Hinds
was guilty. Incredibly, using his self-taught legal
knowledge, Hinds managed to reverse the verdict
of the jury at the Maples trial, and the Home
Secretary ordered his immediate release.

Contempt of Court is the seemingly improbable story
of the next 12 years of Hinds’ life: the fugitive who
escaped from three separate high security prisons
and spent 248 days on the run; the convict who
taught himself law in jail, the man who went on to
win a libel suit against his arresting offer and gain a
pardon from the court.
Hinds became a media darling and a public fascination, but this, finally, is his story in his own words.

His notorious jail breaks from three high security
prisons and his successful libel case earned Hinds
celebrity status. Hinds is best known to the public
as a Houdini-like figure. Contempt of Court is his
first and only published title.

Rights Sold
UK & US: Agora Books
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ALISTAIR
HORNE (1925-2017)
‘
‘Alistair Horne is one of the best writers of history in the English-speaking world.’ –The Financial Times

THE PRICE OF GLORY

Alistair Horne was a British journalist, biographer
and historian of Europe. Horne served in the RAF
and the Coldstream Guards, and graduated from
Cambridge as a Master of Arts .
Horne worked as a foreign correspondent for The
Daily Telegraph in West Germany from 1952 to
1955 (where he also conducted intelligence work
for MI5). He is best known for his trilogy dealing
with the lengthy conflict between France and
Germany; The Price of Glory: Verdun 1916 (1962),
a sympathetic account of the 10-month battle,
established his reputation and won Horne the
Hawthornden Prize.
His 1977 book, A Savage War of Peace: Algeria
1954-1962, written at the suggestion of Harold
Macmillan, whose biography Horne was later to
write, won the Wolfson Prize and was
recommended to U.S. President George W Bush by
Henry Kissinger, following the 2003 American
invasion of Iraq.
Horne was appointed CBE in 1992 and made a
Chevalier of the Légion d’Honneur in 1993. In 2003
he was knighted for services to Anglo-French
relations.
RIGHTS SOLD:
UK: Macmillan
US: Viking
Chinese (Complex): Gingko
Italian: Rizzoli (The Price of Glory)

The collapse of France in 1870 had an overwhelming
impact - on Paris, on France and on the rest of the
world, who saw Paris as the centre of culture, but
now gripped in the vice of the Prussian armies and
forced to surrender on humiliating terms. Almost
immediately Paris was convulsed by the savage selfdestruction of the newly formed Socialist
government, the Commune.
In this brilliant study of the Siege of Paris and its
aftermath, Alistair Horne researches first-hand
accounts left by official observers, private diarists
and letter-writers to evoke the high drama of those
ten tumultuous months and the spiritual and
physical agony that Paris and the Parisians suffered
as they lost the Franco-Prussian war.

A SAVAGE WAR OF PEACE: ALGERIA 1954-1962
"The read of choice for many U.S. military officers
serving in Iraq…[this] universally acclaimed history…should have been mandatory reading for the
civilian and military leaders who opted to invade
Iraq" - The Washington Times
Originally published in 1977, A Savage War of Peace
is not only essential reading for anyone who wishes
to investigate this dark stretch of history, but a
lasting monument to the historian’s art. It was immediately proclaimed by experts of varied political
sympathies to be the definitive history of the Algerian War, a book that brings that terrible and complicated struggle to life with intelligence, assurance,
and unflagging momentum. It is essential reading for
our own violent times.
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RICHARD HULL (1896 – 1973)

NEW BRITISH LIBRARY EDITIONS #5 IN THE CHARTS

Richard Hull was the
pseudonym of Richard
Henry Sampson, who
was born in Londonin
1896. He entered the
British Army at the age
of eighteen with the
outbreak of the First
World War and served
as an officer in an infantry battalion and in
the Machine Gun Corps. At the end of the war after
three years in France he worked for a firm of chartered accountants to then later set up his own practice.
He moved into full-time writing in 1934 after the
success of The Murder of My Aunt. When he ceased
to write detective fiction after 1953, he did continue
to take a close interest in the affairs of
the Detection Club, assisting Agatha Christiewith
her duties as President.
EXCELLENT INTENTIONS
“This droll and inventive golden age mystery, first
published in 1938, offers a courtroom-based whodunit with a twist. A murder defendant, unidentified for
the bulk of the book, stands accused of poisoning
Henry Cargate. As the deceased was perversely hostile to almost everybody, Scotland Yard has no shortage of suspects, including a stamp dealer whom Cargate accused of fraud, and the investigation focuses
on who could have had the opportunity to introduce
the poison into Cargate’s snuffbox. The court scenes,
presented from the perspective of the presiding
judge, the jury foreman, and the advocates for and
against the accused, are artful examples of an author’s using wit as a method of diverting attention
from vital clues, making the identity of the suspect a
genuine surprise. This reissue exemplifies the mission
of the British Library Crime Classics series in making
an outstanding and original mystery accessible to a
modern audience.” - Publisher’s Weekly starred review

THE MURDER OF MY AUNT
‘Continuously interesting and exciting’ - Dorothy
Sayers
In the beautiful Welsh countryside, Edward Powell is
keeping a detailed account of his attempts to do
away with his aunt. Of course, the murder of his only
living relative is a preposterous notion, but that is
exactly what this rather affected young man intends
to do. Looked at strictly from Edward's point of view
there is some excuse for malice, but on the other
hand his wealthy aunt has every reason to feel
unfriendly toward him.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: The British Library (Murder of My Aunt,
Excellent Intentions)
US: Poisoned Pen Press (Murder of My Aunt,
Excellent Intentions)
UK & US: Agora (Murder Isn’t Easy, Keep It Quiet, The
Ghost it Was, And Death Came Too)
Italian: Mondadori (The Murder of My Aunt); Marco
Polillo (Excellent Intentions)
Portugal: Porto (The Murder of My Aunt)
Russian: AST (The Murder of My Aunt, Murder isn’t Easy,
Excellent Intentions, My Own Murder)
Spanish: Alba (The Murder of My Aunt)
Spanish (Latin America): Planeta (A Matter of Nerves)
BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Murder of My Aunt (1934)
Keep It Quiet (1935)
Murder Isn't Easy (1936)
The Ghost It Was (1936)
The Murderers of Monty (1937)
Excellent Intentions (1938) also
published as Beyond
Reasonable Doubt
And Death Came Too (1939)
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My Own Murderer (1941)
The Unfortunate
Murderer (1942)
Left Handed Death (1946)
Last First (1947)
Until She Was Dead (1949)
A Matter of Nerves (1950)
Invitation to an Inquest (1950)
The Martineau Murders (1953)
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ANNE HAMPSON (passed away 2014)
‘Hampson’s heart-rending story is fraught with passion, drama and pathos’ - Kirkus Reviews on The Dead
Can’t Kill
MAN OF THE OUTBACK

Anne Hampson was a veteran romance writer
with over 125 titles under her belt. Born in
England, she always dreamed of teaching and
writing; however, after World War I, poverty
forced her to leave school at age 14 to sew
blouses for Marks & Spencer's. Later in life, she
attended Manchester University.

When beautiful Sally Baxter moves to Australia, she is
eager for adventure, freedom, and to make a life of
her own far from the demands of her meddling
family. Her friend, Julia, owns a ranch and when she
offers to take Sally in, it seems too good to be true.
But Julia's ranch is in danger. Arrogant, domineering
landowner Grant Forsythe wants to buy the land and
he'll stop at nothing to get Julia to sell. At first
intimidated and enraged, Sally can't help but be
drawn to the handsome, determined Grant and he
makes no secret of his attraction to her.
But then Grant proposes to Sally. And she can't help
but wonder is he doing it for love, or for the ranch?

Anne Hampson had a long line of number-one
sellers for Mills & Boon, Silhouette, and
Harlequin, including the Harlequin Presents line
of titles. Many of her books have been reprinted,
some as many as 16 times, and some have been
classified as rare collector's items. Combining
contemporary romance with timeless appeal, her
work has delighted generations of fans.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Rosetta Books
Japanese: Ohzora Manga (Second Tomorrow,
Stormy Masquerade, Shadow of Apollo, Payment in
Full, The Dawn Steals Softly, Enchantment, Where
Eagles Nest, Devotion, Desire, A Kiss and A Promise,
Stardust, Man Without Honour, Sweet Second Love,
Strangers May Marry, When Love Comes,
Fascination)
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WILLIAM HARRINGTON

(1931-2000)

William Harrington was born in Marietta, Ohio,
and earned a master's degree at Duke University
and a law degree at Ohio State University. For
almost 20 years he practised as an attorney and
shifted to a full-time writing career in 1980.
His first novel The Justice Which, Which the Thief,
published in 1963, received positive critics. It was a
real case story about a couple of jewellery
robberies in Ohio.
His other popular book was published in 1982, The
English Lady, it is an espionage novel about
Winston Churchill and her confidante spying on the
Germans during the Second World War.
Between 1993 and 1998, he wrote the Columbo
series, inspired by the television series American
Columbo. He co-authored with Elliot Roosevelt on
the investigations of Eleanor Roosevelt, the wife of
the US president, Franklin Delano.

VIRUS
An eccentric computer genius resents the way
business-management types have taken control of
his life’s work and his company. He decides to shoot
them down. By inserting a computer virus in the
airlines reservations computer system, he causes
airport chaos on a heavy-traffic day.
Colombian drug barons identify him as the man who
can, perhaps, sneak a Boeing 747 past airline traffic
control radar systems and so carry many tons of
cocaine into the States. He sets to work, testing the
system by, getting small planes past the radar
barrier. With Virus, Harrington has all but invented
a new category for suspense novels.

ENDAGAME IN BERLIN
‘A fine story of industrial espionage’ - Kirkus
The Soviet Union’s Council of Ministers is well
aware that for all their military clout, their economy
is that of a Third World nation. They recruit Colonel
Nikolai Kalinin — weary, disillusioned, but a still
loyal KGB operative — to infiltrate a multinational
research corporation based in Berlin and steal the
blueprint of a revolutionary new computer chip.
Given the assignment of preventing the chip from
falling into the wrong hands is Russ Tobin, a former
Berlin Station Chief and now a senior CIA
intelligence analyst, whose lethal rivalry with Kalinin
goes far beyond the now-defunct ideology that
once divided their nations.

RIGHTS SOLD:
UK: Endeavour (Endgame in Berlin, Virus, Trial, The
Cromwell File)
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JANE AIKEN HODGE (1917-2009)
‘All the lightness of Georgette Heyer and with added substance besides’ New Statesman
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Jane Aiken Hodge was
born near Cambridge,
Massachusetts to Pulitzer
prize-winning
poet
Conrad Aiken and his
first wife, the writer
Jessie McDonald. Her
works of fiction include
historical novels and
contemporary detective
novels with over 30
titles.
THE ADVENTURERS
When the survivors of Napoleon’s army retreat
through Germany, a group of stragglers attack the
Von Hugel estate, where Sonia von Hugel witnesses
the massacre of her family
Forced to flee for her safety, Sonia disguises herself in
her brother’s clothes and begins a treacherous journey through the mountains. But, lost and weary,
Sonia stumbles into an inn and finds her fate intertwined with charming rogue Charles Vincent. With no
one left to help her, can Sonia trust this stranger with
her life?

Shadow of a Lady (1973)
One Way to Venice (1974)
Non-fiction
Only a Novel: The Double Life of Rebel Heiress (1975) BR
Runaway Bride (1976)
Jane Austen (1972)
Judas Flowering (1976) BR
The Private World of Georgette
Red Sky At Night aka Red Sky at
Heyer, Arrow Books (1984)
Passion and Principle: Loves And Night, Lovers’
Delight (U.S.) (1977) BR
Lives of
Regency WomLast Act (1979) BR
en (1996)
Wide Is the Water (1981) BR
The Lost Garden (1982)
Fiction
Secret Island (1985)
Marry in Haste (1961)
Polonaise (1987) BR
Maulever Hall (1963)
First Night (1989)
The Adventurers aka Royal
Leading Lady (1990) BR
Gamble (U.S.) (1965)
Windover (1992)
Watch the Wall My Darling
Escapade (1993)
(1966) BR
Whispering (1995) BR
Here Comes a Candle aka The
Master of Penrose (U.S.) (1967) Bride of Dreams (1996)
Unsafe Hands (1997)
The Winding Stair (1968) BR
Susan in America (1998)
Greek Wedding (1970) BR
Caterina (1999)
Savannah Purchase (1970)
A Death in Two Parts (2000)
Strangers in Company
BR
(1973) BR
Deathline (2003)

As the pair embark upon an adventure to gamble
their way through the camp followers of Napoleon’s
Russian retreat, they find themselves in increasing
danger.
FIRST NIGHT
Christabel’s dream has come true. Standing before the
audience at Lissenberg’s new opera house, she takes a
bow to rapturous applause and her father’s burning
shame. With her reputation destroyed, she is sent
back to England in disgrace. But the scandal brings her
to the attention of an American heiress with an unorthodox proposition.
An unlikely alliance is formed and Christabel is closer
than ever to a life of Opera stardom, but an opportunity draws her back to Lissenberg, and back to Max, the
man she left behind.
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RIGHTS SOLD:
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader; Agora (First Night,
Deathline, Shadow of a Lady; Marry in Haste, Bride
of Dreams, Maulever Hall, Savannah Purchase,
Runaway Bride, One Way to Venice, Escapade, on
Wayto Venice, The Double Life of Jane Austen, The
Adventurers)
Russian: Veche (The Adventurers)
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GEORGINA HOWELL (1942-2016)

QUEEN OF THE DESERT WAS MADE INTO A MAJOR MOTION
STARRING NICOLE KIDMAN, JAMES FRANCO, ROBERT
PATTINSON AND DAMIAN LEWIS
DAUGHTER OF THE DESERT: THE EXTRAORDINARY
LIFE OF GERTRUDE BELL

Georgina Howell began her career in magazine
journalism at the age of seventeen. She was fashion
editor of The Observer, features editor of Vogue,
deputy editor of Tatler and principal feature writer
for The Sunday Times.

Sold over 80,000 copies in the English language and
was shortlisted for the Samuel Johnson prize in
2007.
Archaeologist, spy, Arabic linguist, author, poet,
photographer, mountaineer and nation builder,
Gertrude Bell was born in 1868 into a world of
privilege and plenty, but she turned her back on all
that for her passion for the Arab peoples, becoming
the architect of the independent kingdom of Iraq
and seeing its first king Faisal safely onto the throne
in 1921. Daughter of the Desert is her story, vividly
told and impeccably researched by British journalist
Georgina Howell, drawing on Gertrude’s own
writings, both published and unpublished. It is a
compelling portrait of a woman who transcended
the restrictions of her class and age and in so doing
created a remarkable and enduring legacy.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Macmillan (Daughter of the Desert); Penguin
(Gertrude Bell)
A WOMAN IN ARABIA: THE WRITINGS OF THE
QUEEN OF THE DESERT

US: Farrar, Straus and Giroux (Gertrude Bell: Queen
of the Desert); Viking (Gertrude Bell)

The writings of one of the great woman adventurers
of the twentieth century - the 'female Lawrence of
Arabia'. In the last century, few people lived more
astounding - or influential - lives than Gertrude Bell.
During World War I, she worked her way up from spy
to army major to become one of the most powerful
women in the British Empire. After the defeat of the
Ottoman Empire, she was instrumental in drawing
the borders that define the region today, including
creating an independent Iraq. This is the epic story of
Bell's life, told through her letters, military
dispatches, diary entries, and other writings. It offers
a unique and intimate look behind the public mask of
a woman who shaped nations.

Chinese (Simplified): SDX Joint (Daughter of the
Desert)
Chinese (Complex): Linking (Daughter of the Desert)
Greek: Brainfood Media ( A Woman in Arabia)
Italian: Neri Pozza Editore (Daughter of the Desert)
Polish: Zysk (Daughter of the Desert)
Romanian: Corint (A Woman In Arabia)
Russian: AST (Daughter of the Desert)
Spanish: Lumen (Daughter of the Desert)
Turkish: Ileri (Daughter of the Desert)
Ukrainian: NASH (Daughter of the Desert)
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DARRELL HUFF (1913-2001)

RECOMMENDED BY BILL GATES AS ESSENTIAL READING

A pleasantly subversive little book, Guaranteed to undermine your faith in the almighty statistic.
HOW TO LIE WITH STATISTICS

Huff was born in Gowrie, Iowa, and was
educated at the University of Iowa. Before turning
to writing full-time in 1946, he served as editor of
Better Homes and Gardens and Look magazines. As
a freelancer, Huff produced hundreds of ‘How to’
feature articles and wrote at least sixteen books,
most of which concerned household projects. One
of his own biggest projects was the design and
build of a prize-winning home in Carmel,
California, where he lived until his death.

How to Lie with Statistics explains the errors that can
be made during statistical research, both
intentionally and unintentionally, and how they can
cause a biased or inaccurate conclusion. When it was
first published, this book was hailed as ‘a
splendid piece of blasphemy against the
preposterous religion of our time’.
Today statistics continue to baffle us, and this book
remains an invaluable guide through the maze of facts
and figures that are designed to make us
believe anything.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Penguin
Chinese (Simplified): Citic Press
Chinese (Traditional): Commonwealth Publishing
Italian: Monti & Ambrosini
Korean: Cheong Nyeon
Netherlands: NUBIZ
Portuguese (Brazil): Intrinseca
Spanish: Editora Crítica
Thai: WeLearn
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R.C. HUTCHINSON (1907-1975)
‘The best male novelist his generation has produced in England’ - Sir Compton Mackenzie

RISING
Ray Coryton Hutchinson was a
best-selling British novelist. His
first novel, Thou Hast a Devil,
was published in 1930. It was
followed by The Answering
Glory
(1932),
and
The
Unforgotten Prisoner (1933),
which sold 150,000 copies in
the first month. Subsequent novels also sold very
well and in 1935 he left his job to begin writing
full-time.
In March 1940 he joined the army. He travelled
widely during the war, while continuing to write. He
was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Literature in June 1962.
He died before completing the last chapter of his
novel, Rising (1975). It was published in September
of the same year and short-listed for the Booker
Prize in November. His published work comprises 17
novels and 28 short stories, as well. as one play, Last
Train South (1938).

Shortlisted for the Booker Prize in 1975
Sabino - the outcast member of a rich mine-owning
family - is renowned for his arrogance and brutality.
For reasons of personal revenge, he agrees to lead
an expedition to crush saboteurs who are attacking
a vital railway line. Leading his struggling army of
half-starved men across the arid and treacherous
landscape, Sabino also embarks on a journey of the
soul. Rising, first published in 1976, was R. C.
Hutchinson's last novel. It is a powerful re-creation
of an episode of South American history, and also a
profound and poignant exploration of the
complexity of human relationships, and of one
man's attempt at redemption. At its heart lies the
burning struggle between good and evil.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader

A CHILD POSSESSED
Stepan, a Russian aristocrat by birth and lorry
driver by trade, has long believed his only child to
be dead. When he discovers that his 15-year-old
daughter is alive in a Swiss hospital he is
determined to take her home. She's afflicted with
severe mental and physical disabilities; but for
Stepan, she is a gift, and the one remaining link to
his beloved wife Helene from whom he has long
been separated. Set against two backdrops - the
bustle of crowded Marseilles and the peace of sunsteeped Provence -A Child Possessed is a beautiful
love story, steeped in humour and sadness, and
laced with a profound understanding of the human
soul.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Thou Hast a Devil (1930)
The Caravan of
Culture (1930,
unpublished)
The Answering
Glory (1932)
The Unforgotten
Prisoner (1933)
One Light Burning (1935)
Shining Scabbard (1936)
Testament (1938)
The Fire and the
Wood (1940) BR
Interim (1945)
Elephant and Castle (1949)
Recollection of a
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Journey (1952)
US title: Journey with
Strangers
The Stepmother (1955)
March the Ninth (1957) BR
Image of My Father (1961)
US title: The Inheritor
A Child Possessed (1964)
Winner of the W. H. Smith
Literary Award in 1966
Johanna at
Daybreak (1969) BR
Origins of
Cathleen (1971)
Rising (1975)
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HAMMOND INNES (1913-1998)
‘A master story-teller’ - Daily Telegraph
THE WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE
‘Original in its plot and extraordinarily clever in its
constant succession of mysterious twists and
surprising revelations, it is an utterly engrossing
tale’ The New York Times
‘A chap who writes books for other chaps gets a
welcome reissue...The Wreck of the Mary Deare is
a cracker’ Irish Times
‘The Wreck of the Mary Deare gave me a total
love of thrillers and Hammond Innes is an
absolutely brilliant writer’ Minette Walters

Hammond Innes was a compulsive traveller and
writer. He was born in Sussex and educated in Kent,
and began his career as a journalist. His first novel
was published in 1937. He attained the rank of
Major with the Royal Artillery in the Second World
War. On leaving the army, he began a full-time
writing career.
Unlike most thrillers of the time, his books centre
on ordinary men thrown into extraordinary
situations: having to fall back on their wit and
ingenuity to survive. The author spent half of his
life at sea and many of his books were inspired by
these adventures.

‘Hammond Innes, surely the doyen of the wellmade modern thriller’ Daily Telegraph
‘They say people can't write stories anymore. Tell
that to Hammond Innes’ Sunday Times
The Mary Deare was a 6000-tonne freighter, which
for forty years had tramped the seas, but was
shipwrecked and torpedoed during the war. Then
one night she emerges from the Bay of Biscay after
severe gales and is propelled into the newspaper
headlines as a ship of mystery and tragedy.

Four of Innes’s early novels were adapted for film,
including The Wreck of the Mary Deare. In 1978 he
was awarded a CBE for his services to literature.
RIGHTS SOLD:
UK: Vintage (Four titles to be printed traditionally
and E book/POD: Campbell’s Kingdom, The Wreck of
the Mary Deare, Wreckers Must Breathe and The
Lonely Skier; 10 titles as E book/POD)
Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof (The Strange Land,
Maddon’s Rock, The Black Tide, High Stand, North
Star, Wreckers Must Breathe,
Germany: Aufbau Digital (The Wreck of the Mary
Deare)
US: Open Road (13 Titles)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader
Russian: Hemiro (The Wreck of the Mary Deare, The
Blue Ice, Isvik)
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WRECKERS MUST BREATHE

Novels
The Doppelganger (1937)
Air Disaster (1937)
Sabotage Broadcast (1938)
All Roads Lead to Friday (1939)
The Trojan Horse (1940) BR
Wreckers Must Breathe (1940)
Attack Alarm (1941)
Dead or Alive (1946)
Killer Mine (1947)
The Lonely Skier (1947)
The Blue Ice (1948)
Maddon’s Rock (1948)
The White South (1949)
The Angry Mountain (1950) BR
Air Bridge (1951)
Campbell’s Kingdom (1952)
The Strange Land (1954)
The Wreck of the Mary Deare (1956)
The Land God Gave to Cain (1958)
The Doomed Oasis (1960)
Atlantic Fury (1962)
The Strode Venturer (1965)
Levkas Man (1971)
Golden Soak (1973)
North Star (1975)
The Big Footprints (1977)
The Last Voyage: Captain Cook’s Lost Diary (1978)
Solomons Seal (1980) BR
The Black Tide (1982)
High Stand (1985)
Medusa (1988) BR
Isvik (1991)
Target Antarctica (1993)
Delta Connection (1996)

‘Absolutely first-class… magnificently maintained
suspense’ Dennis Wheatley
‘An uncommonly good story, capitally written’
Evening Standard

Books for children (as Ralph Hammond)
Cocos Gold (1950)
Isle of Strangers (1951)
Saracen’s Tower (1952)
Black Gold on the Double Diamond (1953)
Nonfiction
Harvest of Journeys (1962)
Scandinavia (1963)
Sea and Islands (1967)
The Conquistadors (1969) BR
Australia (1971)
East Anglia (1986)

A classic wartime novel set in Cornwall where,
below the cliffs, a fleet of German U-boats lie
hidden. Their target is the merchantmen and their
ships, the lifeline of wartime Britain. Journalist
Walter Craig, who is holidaying in the area,
becomes entangled in the events going on around
him.

CAMPBELL’S KINGDOM
‘Mr. Innes' readers were addicts when it came to
his books, which were cinematic in sweep and
sold 40 million copies’ The New York Times
‘A fast and expertly managed story... the Rockies,
the squalid 'ghost towns', the dam-building - alll
memorably represented’ Sunday Times
Bruce Campbell Wetheral has apparently no future,
but suddenly finds himself the sole beneficiary
under his grandfather's will. Stuart Campbell had
been an aggressive and obstinate old man
convinced that oil could be found in the Rocky
Mountains. Now his grandson decides to take up
the challenge.
But time is against him - the time to live, the time
to vindicate his grandfather's obsession, and time
to save the land itself from impending disaster.
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MICHAEL INNES (1906—1994)
'A master - he constructs a plot that twists and turns like an electric eel: it gives you shock upon shock and
you cannot let go' - Times Literary Supplement

JOHN APPLEBY SERIES

John Innes Mackintosh Stewart was a Scottish
novelist and academic. He is equally well known for
the works of literary criticism and contemporary
novels published under his real name and for the
crime fiction published under the pseudonym of
Michael Innes.
Between 1936 and 1986 Michael Innes published
nearly fifty crime novels and short story
collections. The best-known of Innes’ detective creations is Sir John Appleby, who is introduced in Death
at the President’s Lodging, in which he is a Detective
Inspector
at
Scotland
Yard.
Appleby
features in many of the later novels and short
stories, in the course of which he rises to become
Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police. Other
novels feature portrait painter and Royal
Academician, Charles Honeybath, an amateur
sleuth.

Appleby had perhaps the longest career of any of
the great detectives. He was born in 1907 or 1908
(in Silence Observed he states that his age is fiftythree). He first appeared as a youthful Detective
Inspector from Scotland Yard in Death at the
President's Lodging (Seven Suspects in the United
States) in 1936. He retired from Scotland Yard at a
very early age just after World War II, on marrying
Judith Raven, a sculptor first encountered
in Appleby's End.
He then reappeared as Commissioner of the
Metropolitan Police, a position rewarded by a
knighthood. Although he later retired to Long
Dream Manor, his wife's family home in the
countryside, he continued to solve crimes well into
the 1980s, his last appearance being in Appleby
and the Ospreys in 1986, 50 years after his
fictional debut.
Appleby also makes an appearance in the Edmund
Crispin novel Holy Disorders.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK&US: Agora Books
Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof (Journeying Boy)
Portuguese (Brazil): GB Editorial (Hamlet, Revenge;
Death at the President’s Lodging)
Italian: Mondadori (The Gay Phoenix)
Spanish: Siruela (Death at the President’s Lodging,
Stop Press)
Spanish (Argentina): Planeta (The Weight of Evidence, Lament For a Maker Evidence)
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HAMLET, REVENGE!
As the guests prepare for their amateur production
of Hamlet, thinly veiled threats are secretly delivered
among attendees. As tensions mount, the Duke of
Horton, The Lord Chancellor of England, is killed
during his portrayal of Polonius. With the spectre of
war looming, it seems that espionage may be afoot.
The Prime Minister dispatches Inspector John
Appleby to investigate. But within hours of Appleby’s
arrival, he has another body on his hands.

DEATH AT THE PRESIDEN’S LODGING
The members of St Anthony’s College awake one
bleak November morning to find the most chilling of
crimes has happened in their quiet, contained
college. Josiah Umpleby, President of the college, has
been shot in his room during the night. The college
buzzes with supposition and speculation. Orchard
Ground and the lodgings are particularly insulated:
only a limited number of senior staff have access and
even fewer have their own keys.
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MARGARET IRWIN (1889-1969)
‘She converts the small and familiar dullness of life into laughter’ - The Times

Irwin was born in
London, England, and
educated at Clifton High
School in Bristol, and at
Oxford University. She
began writing books and
short stories in the early
1920s. She married
children's author and
illustrator John Robert
Monsell in 1929.
Her novels were esteemed for the accuracy of their
historical research, and she became a noted
authority on the Elizabethan and early Stewart era.
One of her novels, Young Bess, about the early years
of Queen Elizabeth I, was made into a movie
starring Jean Simmonds.

RIGHTS SOLD
WEL: Agora (Royal Flush, Still She Wished for
Company, That Great Lucifer)
UK: Allison & Busby (Young Bess, Elizabeth, Captive
Princess, Elizabeth and the Prince of Spain, The
Galliard)
US: Source Books (The Elizabeth Trilogy)
Spanish: Alba Editorial (Elizabeth, Captive Princess)

THE ELIZABETH TRILOGY
Margaret Irwin beautifully recreates the life of the
vivacious Princess Elizabeth, the girl who will one day
be Queen. But Elizabeth's path to power is fraught
with danger: from the execution of her mother, Anne
Boleyn, through her troubled childhood in the court
of the venal and unpredictable Henry VIII and the
religious terror of "Bloody Mary", she must struggle
against all odds just to survive.
Psychologically rich, meticulously researched and
delightfully realized, the Elizabeth trilogy is an
unmissable classic of the historical genre.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
General Fiction
Still She Wished for
Company (1924)
These Mortals (1925)
Knock Four Times (1927)
Fire Down Below (1928)
Royal Flush: A Royal
Cinderella (1932)
The Stranger Prince: The
Story of Rupert of the
Rhine (1938)
The Bride: The Story of
Louise And
Montrose (1939)
The Gay Galliard: The
Story of Mary Queen of
Scots (1941) Later
published as The Galliard.
Royal Flush: The Story of
Minette (1948)
The Proud Servant: A

Story of Montrose (1949)
BR
The Heart's
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Memory (1951)
Hidden Splendour (1952)
None So Pretty: Or, the
Story of Mr. Cork (1953)
Queen Elizabeth Trilogy
Young Bess (1944)
Elizabeth, Captive
Princess (1948)
Elizabeth and the Prince
of Spain (1953)
Short Stories
Bloodstock and Other
Stories (1953)
Biography
That Great Lucifer: A
Portrait of Sir Walter
Raleigh (1960)
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STORM JAMESON (1891-1986)
‘Tension between the fantastic and the real, between self-invention and the bedrock of fact, is
characteristic of her writing’ - Times Higher Education
Margaret Storm Jameson
was a prolific English writer
of novels and criticism. Born
in Whitby, Yorkshire, she
studied at the University of
Leeds before moving to
London, where she earned an
MA from King’s College in
1914. She then went on to
teach before becoming a full-time writer. She
married Guy Chapman, also a writer, but
continued to publish under Storm Jameson. She
was president of the International PEN Association
from 1939, and active in helping refugee writers.

THE MIRROR IN DARKNESS SERIES
COMPANY PARADE. In the month after the 1918
Armistice a young woman, Hervey Russell, comes
to London to seek her fortune. Inexperienced and
poor, she has all the strength and stubborn will of
her Yorkshire grandmother and all the dreams of
youth as she plunges into the social and political
ferment of London life.
LOVE IN WINTER. Six years after the Great War, a
promising writer Hervey Russellis frustrated by her
career and her marriage to an unloving man. Her
desperate longing for a new beginning finds an
outlet when she encounters her war-damaged
cousin Nicholas, who until this meeting has thought
his life was over.
NONE TURN BACK. It is 6th May, 1926, the third
day of the General Strike. This is the story of that
harrowing week seen through the eyes of the
women and men of London as they move through
that unreal city. But above all we follow the thread
of Hervey Russell's life as she is swept up by the
political ferment around her, by the difficulties of a
new marriage, and by her hopes and fears for the
future.

RIGHTS SOLD
Italy: Fazi (Mirror in Darkness series)

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Fiction
The Pot Boils (1919)
The Happy Highways (1920)
The Clash (1922)
Lady Susan and Life: An Indiscretion (1923)
The Pitiful Wife (1923)
Three Kingdoms (1926)
Farewell to Youth (1928)
The Georgian Novel and Mr.
Robinson (1929)
The Single Heart (1932)
A Day Off (1933) BR
Company Parade (1934) BR
Mirror in Darkness (1934)
Love in Winter (1934)
None Turn Back (1936) BR
The Moon is Making (1937)
Delicate Monsters (1937)
Here Comes a Candle (1938)
Farewell Night, Welcome Day
(1939)
Civil Journey
The End of This War (1941)
The Fort (1941)
Then We Shall Hear
Singing: A Fantasy in C Major (1942)
Cloudless May (1943) BR
The Journal of Mary
Hervey Russell (1945)
The Other Side (1946) BR
Before the Crossing (1947)
The Black Laurel (1947) BR
The Moment Of Truth (1949) BR
The Green Man (1952)
The Intruder (1956)
The Aristide Case (1964) BR
The Early Life of Stephen Hind
(1966)
The White Crow (1968) BR
There Will Be A Short
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Interval (1973) BR
A Cup of Tea for Mr.
Thorgill (1957) BR
A Ulysses Too Many (1958)
The Last Score (1961)
The Road from the
Monument (1962) BR
A Month Soon Goes (1962)
Triumph of Time series
The Lovely Ship (1927) BR
Richer Dust (1930)
The Voyage Home (1931)
Collections
That Was Yesterday (1932)
Women Against Men (1933)
A Day Off (1933)
Drama
Modern Drama in Europe (1920)
The Hidden River (1954)
Non-Fiction
The Decline of Merry
England (1930)
No Time Like the Present (1933)
Challenge to Death (1935)
In the Second Year (1936)
The Novel in
Contemporary Life (1938)
Europe to Let (1940)
Cousin Honore (1940)
London Calling : A Salute to
America (1942)
The Writer's Situation (1950)
Morley Roberts: The Last Eminent Victorian (1961)
Journey from the North
(1969) BR
Parthian Words (1970) BR
Speaking of Stendhal (1979) BR
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ROY JENKINS (1920-2003)
‘Not just one of the most formidable politicians of his or any other era, but a writer whose books may well
be read long after his considerable political achievements are forgotten.’ - The Guardian
Roy Harris Jenkins was born the
son of a Welsh coal-miner and
trade unionist, educated at the
University of Oxford, and served
as an intelligence officer during
the Second World War.
Jenkins was elected to parliament
as a Labour MP in 1948 and went on to serve as
both Chancellor of the Exchequer and Home
Secretary under the Labour Governments of
Harold Wilson and James Callaghan. As Home
Secretary he drove through the decriminalisation
of homosexuality and the legalisation of abortion,
abolished theatre censorship and introduced the
first legislation to outlaw discrimination on
grounds of both race and gender.
From 1977-81, Jenkins was the President of the
European Commission. He was the prime mover in
the creation of the Social Democratic Party and its
first leader. He became Chancellor of Oxford
University, and was awarded the Order of Merit.

CHURCHILL
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
‘This is a first class, well-sustained work of history
and a masterpiece of biography... It will be a brave,
not to say foolhardy, author who attempts to write
another life of Churchill for at least a decade,
perhaps longer.’ - Andrew Roberts, Sunday
Telegraph
Roy Jenkins combines unparalleled command of
British political history and his own high-level
government experience in a narrative account of
Churchill's astounding career that is unmatched in
its shrewd insights, its unforgettable anecdotes, the
clarity of its overarching themes, and the author's
nuanced appreciation of his extraordinary subject.
Exceptional in its breadth of knowledge and
distinguished in its stylish wit and penetrating
intelligence, Churchill is one of the finest political
biographies of our time.

In addition to his political career he was also a
noted
historian,
biographer
and
writer. His autobiography, A Life at the
Centre (1991) is regarded as one of the best
autobiographies of the later 20th century, which
"will be read with pleasure long after most
examples of the genre have been forgotten" (The
Guardian).

RIGHTS SOLD:
UK&US: Macmillan (Churchill)
Chinese (Complex): Beijing Times (Churchill)
Danish: Glydendal (Churchill)
Spanish: Planeta (Churchill)
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JOSEPHINE JOHNSON (1910-1990)

PULITZER PRIZE WINNER

‘Her voice is, as it always has been, quite her own, quiet, precise, thoughtful, authoritative’ - Granville
Hicks, Literary Horizons
Josephine Winslow Johnson
was an American novelist,
poet and essayist. At the
age of 24 she won the
Pulitzer Prize for Fiction for
her first novel, Now in
November.
Shortly
thereafter, she published
Winter Orchard, a collection
of short stories which won
the O. Henry Award.

THE INLAND ISLAND
‘A little book full of delicate marvels, compassionate
observations and - strangest and loveliest of all passionate denunciations.’
- Edward Abbey, New York Times Book Review
‘It is about nature the way Walden was a book
about nature. It should be read by everyone who
still retains the capacity to feel anything except
shock therapy.’
- John Leonard, New York Times

She never finished her studies but in 1955
Washington University awarded her an honorary
Doctor of Humane Letters degree.
Johnson’s output defied easy categorisation and
her writing spanned genres and topics, including
social issues and the natural world, in the
acclaimed Inland Island. She wrote a total of ten
titles before her death in 1990.

Told in the twelve months of the year, The Inland
Island is a lyrical celebration of the ever-changing life
of the land, a spiritual reminder that nature should
be preserved. Originally published in 1969, The Inland
Island remains a powerful and relevant story about a
woman, the farm she loves, and the gradual invasion
of an increasingly mechanized society.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

The Sorcerer’s Son and
Other Stories (short
Now in November (novel, stories, 1965)
1934), for which she was The Inland Island (essays,
awarded the Pulitzer
1969), with illustrations
Prize
by Mel Klapholz
Winter Orchard and
(republished in 1996 with
Other Stories (short
illustrations by Annie
stories, 1936) BR
Cannon, the author’s
Jordanstown (novel,
daughter)
1937)
Seven Houses: A Memoir
Year’s End (poetry, 1939) of Time and Places
Paulina Pot (children’s
(memoir, 1973)
book, 1939)
The Circle of Seasons with
Wildwood (novel, 1947) Dennis Stock (1974)
The Dark Traveler (novel,
1963) BR

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader (The Dark Traveller)
Italian: Bompiani (The Dark Traveller)
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GARRY KASPAROV
One of the most formidable brains of our era….fast-talking, exuberant, indignant one moment and
laughing sardonically the next – Kasparov clearly relishes the fight ― Washington Post
HOW LIFE IMITATES CHESS

Garry Kasparov is a Russian pro-democracy leader,
global human-rights activist, business speaker and
author, and former world chess champion. He was
born on April 13, 1963, in Baku, Azerbaijan.
Kasparov came to international fame as the
youngest world chess champion in history in 1985
at the age of 22. Seeking new challenges, he retired
from professional chess in 2005 after a record 20
years as the world’s top-ranked player. Kasparov
wasted no time after leaving chess, joking that he
would be far busier as a retiree. He quickly became
an important voice in the Russian pro-democracy
movement against the repressive regime of
Vladimir Putin.
In 2012 he became the chairman of the NY-based
Human Rights Foundation, which is dedicated to
protecting dissidents and individual freedom
around the world. His latest book is Winter is
Coming: Why Vladimir Putin and the Enemies of the
Free World must be Stopped. Kasparov also turned
his energy to writing and public speaking. His 2007
book on decision-making, How Life Imitates Chess
was translated into over 20 languages.

In How Life Imitates Chess Kasparov distils the
lessons he learned over a lifetime as a
Grandmaster to offer a primer on successful
decision-making: how to evaluate opportunities,
anticipate the future, devise winning strategies.
He relates in a lively, original way all the
fundamentals, from the nuts and bolts of
strategy, evaluation, and preparation to the
subtler, more human arts of developing a
personal style and using memory, intuition,
imagination and even fantasy. Kasparov takes us
through the great matches of his career,
including legendary duels against both man
(Grandmaster Anatoly Karpov) and machine (IBM
chess supercomputer Deep Blue), enhancing the
lessons of his many experiences with examples
from politics, literature, sports and military
history.
With candour, wisdom, and humour, Kasparov
recounts his victories and his blunders, both
from his years as a world-class competitor as
well as his new life as a political leader in Russia.
An inspiring book that combines unique strategic
insight with personal memoir, How Life Imitates
Chess is a glimpse inside the mind of one of
today's greatest and most innovative thinkers.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Penguin
Chinese Simplified: Tianjin Huayuan Co.
Danish: Forlaget Klim
Greek: Patakis
Japanese: NHK
Lithuanian: UAB EUGRIMAS
Spanish: Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial
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ELIZABETH KATA (1912-1998)
‘Powerful and moving’ - The New York Times on A Patch of Blue
A PATCH OF BLUE
‘Its impact will leave you gasping’
Review Syndicate

Saturday

Abused and neglected by her prostitute mother,
scarred by the memory of her murderous father,
blind, beautiful 18-year-old Selina leads a life of
unbroken misery. Then one day she meets Gordon,
and her heart begins to flood with hope and
happiness.
Elizabeth Kata was born in Sydney, Australia in
1912 to Scottish parents. Kata is best known for
her first novel, Be Ready With Bells And Drums,
later re-titled A Patch of Blue. It has been
translated into eight different languages and was
made into an award winning film starring Sidney
Poitier.
Kata was married and had a son, who was born in
a Japanese mountain village three weeks after the
atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima. Shortly
after his birth the family moved back to Australia
where Kata lived until her death in 1998.

THE DEATH OF RUTH
Molly Blake is a woman with a gruesome secret
from which she cannot escape. A secret which lies
buried beneath her husband's camellias – and the
fear of its discovery will drive her to madness.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader

John and Molly Blake are a quiet suburban couple
leading a quiet suburban life. It comes as a shock to
John when their happy relationship suddenly
begins to break down. Why has a certain
waspishness crept into Molly's voice? Why is she
withdrawing from him?

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Be Ready with Bells and Drums (1961; re-released as
A Patch of Blue)
Someone Will Conquer Them (1962) BR
Tilda (1979)
Child of the Holocaust (1980) BR
The Death of Ruth (1981) BR
With Kisses on Both Cheeks (1981) BR
Sarah (1982)
Kagami (1989) BR
A Patch Of Blue (1965)
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SIR FRANK KERMODE (1919 - 2010)
An impressively learned, eloquent, and brilliant defence of a non-schismatic view of human time - Leo
Bersani, The New York Times
CONCERNING E.M. FORSTER

Sir John Frank Kermode FBA was born on the Isle
of Man, and was educated at Douglas High School
and the University of Liverpool. He served in the
Royal Navy during the Second World War, for six
years in total, much of it in Iceland. Kermode
began his academic career as a lecturer at the
University of Durham in 1947. He later taught at
the University of Reading, then the University of
Bristol, and was a Manx literary critic best known
for his work The Sense of an Ending: Studies in the
Theory of Fiction, published in 1967, and for his
extensive book-reviewing and editing. In 1991 Sir
Frank Kermode was knighted.
SELECTED WORKS

permanence and change (1975)

John Donne (1957)

Selected Prose of T. S. Eliot (1975)

Romantic Image (1957)
The Living Milton: essays by
various hands, collected and
edited by Frank Kermode (1960),

The Genesis of Secrecy: on the
interpretation of narrative (1979)

Wallace Stevens (1961)

The Literary Guide to the Bible (1987)

Puzzles and Epiphanies: essays
and reviews 1958–1961 (1962)
The Integrity of Yeats (1964)
On Shakespeare's Learning (1965)
The Sense of an Ending: Studies
in the Theory of Fiction (1967)
Marvell: selected poetry (1962)
Continuities (1968)
The Poems of John
Donne (1968)
Shakespeare: King Lear: a casebook (1969)
On Poetry and Poets by T. S.
Eliot (1969)
Shakespeare, Spenser,
Donne (1971)
Lawrence (1973)
The Classic: literary images of

Concerning E.M. Forster is a rich, varied and
original portrait of a literary great. When Sir
Frank Kermode delivered the Clark Lectures at
Cambridge University, he chose E.M. Forster as
his subject; these lectures form the core of this
book. Kermode reappraises the influence and
meaning of Forster's oeuvre, offering a
fascinating interpretation of his most celebrated
work, A Passage To India.
There follows a series of interweaving
discussions that bring to life diverse topics Empire, class, poverty, the condition of the
novel, the role of the artist - but always return to
our enigmatic subject. Kermode also reflects on
Forster's considerable talent and shortcomings,
places him within a wider social context, and
casts spotlight on his contemporaries, presenting
a unique panorama of twentieth-century English
literature.

Forms of Attention (1985)

History and Value (1988)
An Appetite for Poetry: essays in
literary interpretation (1989)
The Uses of Error (1990)
Stevens: collected poetry and
prose (1997)
Shakespeare's Language (2000)
Pleasing Myself: from Beowulf
to Philip Roth (2001)
Pieces of My Mind: writings
1958–2002 (2003)
The Age of Shakespeare (2004)
Pleasure, Change, and Canon (2004)
Concerning E. M. Forster (2009)
Bury Place Papers: essays from
the London Review of
Books (2009)

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Orion (Concerning E.M Forster)
US: Farrar, Straus and Giroux (Concerning E.M
Forster, Pieces of My Mind, Shakespeare’s Language,
Not Entitled); University of Chicago Press (Forms of
Attention); Random House (The Age of Shakespeare);
Oxford University Press (The Sense of an Ending)
Complex Chinese: Nanjing University Press (Pieces of
My Mind)
Spanish: Ediciones La una Rota
Image)
Spanish (Chile): Ediciones
Portales (Selected Essays)
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BERYL KINGSTON
‘Beryl Kingston writes with such a lovely light-handed touch it is impossible not to warm to her novels.
There are some great character studies, whether of the more eccentric or the more conventional locals, and
a terrific mix of mystery and romance’ - Historical Novel Review
Beryl Kingston is the author
of 30 novels with over a
million copies sold. She has
been a writer since she was
7
when
she
started
producing poetry. She was
evacuated to Felpham at
the start of WWII, igniting
an interest in one-time
resident poet William Blake
which later inspired her novel The Gates of
Paradise.
She was an English teacher from 1952 until 1985
when she became a full-time writer after her debut
novel, Hearts and Farthings, became a bestseller.
Kingston continued writing bestsellers for the next
14 years with titles ranging from family sagas to
modern stories and historical novels.

TUPPENY TIMES
Nan Smithen wants so much more from her life
than being a lady’s maid. Fearless and ambitious,
Nan carves out a new life for herself by marrying a
wealthy businessman. Gaining status, wealth, and
children, Nan seems to have everything she could
have wanted. But when her adoring husband dies
in revolutionary France, Nan finds herself right
where she started: penniless and downtrodden.
Rather than mourn the life she had, Nan Smithen
vows to make her own fortune. Beginning with a
simple newswalk in Mayfair, Nan starts to build a
business empire that will spread far beyond the
confines of London. And when the dashing, but
dastardly, Calverly Leigh saunters into her life, Nan
must protect both her newfound fortune and her
heart.

TWO SILVER CROSSES
Twins Ginny and Emily Holborn have everything
they could ever need in their Wolverhampton
home: a loving family, a garden to play in and staff
waiting to attend to their every need. Until, one
summer day in 1926, they disappear without a
trace.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
A Time to Love (1987)
Tuppenny Times (1989)
London Pride (1990)
Sixpenny Stalls (1990)
Fourpenny Flyer (1990)
Kisses and Ha'pennies
(1991)
Hearts and Farthings
(1991)
War Baby (1991)
Two Silver Crosses (1992)
Maggie's Boy (1994) BR
Alive and Kicking (1995
Laura's Way (1996)

Gemma's Journey (1997)
BR
Avalanche of Daisies
(1998)
Only Human (2001)
Only Young (2001)
Neptune's Daughter (2005)
The Gates of Paradise
(2006)
Octavia (2007)
Octavia's War (2009)
Girl on the Orlop Deck
(2010)
Off the Rails (2011)
Everybody’s Somebody
Citizien Army (2019)

Ten years later, bright-eyed solicitor Charlie
Commoner is given his first job: track down the still
-missing Holborn twins. Despatched to France, he’s
left to unravel a web of infidelity, mystery, and
terrifying family secrets in a tragic and triumphant
search for two sisters wearing two silver crosses.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Agora Books, Endeavour Media (Citizien’s
Armies)
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LORD KINROSS (1906 — 1976)
‘Lord Kinross was one of those Englishmen who can’t seem to write badly’ - John Leonard, The New York
Times

‘To do justice to the subject requires two gifts: the author must be a master of character-drawing and also
a master of narrative-writing. Lord Kinross shows mastery in both line ’ — Arnold J. Toynbee
THE OTTOMAN CENTURIES
The Ottoman Empire began in 1300 under the almost
legendary Osman I, reached its apogee in the
sixteenth century under Suleiman the Magnificent,
whose forces threatened the gates of Vienna, and
gradually diminished thereafter until Mehmed VI was
sent into exile by Mustafa Kemal (Ataturk).
Lord Kinross (Patrick Balfour, 3rd Baron Kinross,
1904-1976) became a journalist and writer after he
graduated from Oxford. During World War II he
served as an intelligence officer in the Middle East.
After the War, repeated visits to Turkey were the
inspiration for a number of books on the country's
history.

In this definitive history of the Ottoman Empire, Lord
Kinross, painstaking historian and superb writer,
never loses sight of the larger issues, economic,
political, and social. At the same time he delineates
his characters with obvious zest, displaying them in all
their extravagance, audacity and, sometimes,
ruthlessness.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: William Morrow (Ottoman Centuries)
Chinese (Simplified): Citic Press (Ottoman Centuries)
Romanian: Editura Orizonturi (Ottoman Centuries)
Turkish: Altin (Ottoman Centuries)

BIBLIOGRAHY
The Ruthless Innocent (1949)
The Orphaned Realm: Journeys
in Cyprus (1951)
Within the Taurus: A Journey in
Asiatic Turkey (1954)
Portrait of Greece with
photographs in colour by
Dimitri, Max Parrish: London
(1956)
Europa Minor: Journeys in
Coastal Turkey (1956)
The Innocents at Home (1959)
Atatürk: The Rebirth of a
Nation (London. 1964)

Mustafa Kemal, Father of
Modern Turkey (New York.
1965)
Portrait of Egypt (1966)
Windsor Years: The Life of
Edward, as Prince of Wales,
King, and Duke of
Windsor (1967)
Between Two Seas: The
Creation of the Suez
Canal (1968)
Ottoman Centuries: The Rise
and Fall of the Turkish
Empire (1977)
Hagia Sophia: A History of
Constantinople (1979)

Atatürk: A Biography of
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HUGH TREVOR-ROPER (1914-2003)
“Fun – the delight of raising hell by turning dogma on its head or asking the unpardonable question – was
what Trevor-Roper was about...” Neal Ascherson, London Review of Books
Hugh Trevor-Roper was
Regius Professor of Modern
History at Oxford, and later
Master
of
Peterhouse,
Cambridge. During the War
he entered the Secret
Intelligence Service, and
eventually was given the task
of
ascertaining
Hitler’s
ultimate
fate.
This
investigation resulted in an
extensive report which subsequently became his
best-known book, The Last Days of Hitler.
His work is renowned for its eclectic topics and
witty, accessible prose - balanced with a clear sense
of his powerful intellect. He wrote on topics as
diverse as European 16th-century painting and the
sinologist and political operator Sir Edmund
Blackhouse. Through
a balance of scholarly
thoroughness and engaging writing, he came to be
regarded as one of the greatest historians of his
time.
BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Last Days of
Hitler (1947)
Historical Essays (1957)
Religion, The Reformation
and Social Change (1967)
The European Witch-Craze
of the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth
Centuries (1970)
Princes and Artists (1976)
A Hidden Life (1976; also
published as The Hermit of
Peking)
Renaissance Essays (1985)

Catholics, Anglicans and
Puritans (1987)
From Counter-Reformation
to Glorious
Revolution (1987)
Letters from Oxford(2006)
Europe’s Physician. The
Various Life of Sir Theodore
Mayerne (2006)
The Invention of
Scotland (2008)
History and the
Enlightenment (2010)
The Wartime
Journals (2012)

RIGHTS SOLD:
UK&Comm: Macmillan (The Last Days of Hitler)
UK&US: Eland (The Hermit of Peking)
Italy: Adelphi
(The Hermit of Peking)Slovakia: Ikar (The Last Days of Hitler)
Spain: Critica (The Last Days of Hitler, Hitler’s Table Talks)

THE LAST DAYS OF HITLER
FEATURED IN THE GUARDIAN’S TOP 100
NON-FICTION BOOKS OF ALL TIME
The Last Days of Hitler tells the extraordinary story of
those last days of the Thousand Year Reich in the
Berlin Bunker. Besieged in the shattered capital, but
still dominating the remains of his court, Hitler
reiterated the original alternative of Nazism: either
total victory or annihilation. This book is the record
of that carefully prepared, ceremonious finale to a
terrible chapter of history.
“This is an incomparable book, by far the best written
on any aspect of the second German war: a book
sound in scholarship, brilliant in its presentation... No
words of praise are too strong.”- A. J. P. Taylor

THE HERMIT OF PEKING
The arrival of an unpublished memoir offering up a
scandalous version of the hitherto blameless public
life of revered oriental scholar, Sir Edmund
Backhouse, sets Hugh Trevor-Roper on the trail of
an outrageous confidence trickster. One of the great
detective stories of our age, recounted in a gripping
narrative and with an infectious delight in the
process of historical research, The Hermit of Peking
would have been an outrageously imaginative work
of fiction but for the fact that it is all true.
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HANS KONING (1921-2007)
‘A cosmopolite with a wry, realistic attitude toward life’ - The New York Times Book Review
THE PETERSBURG-CANNES EXPRESS
Anna and Andrew, two early Socialist
revolutionaries riding a train across Europe in the
year 1900, attempt to catch a sly former Secret
Police official. The novel is a picture of the minds
of true idealists, whose attempts at violence or
covert action are layered with their hearty ideas,
making their tasks difficult.

Hans Koning was a boy in Amsterdam when the
Second World War broke out. As soon as he could
he joined the resistance, and was awarded the
Dutch Resistance Cross. He managed to escape to
England and joined the British army. He became
one of its youngest Sergeants, and worked as a
military interpreter.
After the war Hans Koning went back to
Amsterdam, and his writing career began at a
Dutch weekly magazine, where he was the editor
until 1950. Following this he was invited to
Indonesia to work in radio broadcasting, as the
director of a culture show.
It was after his move to America in 1951 that he
began writing novels. His first one was The Affair,
published by Knopf in 1958. Over the next 40 years
he wrote around 30 books, plays and translations,
and adapted some of his novels for cinema.

COLUMBUS
OPTION SOLD TO RAW PRODUCTIONS
A biography of the fifteenth-century Italian seaman
and navigator who unknowingly discovered a new
continent while looking for a western route to India.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Endeavour Press (Love and Hate In China,
Nineteen Sixty Eight, New Yorker in Egypt)

ZEELAND
Zeeland tracks grandfather and grandson Michel
and Michael Beauchamp as they embark on parallel
journeys through wartime Europe. Separated by 70
years, Michael, an American soldier, and Michel, a
French printer, flee German-occupied France
towards Gibraltar. As Michael travels, he continues
to stumble onto traces of his grandfather’s earlier
journey, discovering patterns which connect the
two men across the expanse of time. In spare and
elegant prose, Koning has constructed a novel
which delicately explores the nature of coincidence,
the logic of history, and the emergence of order
from chaos.

Dutch: Walburg-pers (Death of a Schoolboy, Zeeland
or Elective Concurrences)
SELECTED WORKS
Fiction
The Affair (1958)
An American Romance
(1960)
A Walk with Love and
Death (1961)
I Know What I’m Doing
(1964)
The Revolutionary: a novel (1967)
Death of a Schoolboy
(1974)
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The Petersburg-Cannes
Express (1975)
America Made Me: A
Novel (1979)
The Kleber Flight (1981)
De Witt’s war (1983)
Acts of Faith (1986)
Pursuit of a Woman on
the Hinge of History: A
Novel (1997)
Zeeland or Elective
Concurrences (2001)
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ROBERT LATHAM (1912-1995)
‘Foot’s engaging style, sardonic wit and love of anecdotes… [made him] unusually readable for an official
history.’ - Brian Bond, The Guardian
Robert Clifford Latham
CBE, MA, FBA was born
in Staffordshire and
attended
Queens’
College, Cambridge.
In 1939 he was
appointed
as
a
Lecturer
at
King’s
College London, and
later Reader of History
and Dean of Men at
Royal
Holloway
College, University of
London, during the introduction of male
undergraduates. As Fellow and Pepys Librarian
at Magdalene College, Cambridge, from 1972 to
1982, he had charge of the remarkable collection
of books, prints and manuscripts which Samuel
Pepys had left to his old college.

THE JOYS OF EXCESS
As well as being the most celebrated diarist of all time,
Samuel Pepys was also a hearty drinker, eater and
connoisseur of epicurean delights, who indulged in
every pleasure seventeenth-century London had to
offer.
Whether he is feasting on barrels of oysters, braces of
carps, larks' tongues and copious amounts of wine,
merrymaking in taverns until the early hours,
attending formal dinners with lords and ladies or
entertaining guests at home with his young wife, these
irresistible selections from Pepys's diaries provide a
frank, high-spirited and vivid picture of the joys of over
-indulgence - and the side-effects afterwards.

Since 1950 he had dedicated his life to the study
and editing of Pepys’ diary, and through
collaboration with William Matthews of UCLA, it
was eventually published as The Diary of Samuel
Pepys: a new and complete transcription in nine
volumes, in 1970-83. It was described in The
Times as “the absolutely complete and
unimprovably definitive edition […] so
exceptional that it can be said to have set new
standards of scholarship”.
Latham was appointed CBE in 1973 and elected
a Fellow of the British Academy in 1982.

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Diary of Samuel Pepys: a
new and complete
transcription (1970)
The Illustrated Pepys (1978)
Samuel Pepys (1982)

RIGHTS SOLD

The Shorter Pepys (1985)

UK: Penguin ((The Joy of Excess)

A Pepys Anthology (1987)
The Joys of Excess (2011)

Spanish: Nordica (The Joy of Excess)
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MOLLY LEFEBURE (1919 — 2013)
A fascinating behind-the-scenes look at mid-century crime-fighting - The Independent
Molly Lefebure was born
in the London in 1919. She
was educated at the North
London Collegiate School
and at King's College London, where she met her
future husband, John Gerrish.

MURDER ON THE HOME FRONT
‘Gripping… like a pitch-dark version of Call The
Midwife, dealing with the end of life rather than the
beginning.’ Sunday Mirror

It is 1941. While the 'war of chaos' rages in the skies
above London, an unending fight against violence,
murder and the criminal underworld continues on
She worked as secretary the streets below.
to a pathologist for five years, during which time
One ordinary day, in an ordinary courtroom, forensic
she gained the information for her first book Evipathologist Dr Keith Simpson asks a keen young
dence for the Crown. It became the inspiration for
journalist to be his secretary. Although the 'horrors
the 2013 ITV drama Murder on the Homefront.
of secretarial work' don't appeal to Molly Lefebure,
Lefebure was also Coleridge scholar, and among she's intrigued to find out exactly what goes on
her 20 or so books was a 1974 biography of the po- behind a mortuary door.
et, subtitled The Bondage of Opium, which followed Capable and curious, 'Miss Molly' quickly becomes
a six-year study of drug addiction at Guy's Hospital indispensable to Dr Simpson as he meticulously
in London.
pursues the truth. Accompanying him from sombre
She was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of morgues to London's most gruesome crime scenes,
Molly observes and assists as he uncovers the dark
Literature in 2010.
secrets that all murder victims keep.
With a sharp sense of humour and a rebellious spirit,
Molly tells her own remarkable true story here with
warmth and wit, painting a vivid portrait of wartime
London.

RIGHTS SOLD
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Evidence for The Crown (1955)
The English Lake District
(1964)
Scratch & Co (1968)
Cumberland Heritage (1970)
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, A
Bondage of Opium (1974)

The Bondage of Love (1986)
The Illustrated Lake Poets
(1987)

UK: Mountainmere Research (Scratch & Co);
Lutterworth Press (Private Lives of the Ancient
Mariner); Endeavour Press (Thomas Hardy’s World)

Blitz! (1988)
Murder on the Home Front
(1990)
Thunder in the Sky (1991)

UK & US: Little Brown (Murder on the Home Front,
Blitz!, Thunder in the Sky)
German: Aufbau Digital (Murder on the Home Front)

Thomas Hardy’s World (1997)

Cumbrian Discovery (1977)
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ERIC LINKLATER (1899–1974)
‘Eric Linklater is not primarily a novelist, or an essayist or a dramatist. He is above all else an enchanting
prose poet. These fragments of wonderful singing prose are scattered all over his books, and through them
English literature is permanently enriched’ - George Mackay Brown
MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS
Mary, Queen of Scots was only eighteen years old
when she came to the throne of Scotland in 1542. A
catholic in a protestant country, her twenty-five
year reign was marked by turbulence. Eric Linklater
accentuates her strong political ambition, her
kindness and strength in adversity as she battled
through religious divide, hostility from Queen
Elizabeth, unwanted suitors, spiteful love traps and
double-crossing rebel lords. But throughout all of
this she ruled her country with austere kindness and
grace, woman against men, Queen against Queen.

Eric Linklater wrote scores of novels for adults and
children. He was also a journalist in India,
commander of a wartime fortress in the Orkney
Islands, and rector of Aberdeen University.
RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Vintage (The Wind on the Moon); Canongate
(Private Angelo); Macmillan (Mary Queen of Scots)
UK & US: Penguin (Poet’s Pub); Bloomsbury Reader

Eric Linklater details the trials and tribulations of
Mary’s life with illustrative precision, littered with
quotes and poetry that build an honest portrayal of
this prestigious Queen.

US: NYRB (The Wind on the Moon)
Chinese: Aurora (The Wind on the Moon)
Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof (A Spell for Old Bones)
German: DTV (The Wind on the Moon)
Romania: Litera (The Wind on the Moon)
Swedish: En bok for alla (The Wind on the Moon)
Thai: Matichon Publishing House (The Wind on the
Moon)

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Fiction
White Maa’s Saga (1929)
Poet’s Pub (1929)
The Men of Ness (1932)
The Crusader’s Key (1933)
The Impregnable Women (1938)
BR
Judas (1939)
A Spell for Old Bones (1949)BR
The Dark of Summer (1956)BR
A Sociable Plover and other
Stories and Conceits (1957)
A Man Over Forty (1963)
A Terrible Freedom (1966)BR
The Wind on the Moon (1944)
The Pirates in the Deep Green
Sea (1949) BR
Private Angelo (1946)
The Merry Muse (1959) BR
Juan in America (1931)
Magnus Merriman (1934)

Juan in China
Biography and
Portrait (1931)
Ripeness is All (1935)
The Man on My Back (1941)
Laxdale Hall (1951)
Figures in a Landscape (1952)
A Year of Space (1953)
The Survival of Scotland (1968)
The Highland Division
The Northern Garrisons (1941)
Drama
The Devil’s in the News (1929)
Non-Fiction
Ben Jonson and King James
(1931)
Mary: Queen of Scots (1934)
Robert the Bruce (1934)
The Ultimate Viking (1955)
The Prince in the Heather (1965)
The Campaign in Italy (1959)
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GAVIN LYALL (1932-2003)
‘Gavin Lyall was one of the most consistent British thriller writers of the past 40 years, bringing to his books
a craftsmanship and professionalism that never became formulaic. He was a master of laconic dialogue, of
plotting which was satisfyingly complex and rich in double bluffs and of unobtrusively sketched, often
exotic, backgrounds. Above all he was a consummate storyteller and compulsively readable’ - The Times
Gavin Lyall lived in Hampstead
and enjoyed sailing on the
Thames in his motor cruiser.
From 1959 to 1962 he was a
newspaper reporter and the
aviation correspondent for the
Sunday Times. His first novel,
The Wrong Side of the Sky, was
published in 1961, drawing from his personal
experiences in the Libyan Desert and in Greece.
Lyall left journalism in 1963 to become a full-time
author, writing 17 novels before his death
In his espionage novels and thrillers, Lyall would
often place his characters in exotic and faraway
places, from Finland to the Middle East. He later
wrote his Harry Maxim series of novels, centring
on an SAS officer assigned as security advisor to 10
Downing Street. Later he wrote about the fledgling
secret service in the leadup to the First World War.
RIGHTS SOLD
UK&US: Agora (Honour series), Bloomsbury (Harry
Maxim series)
Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof (The Secret Servant)
Japanese: Hayakawa (Midnight Plus One)

THE HARRY MAXIM SERIES
'A first-class piece of work' - New York Times Book
Review
A series of espionage thrillers originally developed
for a proposed BBC TV Series, featuring Major Harry
Maxim, an SAS officer assigned as a security adviser
to 10 Downing Street. The pilot was directed by
Alistair Reid, with a screenplay by Brian Clemens
and the role of Harry Maxim was played by Charles
Dance.

THE HONOUR SERIES
Four brilliant semi-historical thrillers about the
fledgling and decidedly amateur British secret service
in the years leading up to the World War I. A
must-read for anyone who likes classic, old-fashioned
adventure stories.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Harry Maxim Series
The Secret Servant (1980) BR
The Conduct of Major Maxim (1982) BR
The Crocus List (1985) BR
Uncle Target (1988) BR
The Honour Series
Spy’s Honour (1993)
Flight From Honour (1996)
All Honourable Men (1997) BR
Honourable Intentions (1999)
General Fiction
The Wrong Side of the Sky (1961) BR
The Most Dangerous Game (1963) BR
Midnight Plus One (1965)
Shooting Script (1966) BR
Venus With Pistol (1969) BR
Freedom’s Battle: The War in the Air 1939–1945
(1971)
Blame the Dead (1973) BR
Judas Country (1975) BR
Non-fiction
Operation Warboard: How to Fight World War II
Battles in Miniature (1971)
Freedom’s Battle: The War in the Air 1939-1945
Miniature: Wargaming WWII Battles in 20-25mm
Scale (1972)
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DENIS MACKAIL (1892-1971)
Denis Mackail was born in
London on 3 June 1892. He
went to Balliol College, Oxford,
but failed to complete his
degree through ill-health after
two years. In 1917 he married
Diana Granet, only child of the
railway manager Sir Guy
Granet, who was a director-general for railways in
the War Office. The couple had two children and
lived in Chelsea, London. It was the necessity of
supporting his young family that lead Denis to write
a novel when office jobs became insecure after the
end of the war. With his novel published, his first
short story accepted by the prestigious Strand
Magazine and the services of a literary agent, A. P.
Watt, Denis was soon earning enough from his
writing to give up office work. He published a novel
every year from 1920 to 1938 and among his
literary friends were P. G. Wodehouse and A. A.
Milne.

THE SQUARE CIRCLE
Tiverton Square: we first meet it in August, when it is
largely deserted of its regular complement of
inhabitants, giving us a chance to admire its
architecture and history. Through the remainder of a
ten month period however it teems with Londoners
and we follow the lives of the young and the old, the
upstairs and the downstairs of its most conspicuous
residents. Not everyone has a happy time of it, but
this is real life after all.

During the 1930s Mackail lived at Bishopstone
House, in Sussex. Denis agreed to write the official
biography of J. M. Barrie, which appeared in 1941.
He went on to produce seven more novels and
some books of reminiscences, but after the early
death of his wife in 1949, he published no more and
lived quietly in London until his death.

ANOTHER PART OF THE WOOD
Miss Ursula Brett, known to her friends as Noodles,
gets sent back to her seaside school by her miserly
uncle after apparently encouraging improper
advances from the persistent and slimy Mr
Fitzgibbon. But her vivacious beauty and
kind-heartedness lead her into further trouble and
she runs away to join the seafront Pierrot players.
Luckily, her brother (with his best friend ‘Snubs’),
her aunt Mrs Millet, and her uncle’s neighbours
Sylvia Shirley and Mrs Shirley, are all in Newcliff-onSea for the bank holiday weekend.
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RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader
BIBLIOGRAPHY
What Next? (1920)
Romance to the
Rescue (1921)
Bill the Bachelor (1922)
According to
Gibson (1923)
Summertime (1923)
The Majestic
Mystery (1924) BR
Greenery Street (1925)
(Republished in 2002
by Persephone Books)
The Fortunes of
Hugo (1926)
The Flower Show (1927)
Tales from Greenery
Street (1928)
Another Part of the Wood
(1929)BR
How Amusing! (1929)
The Young Livingstones (1930)
The Square Circle (1930)
David's Day (1932)
Ian and Felicity [US
title: Peninsula Place]
(1932)

Having Fun (1933)
Chelbury Abbey (1933) BR
Summer Leaves (1934)
The Wedding (1935)
Back again (1936)
Jacinth (1937)
London lovers (1938)
Morning, Noon and
Night (1938)
The Story of J. M. B. [US
title: Barrie] (1941) BR
Life with Topsy (1942)
Upside-down (1943)
Ho! or, How it all strikes
me (1944)
Tales for a
Godchild (1944)
Huddlestone
House (1945)
Our hero (1947)
We're Here! (1947)
Where am I? or, A
Stranger Here
Myself (1948)
By Auction (1949)
Her Ladyship (1949)
It Makes the World go
Round (1950)
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ALISTAIR MAIR (1924-1975)
‘As an observer he is first rate ... His characters too are splendidly defined' - The Illustrated London News
Born of mixed Highland
and Lowland parentage
and brought up in
Ayrshire, Alistair Mair
was a medical student
at Glasgow University in
the
1940s.
After
graduation he worked
for a year in a Glasgow
hospital and spent two
years in the R. A. F.,
mainly as a pathologist
in the Tropical Medicine Unit.
Two more years in hospitals after demobilisation
were followed by a long journey to China and
Japan as a ship’s surgeon. He married a girl from
Melbourne and with her he returned to Scotland
where he set up a general practice. During the next
ten years of work as a doctor he began to publish
his first books, and a son and daughter were born
to the Mairs.

THE RIPENING TIME
The Gorbals tenements are being demolished and
gleaming new estates are carving their way through
the green fields that surround the city. Tom, raised in
a Glasgow tenement, is a sheltered, self-contained
lad who drifts through life while his widowed mother
worries about his inability to find the right girl. Then
Mary from the new Easterton estate takes him in
hand. Surrounded by all the sparkling new appliances
of hire-purchase matrimony, the recession begins to
bite. Long hours, loneliness and cruelty lead Tom to
drift off in another direction, down the garden to the
safe haven of his greenhouse. A man needs a hobby,
and surely gardening never hurt a soul...

Late in 1962 he decided to make writing a full time
occupation and went with his family to live in an
Argyllshire village.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

DIANA AND THE WISE MAN

Rue With A Difference (1955)

In this, Alistair Mair’s third novel, he deals with the
problem of a young woman doctor and an older man,
brought together by tragedy and separated by the
almost insoluble difficulties of modern life; social
inequality, difference in religion, opposing outlooks
on all conventional life. How Diana and her Wise Man
coped with their joint and individual problems is the
basis of this beautiful and poignant love-story.

The Seventeenth Laird (1957)
Diana and the Wise Man (1957) BR
The Man Within (1959)
The Devil’s Minister (1961) BR
The Douglas Affair (1966)
Yesterday Was Summer (1968) BR
The Ripening Time (1970)

RIGHTS SOLD

Where The East Wind Blows (1972)

UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader

Turning Point (1974)
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GEORGE B. MAIR (Born 1914)
‘Tremendously exciting. James Bond must look to his laurels and his weapons and his girls’ - Dennis Wheatley
DEATH’S FOOT FORWARD
With permission from his NATO boss, David Grant
takes a freelance mission inside Moscow to find a
German doctor perfecting a bacteria capable of
killing in seconds. He mixes his assignment with a
personal task of freeing a Russian ballerina he has
fallen in love with.
Dr. David Grant, NATO’s top security agent, was on
his way back to Moscow, taking with him his
passionate love for Maya, the top Russian ballerina,
and a ruthless hatred for Sokolnikov, chief of Soviet
counterintelligence. But there was nothing
complicated about his orders:

DAVID GRANT SERIES
David Grant is an agent for NATO with a medical
degree. His first official job was with the Save The
Children fund visiting refugee camps after WWII. The
quality of his work as well as the initiative he
showed in various actions brought him to the attention of the World Health Organization and work in
the Middle East.

“Remember. Our agreement is to kill. I want this
man dead.”

Grant's two professions make a strange Jekyll-Hyde
combination. As a doctor, he is a practised man of
healing. As an agent for NATO's covert
security detachment, he is their best agent and most
gifted assassin. Certainly the knowledge of the first
profession, knowing how and why the body works as
it does, makes it easier to perform the second, making the body stop working. But his oath to preserve
life does at times conflict with his determination to
see peace maintained.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

In the course of his many missions, Grant has the
occasion to meet and make love to many
different beautiful women, as is in keeping with secret agents of that era. He also finds his own personal nemesis in the form of the Society for the Activation of Terror, Anarcy, and Nihilism, more commonly
known as S.A.T.A.N.

David Grant Series
Death's Foot Forward (1964)
Miss Turquoise (1964)
Live, Love And Cry (1965)
Kisses From Satan (1966)
The Girl From Peking (1967)
Black Champagne (1968)
Goddesses Never Die (1969)

Rights Sold

Wreath Of Camellias (1970)

UK & US: Endeavour Press (David Grant Series)

Crimson Jade (1971)
Paradise Spells Danger (1973)
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MAGGIE MAKEPEACE
‘Sparkling comedy… high-value entertainment’ - Sunday Times
BREAKING THE CHAIN
When Phoebe marries Duncan Moon, she is
unprepared for the stifling effect of his alarming
family, and the many ways in which they try to
exclude her from their lives. Only when Phoebe reads
the hidden diaries of her father-in-law’s ex-mistress,
does she learn the truth about the Moons.
TRAVELLING HOPEFULLY
Maggie Makepeace came to writing late in life,
having begun her career as a zoologist. She had a
number of jobs in scientific research and Wildlife
Trusts, the most rewarding of which was a 3-year
contract on a Scottish estuary studying the social
behaviour of shelducks.
For a brief time in the 70s she was a television
presenter for Yorkshire TV and London Weekend,
and gradually became more interested in the
psychology of human behaviour, especially
communication - or the lack of it - and in the way
that some people attempt to control the lives of
others.

For Imogen Redcliff, to leave a man who suffered
from an incurable illness was inconceivable. But she
still felt trapped in a marriage that had become
predictable and stifling. Her exotic holiday - taken on
her own in the Seychelles - turns out to be
liberating, but not in the way she had intended.

When in the 80s she moved back to the West
Country, she began to write in earnest. Her first
novel was published by Random House when she
was 50, followed by 3 others. She has written 5 in
all.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader
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BERYL MARKHAM (1902-1986)
‘A poet's feeling for her land, an adventurer's response to life’ - New York Herald Tribune
Beryl Markham grew up in
Kenya, where her father
bred and trained horses.
She spoke several African
languages and learnt to
hunt with Masai warriors.
She became a highly successful horse trainer and
one of the most socially prominent women in
Nairobi.
She was the first woman in Kenya to receive a
commercial pilot’s license and worked for as a bush
pilot, before undertaking a daring flight to England
with Baron von Blixen.
Determined to win one of the big aviation prizes,
she decided to fly solo from London to New York,
against the prevailing winds – a feat never
previously attempted. With no radio equipment,
she set off in September 1936. After a couple of
sightings she disappeared over Newfoundland. Then
a phone call came through from Nova Scotia, where
she had crashed in a peat bog due to a frozen fuel
line. She became an international heroine.

RIGHTS SOLD

WEST WITH THE NIGHT
West With the Night appeared on 13 bestseller
lists on first publication in 1942. It tells the
spellbinding story of Beryl Markham - aviator,
racehorse trainer, fascinating beauty - and her life
in the Kenya of the 1920s and 30s.
Markham was taken to Kenya at the age of four.
As an adult she was befriended by Denys Finch Hatton, the big-game hunter of Out of Africa fame,
who took her flying in his airplane. Thrilled by the
experience, Markham went on to become the first
woman in Kenya to receive a commercial pilot's
license.
In 1936 she determined to fly solo across the
Atlantic - without stopping. On 4 September, she
took off ... Several days later, she crash-landed in
Nova Scotia and became an instant celebrity.
THE SPLENDID OUTCAST
These eight stories reflect her interests; horses,
aviation, Africa. Several spring from real events bidding at a horse auction, flying through a violent
storm, a lion's attack. Others are romances and
adventures, typical of the war years when they
were written. All are set against the backdrop of a
Africa with which she was on intimate terms.

UK: Little Brown
US: Open Road (The Splendid Outcast)
China: Booky (The Splendid Outcast)
Danish: C&K (West With the Night)
Dutch: De Arbeiderspers (West with the Night)
Korean: Yeamoonsa (West With the Night)
Italian: Neri Pozza Editore (West With the Night)
Polish: Anakonda (West With the Night)
Spanish: Libros del Asteroide (West With the
Night); Alba Editorial (The Splendid Outcast)
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DIANA MARR-JOHNSON (1908-2007)
‘Mrs. Marr-Johnson knows the human situation and writes compassionately and well’ - Edinburgh Evening
News

A distinguished novelist and
playwright in her own right,
Diana Marr-Johnson was the
niece
of
W.
Somerset
Maugham, and her brother,
Robin Maugham was the
outspoken peer best known
for his novel The Servant.
Unlike her brother, she deliberately chose not to
write under the family name and many who read
her novels were unaware of her literary pedigree.

TAKE A GOLDEN SPOON (retitled SUMMER’S END
by Endeavour Press)
Paul Judd is a rich young man with obvious good
looks, who usually has his own way. But one year, in
search of customary amusement and new sex
distractions, he buys a house in the French Riviera
and becomes involved in a perplexing relationship
which threatens to destroy him. This is a story of
revenge, and passion, erupting into the life of a
spoilt playboy, unprepared to face reality, or
himself.

Her writing combined wit and simplicity with an
unusual depth of psychological understanding. A
generous host throughout her life and a born
raconteur, she numbered among her many friends
such writers as Rebecca West, Brigid Brophy and
Muriel Spark.
She died on June 14, 2007, aged 98.

RIGHTS SOLD

GOODNIGHT PELICAN

UK & US: Endeavour Press (Take a Golden Spoon)

1920s, Paris is the centre of intellectual and social life
of the Old and New World. The young
Englishwoman Clara, an 18-years-old sheltered
daughter of a Cambridge university professor, begins
her schooling at the Paris music conservatory.
This is the story of a young English girl circulating in
French society while supposedly pursuing an
education in France.
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ROBERT MARSHALL
IN THE SEWERS OF LVOV

Robert
Marshall’s
career
has
been
divided
between
writing books and
plays, and producing
arts
and
history
programming initially
for the BBC and more
recently live recordings of great theatre
productions for cinema release. His writing career
began with a series of radio plays, and a Play for
Today Before Water Lilies for the BBC in the
1970s. During the 1980s and 90s he scripted and
directed over thirty programmes for the BBC, from
documentaries to dramas including Summer of the
Bomb, Light in the Dark, All the King's Men,
Blacklist, Storm from the East and many
others. During the same period he published All
the King's Men (Collins 1988) - which was
optioned by Stanley Kubrick— In The Sewers of
Lvov (Collins 1990) - which was has recently been
made into the feature film In Darkness. He also
wrote Shadow Makers and Storm From the East which was top of The Times non-fiction bestselling list for over two months. He continues to
write plays and TV scripts - and he is an Executive
Producer for The Globe on Screen, at
Shakespeare's Globe Theatre.

Recording unforgettable characters and startling
scenes, Marshall explains how a small group of Jews
managed to escape the liquidation of the Lvov ghetto
by hiding within the city's elaborate sewer system.
Living for over a year amid rats, filth, and the
constant pounding of rushing water, the ten survivors
- from an initial 21 - find an unlikely saviour in a
seemingly ordinary Polish sewer worker made
extraordinary by his devotion to the dangerous task
he embraces as his “mission”. Also a worthy
counterpart to his varied flock is a daring former
black-marketer who actually smuggles himself into
the local forced-labour camp in an attempt to rescue
the sister of the woman he loves.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
All the King’s Men (1988) BR
Shadow Makers (1990)
In the Sewers of Lvov (1990) BR
Storm from the East: From Genghis Khan to Khubilai
Khan (1993)
Lesser of Two Evils (2017)
RIGHTS SOLD:

IN DARKNESS, the movie adaptation of In The Sewers of Lvov, directed by Agnieszka Holland, was
nominated for an Oscar as best foreign language
film. It opened in theatres in March 2012.

UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader
Chinese: Guangdong Yongzheng (In the Sewers of
Lvov)
Italian: Newton Compton (In the Sewers of Lvov)
Japanese: Sheinsha Publishing (In the Sewers of Lvov)
Polish: Swiat Ksiazki Sp. z.o.o. (In the Sewers of Lvov)
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J. C. MASTERMAN (1891-1977)
‘There is no better book than The Double-Cross System on wartime intelligence’ - Times Literary Supplement
Sir John Cecil Masterman was
a noted academic, sportsman
and author. He was best
known as chairman of the
Twenty Committee, which
during World War II ran the
Double Cross System, the
scheme that controlled double
agents in Britain.
After World War II he returned to Oxford,
becoming Provost of Worcester College (1946–61)
and Vice-Chancellor of Oxford University during
1957 and 1958. Masterman was knighted for his
services in 1959.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Vintage (The Double-Cross System)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader

AN OXFORD TRAGEDY
A murder mystery novel set in the fictional Oxford
college of St. Thomas's, written from the point
of view of Oxford don named Francis Wheatley
Winn, who was Senior Tutor at St. Thomas'.
He serves as Watson to the novel's Sherlock
Holmes, an amateur sleuth named Ernst Brendel, a
Viennese lawyer "of European reputation".
He was giving a series of lectures to the Law Faculty,
when an unpopular tutor is found shot in the Dean's
rooms. Ernst Brendel takes it upon himself to solve
the crime. He of course solves the case, and the
murderer, now exposed, commits suicide.
The novel itself was quite unusual for its time in
providing an account of how murder affects the
tranquil existence of Oxford dons. While it was a
variation of the old theme of evil deeds done in a
tranquil setting, it did establish the tradition of
Oxford-based crime fiction, notably in the works
of Michael Innes and Edmund Crispin.

Italian: Polillo Editore (An Oxford Tragedy)

BIBLIOGRAPHY
An Oxford Tragedy (1933) BR
Fate Cannot Harm Me (1935) BR
Marshal Ney: A Play in Five Acts (1937)
To Teach the Senators Wisdom, or, An Oxford
Guide-Book (1952)
The Case of the Four Friends (1957) BR
Bits and Pieces (1961)
The Double Cross System in the War of 1939 to
1945, Yale, 1972 (printed privately in 1945)
On the Chariot Wheel: An Autobiography, Oxford,
(1975)
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JOHN MASTERS (1914-1983)
‘A splendid storyteller and a master at describing battles and campaigns' - Daily Telegraph
Born in Calcutta in 1914,
Masters’ family relocated
to England while he was
still a child and it was
during these early years
in England that Masters
first felt the stigma of his
Anglo-Indian
blood.
Educated at Wellington and the RMA, Sandhurst,
Masters returned to India in 1934 as an officer in
the 4th Prince of Wales’ Own Gurkha Rifles, and
saw active service in Waziristan, Iraq, Syria and
Persia. Later, in Burma, he commanded a Chindit
brigade, and fought with 19th Indian Division at
Mandalay and on the Mawchi Road. A man of
intriguing paradox, who could be aggressive and
authoritarian, Masters was also enthusiastic,
entertaining and loyal. He retired from the Army
in 1948, and with the dramatic changes brought
about through Indian Independence a year earlier,
Masters no longer felt he had a place in India.
Disenchanted with post-war England he looked to
America for inspiration and the promise of a fresh
beginning. Settling in New York, Masters soon
became a bestselling author writing primarily
about the India he knew so well.

THE DECEIVERS
John Masters evokes the tensions and conflicts that
accompanied the birth of modern India in his classic
novel Bhowani Junction. Set in the late 1940’s in the
wake of partition it has become one of the great
novels of India, alongside E.M. Forster’s A Passage
to India and the work of Paul Scott and Salman
Rushdie. In the last hectic days of the British Raj, as
the British prepare to withdraw from India, Victoria
has to choose between marrying a British Army
officer or a Sikh, Ranjit, as she struggles to find her
place in the new India that is emerging.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

His best known novels include Nightrunners of
Bengal, Bhowani Junction and his First World War
trilogy entitled Loss of Eden. Although greatly
admired as a writer on almost any subject, he will
be especially remembered for his books - novels
and non fiction - on India and her people.
RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader
UK: Endeavour (Fandango Rock, Far Far the Mountain Peak, Man of War, Thunder at Sunset, To The
Coral Strand, The Ravi Lancers, Trial at Monomy, High
Command); Penguin (Casanova);Souvenir Press
(Night Runners of Bengal, The Lotus and The Wind,
The Deceivers, Bowhani Junction); Orion (The Road
Past Mandalay, Bugles and A Tiger)
Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof (9 titles)

The Compleat Indian
Angler (1938)
Nightrunners of Bengal
(1951)
The Deceivers (1952) BR
The Lotus and the Wind
(1953)
Bhowani Junction (1954)
BR
Coromandel! (1955)
Bugles and a Tiger (1956)
Far, Far the Mountain
Peak (1957)
Fandango Rock (1959)
The Venus of Konpara
(1960)
The Road Past Mandalay
(1961)
To the Coral Strand (1962)
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Trial at Monomoy (1964)
Fourteen Eighteen (1965)
The Breaking Strain (1967)
Casanova (1969)
The Rock (1970)
Pilgrim Son: A Personal
Odyssey (1971)
The Ravi Lancers (1972)
Thunder at Sunset (1974)
The Field Marshal's Memoirs (1975)
The Himalayan Concerto
(1976)
Now, God Be Thanked
(1979) BR
Heart of War (1980) BR
By the Green of the Spring
(1981) BR
Man of War (1983)
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GRAHAM MASTERTON
'One of the most original and frightening storytellers of our time' - Peter James

THE KATIE MAGUIRE SERIES
Sold over 1.1 million copies over ten titles
in a five year period
THE LAST DROP OF BLOOD (Katie Maguire Book 11)

After 35 years in which he established himself as
one of the world’s bestselling horror authors,
Graham Masterton has turned his hand to crime,
creating a series of novels featuring Katie Maguire,
the first woman detective superintendent in An
Garda Siochána, the Irish police force.
Graham was born in Edinburgh in 1946. At 24 he
became executive editor of Penthouse. His career
at Penthouse led him to write a series of bestselling sexual advice books, including How To Drive
Your Man Wild In Bed, which sold 2 million copies
worldwide and 250,000 in Poland alone. After
leaving Penthouse he wrote The Manitou, a horror
novel about the vengeful reincarnation of a Native
American spirit, which was filmed with Tony
Curtis in the lead role. Three of Graham’s horror
stories were adapted by the late Tony Scott for his
TV series The Hunger. Over the years he has
published five collections of short stories, several
of which have won awards.

In the driver's seat of a Jaguar, on a country road, a
good man burns.
Justice Garrett Quinn should have been at a
sentencing. He was one of the good ones, fighting
for order in a lawless world. In a burned-out car, on
the outskirts of Cork, DS Katie Maguire finds what's
left of him.
But this is only the beginning. The judge's death
sparks a gang war fought with bullets and bombs,
and civilians are caught in the crossfire. As the city
spirals deeper into violence, Ireland's most fearless
detective must find the courage to fight for her
hometown one last time.
Katie Maguire is no stranger to sacrifice – but she
has lost so much already. Facing new horrors each
day, Katie must decide: can she do her duty when
she has nothing left to give?

Graham has also written historical sagas like Rich,
Maiden Voyage and Solitaire, as well as thrillers
and disaster novels such as Plague, Famine and
Drought.
For the past 13 years, he has given his name to the
prestigious Prix Masterton, which is awarded
annually for best French-language horror novel.
He was the only non-French winner of Le Prix Julia
Verlanger for best-selling horror novel and he has
also been given recognition by Mystery Writers of
America, the British Fantasy Society and many
others. He currently lives in Surrey, England.
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SCARLET WIDOW
London, 1750: Beatrice Scarlet is the apothecary's
daughter. She can mix medicines and herbs to save
the lives of her neighbours - but, try as she might,
she can't save the lives of her parents. An orphan at
just sixteen, Beatrice marries a preacher and
emigrates to America.
New Hampshire, 1756: In the farming community
where Beatrice now lives, six pigs are found viciously
slaughtered, slices of looking-glass embedded in their
mouths. According to scripture this is the work of
Satan, but Beatrice suspects the hands of men. As
she closes in on the killer, she must act quickly to
unmask him - or become the next victim herself...

UK & US: Head of Zeus (Katie Maguire series, Scarlet
Widow, The Coven, 13 Horror Titles, Ghost Virus, A Hundred
Whispers, Children God Forgot); Severn House (Festival of
Fear, Innocent Blood, Petrified, Chaod Theory, Night
Warriors, Touchy and Feely, The Painted Man, The Ninth
Nightmare, Basilisk, Fire Spirit, Edgewise, Demon’s Door,
The Red Hotel, Garden of Lies, Panic, Community, Figures of
Fear, Drought, The Hidden World, Descendant, The
Swimmer, The Darkroom, Ghost Music); Bloomsbury
Reader; Amazon/PFD (Railroad, Rook, Tooth and Claw,
Rook: Snowman, Rook: Swimmer, Solitaire); Telos (The
Wells of Hell); Unbound (Scarlet Widow); Endeavour Press
(Silver); Canelo (The 5th Witch); Open Road (The Devil in
Gray); Telos (The Hell Candidate)
Czech: Host (White Bones, Broken Angels, Red Light, Taken
for Dead, Blood Sisters, Buried, Living Death)
French: Editions Bragelonne (Blind Panic, Death Dream,
Descendant, Edgewise, Night Plague, Night Warriors, Night
Wars, The 5th Witch, The Devil in Gray, Trauma, White
Bones, The Devil in Gray), Livr’S (Ghost Virus, Nest of
Angels)
German: Festa Verlag (Charnel House, Walkers,
Descendant, Prey, The Devil in Gray, The Grey Madonna,
White Bones, The Sleepless, Broken Angels, Eye For an Eye,
Red Lights, The Devils of D-Day)
Greek: Brainfood Media (Broken Angels, Scarlet Widow,
The Wells of Hell)

GHOST VIRUS
A young girl in South London is found dead from an
acid attack. DC Jerry Pardoe and DS Jamila Patel are
sent to investigate and they realise second-hand
clothes are infected with the spirits of the people
who used to own them, and that those spirits will do
anything to come back to life, including eating human flesh to give them back the body that they have
lost.
Hundreds of innocent people are being massacred
and, between them, Jerry and Jamila have to find a
way to defeat a horde of clothes that can't be
stopped by bullets or Tasers or tear-gas, and which
are hellbent on ripping apart anybody they can find.

Polish: Rebis (The Red Hotel, The Red Mask, Night Of The
Gargoyles, Ultimate Evil, Panic, Infection, Ritual, The
Heirloom, Night Warriors, Charnel House, How to Drive you
Man Wild in Bed, How to Drive your Woman Wild in Bed,
Night Plague, Tengu, The Pariah, Ghost Virus, Festival of
Fear, Death Trance, Djinn, Children God Forgot); Albatros
(Katie Maguire series, Manitou Blood, Night Wars,
Wendigo, Jessica's Angel, The Door Keepers, Ultimate Evil,
Spirit, The Manitou, The Revenge Of The Manitou, Voice Of
An Angel, Rich, The Devils Of D-Day, Maiden Voyage,
Feelings Of Fear, Witch Hunt, Manitou Armageddon, Fire
Spirit, Prey, Death Dream, Ghost Music, A Mile Before
Morning, Walkers, Empress, Lords Of The Air, The Ninth
Nightmare, Basilisk (Monster Hunters), Holy Terror, Flesh
And Blood, The Devil In Gray, Manitou Blood) Ksiaznica
(Lady Of Fortune, Railroad); Replika (House Of Bones, Hurry
Monster, The Gray Madonna, Absence Of Beast, Chaos
Theory, Famine, Mirror)
Russian: AST (Prey)
Spanish: Valdemar (Grease Monkey)
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Night Warriors series
Night Warriors
Death Dream
Night Plague
Night Wars
The Ninth Nightmare

Bridal Suite
The Burgers of Calais
Horror
Camelot
The Djinn
Changeling
The Sphinx
Cold Turkey BR
Charnel House
Eau Noire
The Devils of D-Day
Egg
The Hell Candidate BR
Rook series
Eric the Pie
The Heirloom
Rook
Ever, Ever After
The Wells of Hell
Tooth and Claw
Evidence of Angles
Tengu
The Terror
Fairy Story
The Pariah
Snowman
5A Bedford Row
Family Portrait (based on Oscar Swimmer
Friend in Need BR
Wilde's novel The Picture of
Darkroom
The Grey Madonna
Dorian Gray. Also published as
Demon's Door
Grease Monkey
Picture of Evil)
Ultimate Evil
Grief
Death Trance
Garden of Lies
The Heart of Helen Day
Mirror
Heart of Stone
Ritual
Historical fiction
Heroine BR
Walkers
Heartbreaker
The Hungry Moon
Salamander
Rich
Hurry Monster
Apparition
Railroad
I, The Martian
Black Angel (also published as
Solitaire
J.R.E. Ponsford
Master of Lies)
Corroboree BR
Jack Be Quick BR
The Hymn (also published as The
Maiden Voyage
The Jajouka Penis-Beetle
Burning)
Lady of Fortune BR
Laird of Dunain
Prey (based on H. P. Lovecraft's
Headlines
Lolicia BR
short story "The Dreams in the
Silver
Making Belinda
Witch House")
Lords
of
the
Air
Men of Maes
The Sleepless
Empress
Mother of Invention
Flesh & Blood
Neighbours From Hell
Spirit
Thrillers
Out of Her Depth BR
The House That Jack Built
Fireflash 5 (also published as A
Picnic at Lac Du Sang BR
The Chosen Child
Mile Before Morning)
Pig's Dinner
House of Bones
Plague
Road kill BR
The Doorkeepers BR
The Sweetman Curve
Rococo
Hair Raiser
Famine
The Root of All Evil
Trauma
Ikon
Rug
The Hidden World
Condor
Saint Joan
The Devil In Gray
Sacrifice
Saving Grace BR
Unspeakable
Genius
The Scrawler
Descendant (only, so far,
The Secret Shih-Tan
published volume of a proposed Holy Terror
Katie Maguire
Sex Object
Vampire Hunter series)
Innocent
Blood
The Sixth Man
Edgewise
Chaos Theory
Son of Beast
The 5th Witch
Rules of Duel
Spirit Jump
Death Mask
Spirits of the Age
Ghost Music
Sissy Sawyer series
St. Bronach's Branch
Basilisk (only, so far, published
Touchy and Feely (based on the Suffer Kate
volume of a proposed Basilisk
Beltway snipers)
series)
The Sympathy Society BR
The Painted Man (also published The Taking of Mr. Bill
Fire Spirit
as Death Mask)
Petrified
Underbed
The Red Hotel
Voodoo Child
Manitou series
Will (Cthulhu Mythos pastiche,
Short stories
features Yog-Sothoth)
The Manitou
Absence of Beas
The Woman in the Wall
Revenge of the Manitou
Anaïs BR
Burial BR
A Polite Murder
Sex instruction books
Spirit Jump (short story)
The Ballyhooly Boy BR
Acts of Love
Manitou Blood
Beijing Craps
Your Erotic Fantasies
Blind Panic
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Girls Who Said Yes
How a Woman Longs to be
Loved
How to be the Perfect Lover BR
Isn't It Time You Did Something
Kinky?
Sex is Everything
How to be a Good Bad Girl
Women's Erotic Dreams
1,001 Erotic Dreams Interpreted
How to Drive Your Man Wild in
Bed
How to Drive Your Woman Wild
in Bed
The High Intensity Sex Plan
More Ways to Drive Your Man
Wild in Bed BR
Sex Secrets of the Other Woman
How to Drive Your Lover Wild in
Bed
How to Make Love Six Nights a
Week BR
Wild in Bed Together
Drive Him Wild BR
Single, Wild, Sexy ... and Safe
How to Drive Your Man Even
Wilder in Bed
How to Make His Wildest
Dreams Come True
Secrets of the Sexually
Irresistible Woman BR
The Seven Secrets of Really
Great Sex BR
The Secrets of Sexual Play
Wild Sex for New Lovers BR
Up All Night BR
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HELEN MCCLOY (1904-1994)
'McCloy has always resembled the best writers of the Sayers-Blake-Allingham school' - The New York Times
THROUGH A GLASS, DARKLY (Dr Basil Willing Series)

Helen McCloy was born in
New York City in 1904. Her
mother was writer Helen
Worrell McCloy and father,
William McCloy, was the
long-time managing editor of
the New York Evening Sun.
Having read Sherlock Holmes as a young girl,
McCloy retained an interest in mysteries and
began to write them in the 1930s. Her first novel,
Dance of Death, was published in 1933 and was
followed by several other crime publications in
the 1940s.

Gisela von Hohenems joins the teaching staff of an
exclusive girls' school in upstate New York, where she
befriends fellow newcomer Faustina Coyle. But a
climate of fear surrounds Faustina, and after several
strange incidents which defy rational explanation, she
is forced to resign. Gisela asks her fiancé,
detective-psychologist Dr Basil Willing, to investigate. A
puzzle in the supernatural tradition of John Dickson
Carr, Through a Glass, Darkly is one of McCloy's most
widely admired novels.

The most famous of McCloy’s characters was Dr
Basil Willing, who subsequently appeared in
twelve of her novels and several short stories.
What can be considered as one of McCLoy’s
masterpieces is the eighth Basil Willing novel,
Through a Glass Darkly (1950), a supernatural
puzzle in the tradition of Dickson Carr.
In the 1950s and 1960s McCloy was a co-author of
review column for Connecticut newspapers and in
1950 she became the first woman to serve as
president of Mystery Writers of America. In 1953
she received an Edgar from the same organization
for her critiques.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Orion
French: Rivages (The Sleepwalkers)
Italian: Marco Polillo (Through A Glass, Darkly, Panic)
Japanese: Hayakawa (Burn This); Tokyo Sogen-sha
(Better off Dead, Through A Glass, Darkly, Twothirds of a Ghost, The Slayer and the Slain, The Singing Diamonds and Other Stories); Bungeishunjū
(Chinoiserie)
Korean: Munhakdongne (Through A Glass, Darkly)

Series of Dr. Basil Willing
Dance of Death (1938)
The Man in the
Moonlight (1940)
The Deadly Truth (1941)
Who's Calling (1942)
Cue for Murder (1942)
The Goblin Market (1943)
The One That Got
Away (1945)
Through a Glass,
Darkly (1950)
Alias Basil Willing (1951)
The Long Body (1955)
Two-Thirds of a Ghost (1956)
Mr. Splitfoot (1968)
Burn This (1980)
The Pleasant Assassin and
Other Cases of Dr. Basil
Willing (Short Stories) (2003)

She Walks Alone (1948)
Better Off Dead (1951)
Unfinished Crime (1954)
The Slayer and the
Slain (1957)
Before I Die (1963)
The Singing Diamonds and
Other Stories (Short Stories)
(1965)
The Further Side of
Fear (1967)
A Question of Time (1971)
A Change of Heart (1973)
The Sleepwalker (1974)
Minotaur Country (1975)
The Changeling
Conspiracy uk title: Cruel as
the grave(1976)
The Impostor (1977)
The Smoking Mirror (1979)

Other Novels
Do Not Disturb (1943)
Panic (1944)

Written as Helen Clarkson
The Last Day (1959)
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DAVID MCLELLAN (1940-)
David
McLellan
is
professor of Political
Theory at the University
of
Kent.
He
was
educated at Merchant
Taylors’ School and St.
John’s College, Oxford.
Since the 1970s he has
been one of the leading
biographers, translators
and commentators on
Marx in the English-speaking world. He is the
author of several books on Marx and Marxism,
and has spent much of his intellectual career
engaging with the meaning and legacy of
Marxism; his reflections have generated
exploration into and debate on the significance of
Marx and the possibilities of radical political
change today. He has also published a biography
of Simone Weil, books on the political
implications of Christianity, and a lengthy article
on contract law and marriage. He lectures widely
around the world on these topics, frequently in
China, and in 2018 addressed a conference in
Nairobi on religion and world peace.
McLellan has been visiting Professor at the State
University of New York, Guest Fellow at the Indian
Institute of Advanced Study, Simla, and has
lectured widely in North America and on the
continent of Europe. He is currently visiting
Professor of Political Theory at Goldsmiths’
College, University of London.
RIGHTS SOLD
WEL: Macmillan (Karl Marx, Marxism after Marx, The
Thought of Karl Marx), OUP (Karl Marx: Selected Writings)
Chinese: China Remnin Univ. Press (Karl Marx, Marxism
After Marx, Engels, The Thought of Karl Marx)
Turkish: Ginko (Young Hegelians and Karl Marx)

KARL MARX: A BIOGRAPHY
In what has come to be regarded as the classic
biography of Marx, David McLellan gives a clear and
detailed account both of Marx’s chaotic, dramatic life
and of his subtle and path-breaking thought. In this
thoroughly revised and updated edition, McLellan has
provided a wealth of bibliographical information for
reference and further reading. Marx was nothing if not
a global thinker and this classic biography is
indispensable for anyone wishing to understand our
contemporary world.
MARXISM AFTER MARX
The third edition of Marxism after Marx is an updated
version of what has become the classic account of
twentieth-century Marxism. It includes new
bibliographical information and sections covering
developments over the last decade. This exploration
represents a comprehensive and reliable guide to one
of the most influential bodies of thought of the
twentieth century.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Young Hegelians and
Karl Marx (1969)

Engels (Fontana Modern
Masters) (1977)
Karl Marx: The Legacy (1983)

Marx Before Marxism (1970) Marx: The first hundred
years (1983)
Karl Marx: His Life and
Thought (also published
Marxism and Religion (1987)
under the title Karl Marx: A
Marxism (1988)
Biography) (1973)
Simone Weil: Utopian
Marx (Fontana Modern
Pessimist (1989)
Masters) (1975)
Unto Caesar (1993)
Karl Marx: Selected Writings
Marxism after Marx (1980)
(1977)
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ANNE MELVILLE (Passed away 1998)
‘There are moments in life when there is nothing like a good juicy saga read and Anne Melville is a most
competent and engaging mistress of the craft’ - Oxford Today
DEBUTANTE

Born in Harrow, Anne
Melville was the daughter
of the author and lecturer
Bernard Newman and the
widow of Jeremy Potter,
novelist and historian. She
was a scholar at St. Hugh’s,
where she read modern
history. She died in August
1998 after a short illness.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Lorimer Family
The Lorimer Line (1977) BR
Lorimer Legacy (1979) BR
Lorimers at War (1980) BR
Lorimers in Love (1981) BR
The Last of the Lorimers
(1983) BR
Lorimer Loyalties (1984) BR
Hardie
House of Hardie (1987) BR
Grace Hardie (1988) BR
The Hardie Inheritance
(1990) BR
General Fiction
Alexa (1979)
Blaize (1981)
Family Fortunes (1984)
Marriage Without Love

Everyone who was anyone knew that the London
Season of 1939 would be quite different from any
that had gone before.

(1985)
Sirocco (1988)
Stranger on the Beach
(1989)
The Dangerfield Diaries
(1989)
Snapshots (1990)
The Tantivy Trust (1992)
A Clean Break (1993)
The Russian Tiara (1994)
Standing Alone (1995)
The Longest Silence (1996)
Lochlander (1996)
Role Place (1996)
Just What I Wanted (1997)
The Eyes of the World
(1998)
Debutante (1999)
Home Run (1999)

The year is 1939, England’s aristocrats are preparing
to present their daughters as debutantes, introducing
them to society as young women. Bidding childhood
farewell, the debutantes will find themselves thrust
into a world of balls, dancing, and young gentlemen,
glamorous but fraught with rivalry. Ronnie, Peggy,
Isabelle, and Anne could not be more different; four
girls from four different worlds. But when their lives
crash together, they find themselves relying on each
other in ways they could never have imagined. But as
war fast approaches, it soon becomes clear that this
Season will be unlike any before. The world is
changing, and all four girls find their lives irrevocably
changed along with it. Love, loss, heartbreak: who
will make it out unscathed?

THE LORIMER FAMILY SERIES
‘Anne Melville brings to this saga a lively and
informed sense of period - this is not stay-at-home
domestic drama - and a nice ability to handle a
number of well-drawn characters’ Daily Telegraph
This series of six novels charts the lives, loves,
adventures and mishaps of the Lorimer family. The
saga follows the family to destinations as far ranging
as London, Jamaica, Heidelberg and San Francisco,
through death and betrayal, war and passion.
Gripping to the last, Melville has crafted a dramatic
and intimate insight into a the legacy of a rich and
powerful family in Victorian England.
RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader (Lorimer Family
series); Agora (Debutante, The House of Hardie,
Grace Hardie, The Hardie Inheritance)
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DESIREE MEYLER (1919—1989)
Desiree Meyler was born in
west
Wales
and
in
1938/1939 studied at the
School of Art, Cambridge.
The outbreak of war in 1939
changed the course of
Desiree’s
career;
she
became, during the 1960s, a
prolific writer of short
stories published all over the world in magazines,
and also contributed to BBC Radio Four’s ‘Morning
Story’. The 1970s saw her develop from short story
writer to novelist, often set against a Yorkshire
family background but also drawing on her
experiences of pre-war and wartime Cambridge.
Unknown to her at the time, her brother-in-law
Ralph Bennett was Duty Officer in Hut 3 at Bletchley
Park. In the 1980s, as author Zena Meyler, she
moved on to family sagas – Shadows on the Ice set
in pre-revolutionary St. Petersburg, and Flower of
the Forest set at the time of the First World War.
Just a week before she died in 1989, she completed
Bitter Harvest, the unpublished sequel to Flower of
the Forest, following the experiences of the same
family through and beyond the Second World War.
Her fluid story telling, combined with her
scrupulous historical research, was the hallmark of
her writing success.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Desiree Meyler
The Quiet Rebel (1970)
Fled Is That Music (1971)
The Honey Harvest (1971)
The Gods Are Just (1973)
The Green Days (1974)
Lucifer's Son (1976)
Chant Pour Un Depart (1976)

Temper The Wind (1978)
Forget Tomorrow (1981)
Zena Meyler
Shadows On the Ice (1993)
As Tre Sostre (1988)
Flower of The Forest (1988)
Bitter Harvest (1989)

SHADOWS ON THE ICE
Nicolai Urosov only wanted the best for his three
attractive daughters. So when the eldest, his darling
Marie, ran away with an English sea captain,
the stolid and prosperous timber merchant was
appalled. And Marie’s new life would indeed not be
easy, bringing up her beautiful daughter Katya far
from home. Mercifully her closest sister, Laura,
became a ballet dancer and formed a relationship
with the rich and dashing Duke Philip. This delighted
her doting father. But Nicolai was not so pleased
when his youngest daughter, Anastasia married a
diplomat, an attractive but cruel man, who forced her
to accompany him all over the world.
The highly charged atmosphere of pre-revolutionary
St Petersburg was the backdrop to these turbulent
affairs of the heart. And into this precarious world
came Katya, torn between the splendours of the old
order and a new passion that was awakening within
her…

FLED IS THAT MUSIC
Alix Paget, a parson’s daughter from the North
Riding of Yorkshire, has her first taste of London life
and the social Season when she comes out under
the patronage of her rich aunt Nora. She thinks she
has given her heart to the rather disreputable
Captain Guy Tancred and that her feelings for
Christopher Gromont are only those of a cousin-bymarriage. With the outbreak of war she is thrown
into a very different life, emancipated in one stroke
from the sheltered one she has been used to
always. Kit too is changed. They belong to a fated
generation.
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HARRY T. MOORE (1908 - 1981)
‘Warm, enthusiastic and engrossing biography of Lawrence’ - The Times
THE PRIEST OF LOVE: A LIFE OF DH LAWRENCE

The son of an army Lieutenant Colonel, Moore
began his education at the University of Chicago in
1934. After serving in the US military and rising to
the ranks of Lieutenant Colonel, he began his
impressive academic career. He was made Professor of English at the Southern Illinois University in
1957 and wrote and edited many notable works of
literary criticism during his career.
Although Moore is best known for his work on
Lawrence, he also wrote and edited books on the
writings of John Steinbeck, E.M. Forster, Henry
James, as well as several collections of essays on
twentieth-century literature. Moore’s biography of
Lawrence, The Intelligent Heart, later revised and
published as The Priest of Love in 1974, became
the basis for a film starring Ian McKellen and Janet
Suzman in 1981. His other works on Lawrence
include The Life and Works of D.H. Lawrence, 1951,
and D.H. Lawrence and his World, 1966.
Moore became a fellow of the Royal Society of
Literature, as well as the President of the College
English Association. He also won the Guggenheim
Fellowships in 1958 and 1960.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Endeavour Press

On 2 March 1930 D. H. Lawrence died, aged fortyfour. Since then the controversial author of works
such as Lady Chatterley’s Lover, Sons and Lovers
and Women in Love has become a legend both as a
writer and a man. From a career that began in an
ugly mining village in the Midlands, Lawrence was
to become what E.M. Forster called ‘the greatest
imaginative novelist of our generation.’ Yet during
his lifetime, and for years afterwards, his views
were greeted with hostility, and his works banned.
By exploring the reality behind the myth, Harry T.
Moore has created a vivid and everlasting portrait
of Lawrence - as the prophet, the artist, but above
all, as the man.

E M FORSTER
Edward Morgan Forster (1 January 1879 - 7 June
1970) is one of the most revered of modern English
novelists. His 1908 novel, A Room with a View, is his
most optimistic work, while Howard’s End (1910)
and A Passage to India (1924) brought him his
greatest success, and are widely considered his
greatest achievements. But what was the
nature of Foster's genius, and why are his books still
so popular? The value of his fiction lies to a great
extent in his representative portraits of
people. Forster, beginning his work early in this
century of wars, saw from the first the schisms
between people and between the separate worlds
they live in. Harry T Moore examines Forster’s five
novels, and his collections of short stories to get to
the heart of his writing, and to shed light on the life
of this remarkable man.
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ALAN MOOREHEAD (1910-1983)
‘Writing on war showed him to be more than a first-class reporter. He is an artist' - The Observer
Alan Moorehead, born in
Melbourne,
Australia,
travelled to England in
1937 and became a
renowned
foreign
correspondent for the
London Daily Express. He
was lionised as the literary man of action: the
most celebrated war correspondent of World War
II; author of award-winning books; star travel
writer of The New Yorker; pioneer publicist of
wildlife conservation. His fame as a writer gave
him the friendship of Ernest Hemingway, George
Bernard Shaw and Field Marshall Montgomery
and the courtship and marriage of his wife Lucy
Milner, feminist writer at the Daily Express.

AFRICAN TRILOGY (THE DESERT WAR TRILOGY)
In 1940, Alan Moorehead was sent to cover the North
Africa campaign by the Daily Express, and he followed
its dramatic course all the way to 1943. The three
books he subsequently wrote about the Desert War –
later collected as his African Trilogy – were swiftly acclaimed as a classic account of the tussle between
Montgomery’s Eighth Army and Rommel’s Afrika
Corps, amidst the endless harsh wastes of the Western
Desert.
Moorehead was responsible for the celebrated insight
that tank battles in the desert are like battles at sea,
the lumbering tanks like ships lost in a vast ocean of
sand.

After 1945, he turned to writing books, including
Eclipse, Gallipoli (for which he won the Duff
Cooper Prize), The White Nile, The Blue Nile, and
finally, A Late Education. He was awarded an OBE
in 1946.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Mediterranean Front (1941)
A Year of Battle (1943)
The End in Africa (1943)
African Trilogy (Desert War)
(1945)
Eclipse (1946)
Montgomery: A
Biography (1946)
The Rage of the
Vulture (1948)
The Villa Diana (1951)
The Traitors: The Double Life
of Fuchs, Pontecorvo, and
Nunn May (1952)
Rum Jungle (1953)
A Summer Night (1954)
Winston Churchill in Trial and
Triumph (1955)

RIGHTS SOLD

Gallipoli (1956)
The Russian Revolution (1958)
No Room in The Ark (1959)
The White Nile (1960)
Churchill: A Pictorial
Biography (1960)
The Blue Nile (1962)
Cooper's Creek (1963)
The Fatal Impact: An Account
of the Invasion of the South
Pacific, 1767–1840 (1966)
Darwin and the
Beagle (1969)
A Late Education: Episodes in
a Life (1970)

UK: Penguin; Orion; Aurum (The Desert War Trilogy, Gallipoli,)

THE WHITE NILE / THE BLUE NILE

US: HarperCollins (Blue Nile, White Nile, Gallipoli)

In breath-taking prose, The White Nile captures the
most mysterious and impenetrable region on earth—
as well as the larger-than-life personalities of notable
figures—with incredible historical detail and compelling stories of heroism and drama. In The Blue Nile,
four explorers act and react in separate expeditions
against a bewildering background of slavery, political
upheaval and all-out war, continuing Moorehead’s
classic, thrilling adventure.

UK & US: Amberley (The Russian Revolution)
Australia: Penguin Australia (The Desert War Trilogy)
Chinese (Simplified): Ginkgo (White Nile, Blue Nile )
Chinese Traditional: Commonwealth Publishers (Darwin
and the Beagle)
Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof (Fatal Impact)
Polish: Zysk (Darwin and the Beagle, White Nile, Blue Nile )
Russian: AST (White Nile)
Turkish: Tubitak (Darwin and the Beagle)
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NICHOLAS MOSLEY (1923–2017)
‘A gigantic achievement that glows and grows long after it is put aside’ - Independent on Sunday on Hopeful
Monsters
Nicholas Mosley was a
British novelist. Born in
London,
Mosley
was
educated at Eton and
Balliol College, Oxford and
served in Italy during the
Second
World
War,
winning
the
Military
Cross for bravery. On the death of his father in
1980, he succeeded to the Baronetcy. In 1999 he
lost his seat in the House of Lords due to the
House of Lords Act 1999. His father, Sir Oswald
Mosley, founded the British Union of Fascists in
1932 and was a supporter of Benito Mussolini. Sir
Oswald was arrested in 1940 for his anti-war
campaigning, and spent the majority of World
War II in prison.
As an adult, Nicholas was a harsh critic of his
father in Beyond the Pale: Sir Oswald Mosley and
Family 1933–1980 (1983), calling into question his
father's motives and understanding of politics.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Novels
Spaces of the Dark (1951)
The Rainbearers (1955)
Corruption (1957)
Meeting Place (1962)
Accident (1965) (filmed in 1967
by Joseph Losey, with a screenplay by Harold Pinter)
Assassins
Impossible Object (1968) (filmed
in 1973 by John Frankenheimer as Story of a Love Story)
Natalie Natalia (1971)
Catastrophe
Practice (1979) (Part One of
the Catastrophe
Practice
Series) BR
Imago Bird (1980) (Part Two of
the Catastrophe Practice Series)
BR
Serpent (1981) (Part Three of
the Catastrophe
Practice
Series)
Judith (1986) (Part Four of
the Catastrophe Practice Series)
BR
Hopeful Monsters (1990) (Part
Five of the Catastrophe Practice
Series) – which won
the Whitbread Book of the
Year Award. BR

Children of Darkness and
Light (1995)
The Hesperides Tree (2001)
Inventing God (2003)
Look at the Dark (2005)
God's Hazard (2009)
Non-fiction
African Switchback (1958)
The Life of Raymond
Raynes (1961)
The Assassination of
Trotsky (1972) (filmed in 1972
by Joseph Losey as The Assassination of Trotsky)
Julian Grenfell, his life and the
times of his death, 1888–
1915 (1976)
Beyond the Pale: Sir
Oswald Mosley and Family 19331980 (1983)
Experiece and
Religion (2006)
The Uses Of Slime Mould Essays
of four
Decades (2004)
Autobiography
Efforts at Truth (1994) BR
Time at War (2006) BR
Paradoxes of Peace (2009)

HOPEFUL MONSTERS
A sweeping, comprehensive epic, Hopeful
Monsters tells the story of the love affair between
Max, an English student of physics and biology,
and Eleanor, a German Jewess and political
radical. Together and apart, Max and Eleanor
participate in the great political and intellectual
movements which shape the twentieth century,
taking them from Cambridge and Berlin to the
Spanish Civil War, Russia, the Sahara, and finally
to Los Alamos to witness the first nuclear test.
Hopeful Monsters received Britain's prestigious
Whitbread Award in 1990. Praising Mosley's
ability to distil complex modes of thought, the
New York Times called Hopeful Monsters a
"virtual encyclopaedia of twentieth century
thought, in fictional form".

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Eland (Hopeful Monsters); Orion (Time at War);
Secker & Warberg (Look at the Dark); Persephone
(Julian Grenfell); Bloomsbury Reader (Time at War,
Judith, Efforts at truth, Catastrophe Practice, Imgo
Birds, Hopeful Monsters)
UK & US: Dalkey Archive Press (Tunnel of Babel, A Garden of Trees, God’s Hazard, Paradoxes of Peace) US:
Dalkey Archive Press (Time at War)
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IRENE NORTHAN

(1936-1993)

THE DEVON SAGAS
Three poignant family sagas perfect for fans of Janet
Tanner, Grace Thompson and Nadine Dorries.
TO DREAM AGAIN
When laundress Mercy Seaton’s chance meeting
with Peter Lisburne at the annual Torquay regatta
leads to a whirlwind proposal, she’s swept into her
husband’s glittering world at ‘I do’.
But all that glitters is not gold and Mercy’s
discomfort in the drawing rooms of Edwardian
society leave her adrift in a world she’s ill prepared
for.
Irene Northam (1936-1993) was born on Tyneside,
North East England but moved to South Devon
with her parents at the age of 10. She trained as a
teacher, specialising in history. Her research led to
countless articles on history, travel, social customs,
and short stories appearing in a wide variety of
newspapers and magazines at home and abroad.
After her first novel, Phyllida, was published in
1976 a steady stream of books followed, which she
fitted in between looking after her husband and
two daughters, becoming a founder member of
Brixham Writers’ Circle, a member of The
Romantic Novelists’ Association, Librarian of
Brixham Museum, and Reader for the South West
Arts.
Until her death in June 1993 Rene had written 20
fiction titles and 1 non-fiction.

SAFE HEAVEN
When Amy Kennedy is sent from a London
workhouse to Devon alongside her closest friends, it
finally seems like life is taking a turn for the better.
Though Amy finds a happy escape from her difficult
job in the arms of handsome Daniel Newton, her
friends flounder in the harsh realities of a
fisherman’s life and face abuse at the lecherous
hands of their employer. Now, as tragedy strikes,
they each face repercussions their days as orphans
could never have prepared them for.
DAUGHTER OF THE RIVER
Maddy Shillabeer’s prospects are limited. As the
only woman in a household of men, in a town with
precious few romantic possibilities, she’s resigned
herself to a life of familial duty. That is, until the
arrival of mysterious stranger Patrick Howard.

RIGHTS SOLD:
UK: Canelo (Devon Sagas)
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LIAM O’FLAHERTY (1894-1984)
‘He was ranked as a key figure in the Irish Renaissance, a literary movement that sought to explore the wealth of Irish
culture.’ - New York Times
THE INFORMER
Liam O'Flaherty's powerful novel is a story of political
betrayal, a brand of sin long abominated in Irish history.
Set in 1920's Dublin in the aftermath of the Irish Civil
War, the novel centres on Gypo Nolan. Having disclosed
the whereabouts of his friend Frankie McPhillip to the
police, Gypo finds himself hunted by his revolutionary
comrades who seek revenge for this betrayal.
Liam O’Flaherty was an Irish novelist and shortstory writer whose works combine brutal
naturalism, psychological analysis, poetry, and
biting satire. He was considered to be a leading
figure of the Irish Renaissance, but, although a
native Irish-speaker, he wrote almost exclusively
in English.
In 1917 O’Flaherty abandoned his training for
the priesthood and embarked on a varied career
as a soldier in World War I and an international
wanderer in South America, Canada, the US, and
the Middle East. After coming back to Europe
and taking part in revolutionary activities in
Ireland, he settled in England where, destitute
and jobless, he took to writing.
In 1923 O'Flaherty published his first novel, Thy
Neighbour's Wife. In 1925 he scored immediate
success with his best-selling novel The Informer
which won him the 1925 James Tait Black
Memorial Prize for fiction and was made into a
film by the well-known director John Ford in
1935.
Most of O'Flaherty's writing took place between
1928 and 1937, when he wrote 14 of his 16
novels as well as many of his short stories, a
play, and a few non-fiction books.

THE SHORT STORIES
‘Mr O’Flaherty’s sympathy with the impulses of a wild
thing, his keen observation of animal habit and his
power of vigorously describing crises of animal
existence, The Wild Goat’s Kid and The Wounded
Cormorant in particular, are little masterpieces, told
without misplaced sentiment or pathetic fallacy, but
with a warm realism that produces an admirable effect.’
- The Times Literary Supplement
‘Nothing seems to escape Mr O’Flaherty’s eye; his brain
turns all things to drama; and his vocabulary is like a
river in spate. Spring Sowing is a book to buy, or to
borrow, or, yes, to steal.’ - The Bookman
‘One of our most gifted authors… Mr O’Flaherty goes
deeply into the situation with a mind joyously full of
intelligence and original sin.’ - Rebecca West

RIGHTS SOLD:
UK&Ireland: Lilliput Press (Mr Gilhooley)
French: Belfond (The Informer), Klincksieck (Selection of
Stories)
Irish: Clo lar-Chonnacht (Selection of Stories);
Spanish: Libros del Asteroide (The Informer)
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Thy Neighbour's Wife (1923)
The Black Soul (1924)
The Informer (1925)
Mr. Gilhooley (1926)
The Wilderness (1927)
The Assassin (1928)
Return of the Brute (1929)
The House of Gold (1929)
The Ecstasy Of Angus (1931)
The Puritan (1932)
Skerrett (1932)
The Martyr(1933)
Hollywood Cemetery (1935)
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Famine (1937)
Land (1946)
Insurrection (1950)
Life of Tim Healy (1927)
A Tourist's Guide To Ireland
(1929)
Two Years(1930)
I went to Russia (1931)
Shame The Devil (1934)
The Letters Of Liam O'Flaherty
(1996)
Liam O'Flaherty: The Collected
Stories (1983)
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MERVYN PEAKE (1911-1968)

NEIL GAIMAN TO ADAPT INTO TV SERIES
‘Peake’s books are actual additions to life; they give, like certain rare dreams, sensations we have never
had before, and enlarge our conception of the range of the possible experience’ - C.S. Lewis
Born to British parents in
China, Mervyn Peake was
an acclaimed writer,
artist,
poet
and
illustrator. He is best
known
for
his
Gormenghast
books
(three works conceived as part of a cycle, the
completion of which was halted by his death).
Amazingly, a fourth book in the series called Titus
Awakes, written by Peake’s widow, Maeve
Gilmore from detailed notes left by the author,
was recently discovered by Peake’s granddaughter
in the attic of their family home.
His daughter Clare has written an autobiographical
account of her parents’ romance and of her happy
bohemian childhood (Under a Canvas Sky), which
was published by Constable and Robinson in 2011.

THE GORMENGHAST SERIES
TV rights to THE GORMENGHAST SERIES to
FremantleMedia with Neil Gaiman and Akiva
Goldsman (A Beautiful Mind) lined up to adapt
‘One of the most important works of the
imagination to come out of [this] age’ Anthony
Burgess, Spectator
Enter the world of Gormenghast… the vast crumbling
castle to which the seventy-seventh Earl, Titus Groan,
is Lord and heir. A gothic labyrinth of roofs and
turrets, cloisters and corridors, stairwells and
dungeons, it is also the cobwebbed kingdom of
Byzantine government and age old ritual. But the
world of Gormenghast is changing; a world primed to
implode beneath the weight of centuries of intrigue,
treachery, manipulation and murder.
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MR PYE

RIGHTS SOLD

‘The novel gives a clear sense of Sark as somewhere
both remarkable and beautiful’ A.L. Kennedy, The
Guardian

UK: Vintage (Illustrated Gormenghast Trilogy;
Gormenghast Trilogy; Titus Awakes; Mr Pye);
Constable & Robinson (Under a Canvas Sky); Queen
Anne Press (Mervyn Peake Centenary Edition);
Carcanet Press (Complete Nonsense); Peter Owen
(Selected Nonsense Poetry); British Library Publishing
(Peake’s Progress, Grimm’s Fairy tales, Ride A CockHorse And Other Nursery Rhymes); Methuen (The
Hunting of the Snark; Letters from a Lost Uncle);
Unicorn Press (The Craft of the Lead Pencil)

Equipped with love, Mr Pye lands on the island of
Sark; his mission is to convert the inhabitants into a
crusading force for the undiluted goodness that he
feels within.
Packed with wonderful characters and cameos, Mr
Pye is a tour de force, a battle between good and evil
which turns into a hilarious romp through the
prejudices of a close-knit society.

US: Overlook (Gormenghast Trilogy, Illustrated
Gormenghast Trilogy, Titus Awakes, Peake’s
Progress)
Chinese: Shanghai Translation (Gormenghast Trilogy)
Croatian: Mitopeja (Gormenghast Trilogy)
French: Calmann Levy (Illustrations for Alice in
Wonderland/Through the Looking Glass); Casterman
(Letters From a Lost Uncle); Place des Editeurs
(Gormenghast Trilogy, Boy in Darkness)
German: Klett Cotta (Gormenghast Trilogy, Titus
Awakes, Boy in Darkness); Scheidegger-Spiess
(Captain Slaughterboard)
Hungarian: Jelenkor (Gormenghast Trilogy)

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Italian: Adelphi (Gormenghast Trilogy)
The White Chief of the
Unzimbooboo Kaffirs
(1921)
Captain Slaughterboard
Drops Anchor (1939)
Shapes and Sounds
(1941)
Rhymes without Reason
(1944)
Titus Groan (1946)
The Craft of the Lead
Pencil (1946)
Letters from a Lost Uncle
(from Polar Regions)
(1948)
Drawings by Mervyn
Peake (1949)
Gormenghast (1950)
The Glassblowers (1950)
Mr Pye (1953)
Figures of Speech (1954)
Titus Alone (1959)
The Rhyme of the Flying

Bomb (1962)
Poems and Drawings
(1965)
A Reverie of Bone and
other Poems (1967)
Selected Poems (1972)
A Book of Nonsense
(1972)
The Drawings of Mervyn
Peake (1974)
Mervyn Peake: Writings
and Drawings (1974)
Twelve Poems (1975)
Boy in Darkness (1976)
Peake’s Progress (1978)
Ten Poems (1993)
Eleven Poems (1995)
The Cave (1996)
Boy in Darkness and
other stories (2007)
Collected Poems (2008)

Japanese: Tokyo Sogensha (Gormenghast Trilogy,
Titus Awakes)
Portuguese (Brazil): Record (Boy in Darkness,
Gormenghast Trilogy)
Russian: Gayatri/Livebook (Gormenghast Trilogy, Boy
in Darkness, Illustrations of The Hunting of the Snark
& Treasure Island); Exmo (Illustrations from Alice in
Wonderland/Through the Looking Glass)
Spanish: Alba Editorial (illustrations from Dr Jekyll
and Mr Hyde)
Swedish: Ellerstroms (Rhymes Without Reason)
Turkish: Ithaki (Gormenghast Trilogy, Titus Awakes)
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RAYMOND POSTGATE (1896-1971)
‘Verdict of Twelve is a superb piece of writing and makes other horror stories seem flat and undiscerning’ The New Yorker
VERDICT OF TWELVE

Raymond Postgate was born in Cambridge. A
founding member of the British Communist Party
in 1920, he joined the staff of The Communist and
soon became its editor.
In the late 1920s and early 1930s he published his
first novel, No Epitaph (1932), and worked as an
editor for the Encyclopædia Britannica. In 1932
he visited the Soviet Union with a Fabian delegation and contributed to the collection Twelve
Studies in Soviet Russia. Later in the 1930s he coauthored with G. D. H. Cole The Common People,
a social history of Britain from the mid-18th century.
Postgate wrote mystery novels that set crime,
detection and punishment in a broader social and
economic context. His most famous novel is Verdict of Twelve (1940), his other novels include
Somebody at the Door (1943) and The Ledger Is
Kept (1953). After the death of H. G. Wells, Postgate edited some revisions of the two-volume
Outline of History that Wells had first published
in 1920.
RIGHTS SOLD
UK: The British Library (Verdict of Twelve,
Somebody At The Door)
US: Poisoned Pen (Verdict of Twelve, Somebody at
the Door)
Italian: Marco Polillo Editore (Verdict of Twelve)
Turkish: Kultur (Verdict of Twelve, Somebody at
The Door, The Ledger Is Kept)

Published in 1940 about a trial by jury seen through
the eyes of each of the twelve jurors as they listen to
the evidence and try to reach a unanimous verdict of
either “Guilty” or “Not guilty”. Verdict of Twelve is set
in England in the late 1930s (Hitler, Nazism and in
particular anti-Semitism are referred to several
times). Up to the final pages of the novel, till after the
trial is over, the reader does not know if
the defendant - a middle-aged woman charged
with murder - is innocent or not.

SOMEBODY AT THE DOOR
From the author of Verdict Of Twelve, comes another
original crime novel. The murder of an English
suburbanite, a prominent townsman, calls up the past
histories of fellow travellers in a train compartment. A
chemist victimized by blackmail, a cobbler ruined by
an air raid, a refugee who had known much previous
drama, and a young editor— lover of the dead man's
wife, are all implicated in a strange case.
Somebody at the Door collects the stories of the
people involved in the murder.
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T.F. POWYS (1875-1953)
‘A writer who far outshone his contemporaries’ - Spectator
‘The greatest value of his work, though, is in showing that it is still possible to write about the primordial human experiences to which religion is a response. Very few 20th-century authors have the knack of writing convincingly of first
and last things. A religious writer without any vestige of belief, Theodore Powys is one of them’ - John Gray, New
Statesman
The brother of John Cowper Powys and Llewelyn
Powys, T.F. Powys wrote
eight novels of which Mr
Weston’s Good Wine is
the best-known. Whilst
his brothers went to university,
T.F.
Powys
attempted to make a career as a farmer. His works
deal mainly with the hardships and brutalities of
rural life. He claimed to love monotony, and almost never travelled. After his marriage in 1905,
he settled in Dorset and lived as a recluse until the
end of his life.

MR WESTON’S GOOD WINE
‘Mr Weston's Good Wine is a book without parallel. It
is an allegory, it is a bucolic farce, it is a religious (or
anti-religious?) masterpiece’ A N Wilson Daily Telegraph
Among the residents of a small Dorset town called
Folly Down, an unlikely struggle between the forces of
good and evil is taking place. For a single winter's
evening, Time stands still and the bitter-sweet gift of
awareness descends upon the people. Because Mr
Weston, the wine merchant, has come to town and the
advert atop his Ford van lights up the sky above the
village. Whether the villagers choose to buy Mr
Weston's light or dark wine is up to them.

T.F. Powys was also a devoted Christian, albeit
with unorthodox beliefs which were influenced by
the ideas of pantheism and quietism. He was also
deeply affected by the works of John Bunyan, Jonathan Swift, Thomas Hardy — and, of course, by the
Bible.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

RIGHTS SOLD:
UK: Vintage; Faber; Brynmill Press
US: New Directions (Unclay
French: Editions Gallimard (Unclay)
Italian: Adelphi (Mr Weston’s Good Wine, The Left
Leg, Mr Taskers God)
Spain: Ediciones Alfabia (Mr Weston’s Good Wine)

Novels
Black Bryony (1923)
Mark Only (1924)
Mr Tasker's Gods (1925)
Mockery Gap (1925)
Mr. Weston's Good Wine(1927)
Kindness in a Corner (1930)
Unclay (1931)
The Market Bell (1991)

er Stories (1931)

The Two Thieves (1932)
Captain Patch: Twenty-one Stories (1935)
Bottle's Path, and Other Stories
(1946)
God's Eyes A-Twinkle (1947)
Rosie Plum, and Other Stories
(1966)
Come Dine, and Tadnol (1967)
Father Adam. (1990)
Collections
Mock's Curse: Nineteen Stories
The Left Leg. London (1923)
(1995)
Innocent Birds (1926)
The House With the Echo: Twenty The Sixpenny Strumpet (1997)
Selected Early Works of T. F.
-six Stories (1928)
Powys (2003)
Fables (1929)
The White Paternoster, and Oth-
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EVELYN PRENTIS (1916-2001)

SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

‘Perceptive, warm and very funny’ - Sunday Telegraph
Evelyn Prentis died in 2001 at
the age of 85. Her daughters
Judith Campbell and Barbara
Mumford say: ‘We have
always felt that these books
are special, as indeed was our
mother. She was a larger than
life character with a disarming
and extreme sense of humour. We are delighted
that our mother’s books are being republished. We
miss her greatly and are thrilled that her legacy
lives on for another generation.’
A Nurse in Time is the first of five books by Evelyn
Prentis about her life as a nurse in the
mid-twentieth century. The remarkable series was
first published in the 1970s. It has been uncovered
from the archives and has been republished in
March 2011 for a new generation of readers to
enjoy, and was a Sunday Times Bestseller in its first
month.
A Nurse in Action, where we see Evelyn as a
newly-qualified nurse during the Second World
War, followed on from the success of A Nurse in
Time, reaching no. 12 in the Sunday Times
Bestseller list in its first week. Three further books
will follow (A Nurse in Parts, A Nurse Nearby and A
Turn for the Nurse).

A NURSE AND A MOTHER
“Matron smiled. It was the smile that one woman
gives to another and not the chilly facial movement
from Matrons of old. "Do you think you would be able
to work 9 to 3.30?" For a moment I couldn't think at
all. There seemed something not quite right in being
paid for so little labour.”
At the end of the Second World War, as husbands
came back to Civvy Street their wives had the luxury
of staying at home with the children. For a short
while at least. Soon Evelyn realised she had to find
part-time work to make ends meet, and to her
astonishment she was offered part-time hours at her
old hospital. The day-to-day job hadn't changed
much, but she was now a nurse and mother.
Whooping cough and measles could still kill a small
child, and the early '50s polio epidemic left the whole
country in shock.
But the nurses worked hard, moaned incessantly
about their aching feet and yet found things to laugh
at, just as they did from the start of their training. If
old soldiers never die, then neither do nurses.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
A Nurse in Time (1977)
A Nurse in Action (1980)
A Nurse in Parts (1980)
A Nurse Nearby (1982)

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Ebury Press (A Nurse in Time, A Nurse in Action, A
Nurse in Parts, A Nurse Nearby, A Turn for the Nurse)
German: Aufbau Digital (A Nurse in Time, A Nurse in
Action, A Nurse and a Mother)

A Turn for the Nurse (1982)
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V.S. PRITCHETT (1900-1997)
‘Reading him, laughter and pathos dovetail in a manner that captures the tang of reality. This sense of the
real is augmented, paradoxically, by a readiness to embrace the unusual, and even the surreal… some of
the best English language short stories of the last hundred years’ - The Guardian
Victor Sawdon Pritchett
was born over a toyshop
and, much to his
everlasting distaste, was
named after Queen
Victoria. A writer and
critic, he is widely
considered to be one of
the best short story
writers of all time, with
the rare ability to
capture the extraordinary strangeness of everyday

SELECTED STORIES

BIBLIOGRAPHY

LONDON PERCEIVED

Midnight Oil (1971)
Balzac (1973)
Clare Drummer (1929)
The Camberwell Beauty
The Spanish Virgin and Oth- (1974)
er Stories (1930)
The Gentle Barbarian: the
Shirley Sanz (1932)
Life and Work of Turgenev
Nothing Like Leather (1935) (1977)
Dead Man Leading (1937)
Selected Stories (1978)
This England (1938, editor) On the Edge of the Cliff
You Make Your Own Life
(1979)
(1938)
Myth Makers (1979)
In My Good Books (1942)
The Tale Bearers (1980)
It May Never Happen (1945) The Oxford Book of Short
Build the Ships (1946)
Stories (editor, 1981)
The Living Novel (1946)
The Turn of the Years (with
Why Do I Write? (1948)
R. Stone, 1982)
Mr Beluncle (1951)
Collected Stories (1982)
Books in General (1953)
More Collected Stories
The Spanish Temper (1954) (1983)
Collected Stories (1956)
The Other Side of a Frontier
The Sailor, The Sense of
(1980)
Humour and Other Stories
A Man of Letters (1985)
(1956)
Chekhov (1988)
When My Girl Comes Home A Careless Widow and Other
(1961)
Stories (1989)
London Perceived (1962)
Complete Short Stories
The Key to My Heart (1963) (1990)
Foreign Faces (1964)
At Home and Abroad (1990)
New York Proclaimed (1964) Lasting Impressions (1990)
The Working Novelist (1965) Complete Collected Essays
The Saint and Other Stories (1990)
(1966)
The Pritchett Century (1997)
Dublin (1967)
The Essential Pritchett
A Cab at the Door (1968)
(2004)
Blind Love (1969) George
Meredith and English
Comedy (1970)

The stories in this volume, chosen by the author
himself, come from four earlier collections and
include such little masterpieces as ‘Blind Love’ and
‘The Key to My Heart’.
‘The stories are masterpieces and all are told with
pace and brilliance’ - Olivia Manning
‘To the imaginative eye and the realist ear, Pritchett
adds the mind of a poet’ - Charles Osborne
‘Incomparably the finest short story writer of our
time’ - John Raymond

'I can imagine no better introduction to London.' The New York Times
In unfailingly elegant prose, V. S. Pritchett provides a
timeless distillation of the city of London. He shows us
the capital through the centuries – a panorama of
history, art, and literature; a paradox of grandeur and
grime, the bustling markets and tranquil parks, the
palaces and pubs, giving us famous Londoners along
the way – Wren, Pepys, Dickens – and the ordinary
folk – milkmen and shopkeepers, Chelsea pensioners,
and the London Bobby.
London Perceived tells the surprising story of this
great and historic city and is a loving tribute to London past and present.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Vintage (The Essential Pritchett); Turnpike (Collected
Stories); Turnpike (Collected Stories); Daunt Books
(London Perceived)
Italian: Adelphi (Blind Love, Lady from Guatemala,
Collection of four short stories)
Spanish: La Bestia Equilatera (Blind Love and Other
Stories, Volume II Collected Stories), Gatopardo (The
Spanish Temper)
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NICHOLAS RHEA (1936-2017)

AUTHOR OF THE HEARTBEAT SERIES

‘Rhea's great strengths are his sharp portraits of people. The best humour comes from the author's close
understanding and affectionate portrayals of the character of Yorkshire country folk' Northern Echo
Nicholas Rhea is the
pseudonym
of
former
policeman and prolific
writer, Peter N Walker who
was born in Glaisdale, a
Yorkshire Moors Village.
The oldest of three sons
born to an insurance agent
and a teacher, he won a scholarship to Whitby
Grammar School but left at 16 to become a police
cadet. In 1956, he joined the North Yorkshire police
force in Whitby.
He began to write seriously in the late 1950s after
years of casual interest, having his first short story
published in the Police Review. Continuing to rise
through the ranks at the region’s Police
Headquarters in Northallerton, he published his
first novel, Carnaby and the Hijackers, in 1976.

CONSTABLE ON THE PROWL
PC Nick is still settling into his role at the Ashfordly
Section police station, and he’s drawn the short stick
of shifts: night duty.
A sleeping village doesn’t mean a simple shift,
though. Between the early risers of the farming community, a badger with a sweet tooth, and getting to
know his new workmates, there’s no time for Nick to
kick his feet up in the station.
Amble into Aidensfield under the cloak of night and
tag along with PC Nick as he deals with high-jinks,
jokesters, and a few nocturnal creatures in Constable
on the Prowl.

Rhea is known for The Mark Pemberton Series and
The Montague Pluke Series, inspired by his many
years of police service but is most recognised for
the Constable series which spawned the hugely
successful TV show, Heartbeat. Located around
Whitby, it ran for 18 seasons, over 350 episodes,
and was broadcast internationally.
He retired in 1982 to concentrate on his writing and
was given The Crime Writers' Association's John
Creasey Award for services to the Association in
2007.

RIGHTS SOLD
WEL: Joffe Books (Constable Series); Agora (Mark
Pemberton Series)
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MAZO DE LA ROCHE (1879-1961)
‘Mazo was so sure of her secret world that she did not have to write the story in order of time; she could
jump backwards and forwards in time with the confidence of a creator.’ - Ronald Hambleton
Mazo de la Roche was born
Mazo Louise Roche in
Newmarket, Ontario, Canada.
She had a lonely childhood
and spent most of her time
reading or in her imagined
world of aristocracy and
adventure,
which
later
became the setting of the Jalna novels. From a
quiet childhood she lived a secluded life, spending
most of her time alone with her cousin. She was
reclusive, quiet, and thoughtful: indeed the sudden
fame that Jalna brought her in 1927 prompted a
nervous breakdown. Nevertheless, she never
stopped writing. Her last novel, Morning at Jalna,
appeared in 1960 while she was 81. Her books
have sold more than 11 million copies.

JALNA, OR, THE WHITEOAK CHRONICLES

A film was made about de la Roche, The Mystery of
Mazo de la Roche, in 2011. Using both dramatic
and documentary techniques, the film explores
this compelling woman’s uncommon family life
and reveals the secrets behind the extraordinary
partnership that allowed the Jalna saga to grow
into a phenomenal success.

much, about whom we know so little.

Jalna is the first in a 16-novel saga of the Whiteoak
family in a Canadian manor house. It was first
published in 1927 and was an immediate success, the
public demanding sequels and prequels for the rest of
de la Roche’s life. The novels can be read individually
or together as a sequence. In either case what
captivated readers on their release—and now—is the
atmosphere derived from de la Roche’s powerful
imagination. The novels span a hundred years from
1854 to 1954, dealing with the intrigues and
adventures of the Whiteoak family life. They have
been translated into many languages, and been
adapted for stage, radio, and television.
Part of what has fascinated readers about her novels
is the dearth of information on her private life. It is
eerie and remarkable to read someone who writes so

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Emigrant (play, 1928)
Low Life and Other
Explorers of the Dawn (1922) Plays (contains Low
Possession (1923)
Life, Come True, and The
Low Life: A Comedy in One
Return of the Emigrant, 1929)
Act (play, 1925)
Portrait of a Dog (1930)
Delight (1926)
Lark Ascending (1932) BR
Come True (1927)
The Thunder of the New
RIGHTS SOLD
Wings, (1932)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader (Lark Ascending, The Two Sap- Jalna series (in narrative
order)
Beside a Norman Tower,
lings)
Building of Jalna, (1944)
(1934)
Italian: Fazi (Jalna, , Whiteoaks of Jalna, Finch’s Fortune)
Morning at Jalna, (1960)
Whiteoaks: A Play (adapted
Canadian: Dundurn Group (Jalna Series)
Mary Wakefield, (1949)
from Whiteoaks of Jalna,
Young Renny, (1935)
1936)
French: Place Des Editeurs (Jalna series)
Whiteoak
Heritage,
(1940)
The Very Little House (1937)
Russia: Eksmo (The Building of Jalna, Morning at Jalna)
Whiteoak
Brothers,
(1953)
Growth of a Man (1938)
Spanish: Siruela (Jalna, Whiteoaks of Jalna)
Jalna, (1927)
The Sacred Bullock and Other
Whiteoaks of Jalna, (1929) Stories of Animals, (1939)
Finch’s Fortune, (1932)
The Two Saplings (1942) BR
The Master of Jalna, (1933)
Quebec: Historic SeaWhiteoak Harvest, (1936)
port (1944)
Wakefield’s Course, (1941)
Mistress of Jalna, (1951)
Return to Jalna, (1946)
A Boy in the House, and Other
Renny’s Daughter, (1951)
Stories, (1952)
Variable Winds at Jalna,
The Song of Lambert (1956)
(1954)
Ringing the Changes: An AuCentenary at Jalna, (1958)
tobiography, (1957)
The Return of the
Bill and Coo (juvenile), (1959)
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BERNICE RUBENS (1928-2004)

BOOKER PRIZE WINNER

'Rubens is compassionately eloquent. She… gleefully extracts comedy from the most unlikely sources’ - The
Daily Telegraph
THE ELECTED MEMBER
Bernice Rubens (19282004) was born to a Jewish
-Lithuanian father and a
Polish mother. The family,
which was a musical one,
lived in Cardiff. She began
writing at the age of 35,
when her children started
nursery school. Her second
novel, Madame Sousatzka,
was filmed by John Schlesinger, with Shirley
MacLaine in the leading role.
Her fourth novel, The Elected Member, won the
1970 Booker prize. She was shortlisted for the same
prize again in 1978 for A Five Year Sentence.

Norman is the clever one of a close-knit Jewish family
in the East End of London. Infant prodigy; brilliant
barrister; the apple of his parents' eyes... until at
forty-one he becomes a drug addict, confined to his
bedroom, at the mercy of his hallucinations and
paranoia.
For Norman, his committal to a mental hospital
represents the ultimate act of betrayal. For Rbbi
Zweck, Norman's father, his son's deterioration is a
bitter reminder of his own guilt and failure. Only
Bella, the unmarried sister, still in her childhood
white ankle socks, can reach across the abyss of pain
to bring father and son the elusive peace which they
both desperately crave.

She was an honorary vice-president of International
PEN and served as a Booker judge in 1986.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Crusade (1985)

Set on Edge (1960)

Our Father (1987)

Madame Sousatzka (1962)BR

Kingdom Come (1990)

Mate in Three (1966)

A Solitary Grief (1991)

The Elected Member (1969)

Mother Russia (1992)

Sunday Best (1971) BR

Autobiopsy (1993)

Go Tell the Lemming (1973)

Hijack (1993)

I Sent a Letter To My Love (1975) Yesterday in the Back
Lane (1995)
The Ponsonby Post (1977)
The Waiting Game (1997)
A Five-Year Sentence (1978)BR
I, Dreyfus (1999) BR
Spring Sonata (1979)
Milwaukee (2001)
Birds of Passage (1981)
Nine Lives (2002) BR
Brothers (1983)
The Sergeants' Tale (2003)
Mr Wakefield's
When I Grow Up (2005)

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Little, Brown (When I Grow Up, The Sergeants' Tale, The
Waiting Game, Brothers, The Elected Member), Library of
Wales (I Sent a Letter to My Love), Random House (A Solitary
Grief)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader
Bulgarian: Arka (I Sent a Letter to my Love)
Hebrew: Penn Publishing (The Elected Member)
Italian: Astoria (Madame Sousatzka, Brothers)
Macedonian: Kongresen Servisen Centar (The Elected
Member)
Russian: Knizhniki (I, Dreyfuss)
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ERIC FRANK RUSSELL (1905-1978)
‘I’d have given anything to have written WASP. I can’t imagine a funnier terrorists’ handbook’ - Terry
Pratchett
Eric Frank Russell was
one of the most
successful
and
innovative
science
fiction writers of the
last century, who had a
great influence on the
genre at its height in
the 1950s and 60s. His
stories are humorous and full of character. His
heroes are highly memorable, and tend to be at
odds with authority, mocking and challenging their
surroundings while engaged in dangerous
adventures. Beneath the excitement lie deeper
philosophical
questions
about
humanity’s
weaknesses, aspirations and future.
Eric Frank Russell was born into a military family in
1905 and spent most of his childhood in east Africa.
He served with the RAF during World War II, then
worked briefly as an engineer before taking up
writing full time, and publishing his classic WASP in
1957. He was a founder member of the British
Interplanetary Society and an active member of the
Fortean society. It is rumoured, but not proven,
that he invented the phrase “May you live in
interesting times”, frequently cited as an ancient
Chinese curse. In 2000 he became a posthumous
inductee into the Science Fiction and Fantasy Hall of
Fame.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Orion
French: Editions Bragelonne (Wasp, Next of Kin,
Sinister Barrier, The Great Explosion, Meeting on
Kangshan, Fast Falls the Eventide, Bitter End,
Allamagoosa, This One’s on Me)
Russian: AST ( WASP, The Best Short Stories)

WASP
The war had been going on for nearly a year and the
Sirian Empire had a huge advantage in personnel and
equipment. Earth needed an edge. Which was where
James Mowry came in. If a small insect buzzing
around in a car could so distract the driver as to
cause that vehicle to crash, think what havoc one
properly trained operative could wreak on an
unsuspecting enemy. Intensively trained, his
appearance surgically altered, James Mowry is landed
on Jaimec, the 94th planet of the Sirian Empire. His
mission is simple: sap morale, cause mayhem, tie up
resources, wage a one-man war on a planet of eighty
million. In short, be a wasp.
First published in 1957, Wasp is generally regarded as
Eric Frank Russell's finest novel, a witty and exciting
account of a covert war in the heart of enemy
territory.

NEXT OF KIN
81, 82 new hostile worlds discovered: 83 and then
another five propulsors blew their linings
simultaneously and Scout-Officer John Leeming knew
he would have to make a crash landing. Soon he was
a prisoner of the Zangastans and filled with a
determination to get back to Earth just as soon as
possible. It took the failure of an orthodox escape
attempt to make him realise that his alien life-form
captors knew precious little of human nature.
A science fiction comic novel by Eric Frank Russell. It
is the story of a military misfit who successfully
conducts a one-man psychological warfare operation
against an alien race and its allies, with whom
humans and allied races are at war.
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JOHN B. SANFORD (1904-2002)
‘Perhaps the most outstanding neglected novelist’ - The Cambridge Companion to Jewish American
Literature
BIBLIOGRAPHY
John B. Sanford, born Julian
Lawrence Shapiro, was an
The Water Wheel, (1933)
The Color of the Air (1985)
The
Old
Man’s
Place
A Very Good Land to Fall
American screenwriter and
(1935)
With (1987)
author who wrote 24 books.
Seventy Times Seven
Scenes from the life of an
The Cambridge Companion to
(1939) BR
American Jew (1985-1991)
Jewish American Literature The People from Heaven
The winters of that
describes him as, "Perhaps the
(1943)
country. Tales of the man
A Man without Shoes
made seasons (1984)
most outstanding neglected
The waters of darkness,
novelist.” A one-time member (1951) BR
The
Land
That
Touches
(1986)
of the Communist Party, he and his wife
Mine (1953) BR
A walk in the fire (1989)
Marguerite Roberts refused to testify to the House
Every Island Fled Away
Maggie: A Love Story
Un-American Activities Committee and they were
(1964)
(1993)BR
blacklisted in Hollywood for nearly a decade.
The $300 Man (1967)
The view from Mt. Morris.
A
More
Goodly
Country:
A
A Harlem Boyhood (1994)
Sanford wrote half of his books after he was 80. He
Personal
History
of
We have a little sister.
published a 5-volume autobiography, for which he
America (1975)
Marguerite, the Midwest
received a PEN/Faulkner Award and the Los
Adirondack Stories, (1976) years (1995)
Angeles Times Lifetime Achievement Award. He left
Intruders in Paradise,
A book of American
three unpublished novels and was writing up until
(1997)
women (1996)
Adirondack
Stories,
(1976)
Tambour (2002)
a month before his death at 98.
View From This
A Palace of Silver. A
Wilderness: American
memoir of Maggie Roberts
Literature as History,
(2003) BR
(1977)
To Feed Their Hopes. A
Book of American Women,
THE PEOPLE FROM HEAVEN
(1980)
‘A sacred book, majestic in its rebukes of those
who violate the breath and origin of humanity
while professing faith and going through the
motions of holiness’ Carl Sandburg
The People From Heaven (1943) is considered
Sanford's masterpiece. The novel tells of a
small-town shop owner who rapes a young
African-American woman, beats to death a Native
American, and tries to get rid of the only Jew in the
town. In turn, the shop owner is finally killed by the
black woman.
At the time, the poet Carl Sandburg lauded the
book, and poet William Carlos Williams said it's ‘the
most important book of fiction published here in
the last 20 years.’

RIGHTS SOLD:
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader
US: University of Illinois Press (The People From
Heaven)
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WILLIAM SAROYAN (1908-1981)
‘He achieves the feat of making and keeping us boozy without the use of alcohol and purely by the action of
art’ - Edmund Wilson
Saroyan was born in Fresno,
California, the son of an
Armenian immigrant, and
spent his early years in an
orphanage. He left school at
fifteen,
determined
to
become a writer, supporting
himself by doing odd jobs. In 1934 Story magazine
published The Daring Young Man On The Flying
Trapeze about a starving writer trying to survive the
Depression. Saroyan travelled through the Soviet
Union and Europe meeting, for example, George
Bernard Shaw and Charlie Chaplin, and recording
his experiences in his memoirs and articles From
1958 he lived mainly in Paris, and continued writing
until his death in 1981.
In addition to his vast output of novels and short
stories, Saroyan was also a successful playwright.
Among his best known plays is The Time Of Your
Life, set in a waterfront saloon in San Francisco, for
which Saroyan refused the Pulitzer Prize, on the
grounds that commerce should not judge the arts.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Selected works
The Daring Young Man on the Flying Trapeze (1934)
My Name is Aram (1940)
The Human Comedy (1943)
The Adventures of Wesley Jackson (1946)
Rock Wagram (1951) BR
The Laughing Matter (1953) BR
Mama, I Love You (1956)
Papa You’re Crazy (1958)
Not Dying (1963)

THE HUMAN COMEDY
The place is Ithaca, in California's San Joaquin Valley.
The time is World War II. The family is the Macauley's
- a mother, sister, and three brothers whose struggles
and dreams reflect those of America's second
generation immigrants… In particular, fourteen-yearold Homer, determined to become one of the fastest
telegraph messengers in the West, finds himself
caught between reality and illusion as delivering his
messages of wartime death, love, and money brings
him face-to-face with human emotion at its most
naked and raw.
Gentle, poignant and richly autobiographical, this
delightful novel shows us the boy becoming the man
in a world that even in the midst of war, appears
sweeter, safer and more liveable than our own.

THE ADVENTURES OF WESLEY JACKSON
The US army asked William Saroyan to write this
novel to present a positive image of the life of World
War II American troops. Profoundly anti-war, it was
rejected by the authorities who had requested it.
Written with wit, sense of humour and passion, the
novel focuses on a young man who learns the best
and worst in life, happiness and tragedy, the beauty
and the sinister, only to find out in the end that only
love and human fraternity can redeem us.

Boys and Girls Together (1963) BR
Chance Meetings (1978) BR
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RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (The Human Comedy, My
Name is Aram), New Directions (The Daring Young Man on the
Flying Trapeze, Fresno Stories, The Man with the Heart in the
Highlands, Madness in the Family); Bloomsbury Reader
Arabic: Almada (My Name is Aram)
Armenian: Arevik (Fables); Antares (The Adventures of Wesley
Jackson, Mama I Love You, Papa You’re Crazy; The Human
Comedy; My Name is Aram; Collection of Short Stories)
Bulgarian: Bard (The Human Comedy); Labyrinth (My Name is
Aram, The Adventures of Wesley Jackson)
Czech: Mata (The Human Comedy); Argo (Tracy’s Tiger, Not Dying,
The Daring Young Man on the Flying Trapeze, My Name is Aram,
The Adventures of Wesley Jackson, Mama I Love You); Cesky
Rozhlas (My Heart Is In the Highlands)
Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof (My Name is Aram)
French: Éditions Circe (Tracy’s Tiger); Éditions Phebus (Madness in
the Family, The Human Comedy); Zulma (Papa You’re Crazy,
Mama I Love You)
German: DTV (Collection of Short Stories, Papa You Are Crazy)
Greek: Gutenberg (The Human Comedy)
Hebrew: Modan (The Human Comedy)
Hungarian: Konyvmolykepzo (The Human Comedy)
Italian: Marcos Y Marcos (The Human Comedy, The Daring Young
Man on the Flying Trapeze), Delmiglio (My Name is Aram)
Japanese: Kobun-Sha (The Human Comedy)
Korean: Munhakdongne (The Human Comedy)
Lithuanian: Alma Littera (Papa You’re Crazy, Mama I Love You)
Romanian: Grupo Litera (The Laughing Matter, Best Short Stories)
Russian: Azbooka Atticus (The Human Comedy, Tracy’s Tiger, The
Adventures of Wesley Jackson, Mama I Love You, Papa You’re
Crazy, Girls and Boys Together, My Name Is Aram, And The Time of
Your Life)
Serbian: Kosmos (Papa You’re Crazy, Mama I Love You, My Name
is Aram)
Slovakian: Artforum (Tracy’s Tiger)
Spanish: Quaderns Crema (All titles)
Tamil: Sandhya (The Human Comedy)
Thai: Circle (Mama I Love You); Book for Society (Papa You’re
Crazy, The Human Comedy)
Turkish: Aras (Cowards Are Brave, My Heart is in the Highlands,
My Name is Aram, Seventy Thousand Assyrians, The Human
Comedy, The Time of Your Life, Rock Wagram, The Daring Young
Man on the Flying Trapeze & Other Stories)

MAMA I LOVE YOU
When nine-year-old Frog feels sad, she dances to
cheer herself up. She is dancing now, in the tiniest
room of the most elegant hotel in New York City.
Frog is there with her mother, who hopes to become
a famous Broadway actress. But Frog misses her
father and brother in Paris, and her goldfish and
friends in California. Her mother is in bed with the
sheets pulled over her head because she is
frightened she will never find a part, and their money
is running out.
So it is Frog who answers the telephone when a
producer calls. But it’s Frog he wants as the star of
his new play. What will her mother think? And how
can Frog be an actress when her dreams are to
become a baseball pitcher?
In this tender and witty tale by one of America’s most
versatile writers, drama is not always onstage, and
courage, camaraderie, and kindness are never just an
act.
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JEAN SAUNDERS (1932-2011)
‘A deeply interesting, entertaining and moving novel’ - Booklist on Long Shadows
Jean Saunders was a British
writer of romance novels from
1974 to 2010. She wrote under
her married and maiden name,
which was Innes; and also under
the
pseudonyms
Rowena
Summers, Sally Blake, and
Rachel Moore.
After the publication of her first
novel, Jean began a career as a magazine writer and
published around 600 short stories. In the 1970s she
started to publish gothic romance novels under her
own name, and in the 1980s she created the
pseudonym Rowena Summers to write historical
romances, her most popular works. In 1991 her
novel The Bannister Girls was shortlisted for the
Romantic Novel of Year award.

THE BANNISTER GIRLS
SHORTLISTED FOR THE ROMANTIC NOVEL OF THE
YEAR AWARD
The Great War will change London forever, and the
lives of the Bannister girls with it, but will war bring
them closer together? Or end up tearing them
apart?
Louise, Ellen, and Angel Bannister have enjoyed the
comforts of a well-to-do upbringing, but yearn for
something more thrilling than their expected lots in
life. As the war rumbles through London, bringing
with it social upheaval and unprecedented
opportunity, the three sisters face challenges that
will test their resolve and strip them of their
innocence. This is a poignant tale of women facing
desire, loss, and fervent love in a war-torn country.

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY
As JEAN SAUNDERS
Alexandra Best PI
Thicker Than
Water (2000)
Illusions (2000)
Deadly Suspicions (2003)
Single novels
The Language of
Love (1983)
Partners in Love (1984)
The Bannister Girls (1990)
BR
With This Ring (1993) BR
A Different Kind of
Love (1998) BR
Rainbow's End (2000)
Unforgettable (2003) BR
A Perfect Marriage (2004)
BR
As ROWENA SUMMERS
Caldwell Saga
Taking Heart (2000)
Daisy's War (2001) BR

The Caldwell Girls (2002)
Dreams of Peace (2002)
Single novels
Velvet Dawn (1991) BR
Angel of the
Evening (1992)
Ellie's Island (1993)
Hidden Currents (1994) BR
As JODI NICOL
Single novels
Silken Chains (2003)

RIGHTS SOLD

As RACHEL MOORE
Cornish Clay Saga
The Soldier's Wife (2004)
The Farmer's Wife (2005)
A Cornish Maid (2006)
Single novels
Prodigal Daughter (2007)
Days to
Remember (2008)
Summer of Love (2010)

UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader; Agora (The Bannister Girls, A
Different Kind of Story, The Language of Love, Partners in
Love, Thicker Than Water, Illusions, Deadly Suspicions,
Taking Hearts, Daisy’s War, The Caldwell Girls, Dreams of
Peace), Canelo (Safe Haven, Killigrew Clay, Clay Country,
Family Ties, Family Shadows, Primmy’s Daughter, White
Rivers, September Morning, A Brighter Tomorrow)
Germany: Aufbau Digital (The Bannister Girls, Taking
Hearts, Daisy’s War, The Caldwell Girls, Dreams of Peace)
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MARGERY SHARP (1905-1991)
‘Margery Sharp is an adept describer of situations; whether comic or merely piquant, embarrassing or
exciting. Her dialogue is brilliant, uncannily true. Her taste is excellent: she is an excellent story teller’ Tatler
CLUNY BROWN
Margery Sharp is perhaps best The story follows the escapades of a plumber's niece,
known for her inventive and Cluny Brown, who is twenty years old in England in
whimsical children’s books The 1938. Cluny has high spirits and a constant desire for
Rescuers,
detailing
the expansion of experience that leads the more staid
adventures of Miss Bianca members of her community to question whether she
which was animated by Disney knows her place. As a consequence of one final
in 1977. But she also wrote London based excursion of discovery outside the
many novels for adults, dealing bounds of what Cluny's mentors consider proper, she
with changing attitudes to sex, is sent off into good service with a charming country
marriage, love, and family life in the 20th century.
residence known as Friars Carmel to be a Tall Parlour
She was born in Salisbury, and spent some of her Maid. The coincidental simultaneous arrivals of the
childhood in Malta. She studied French at Bedford young son and heir of the house, a mysterious Polish
College, London and Fine Art at Westminster Art professor, and a beautiful socialite add complexity to
School. When she was 21 her stories began to be this adventurous tale of a young woman following
published in magazines on both sides of the her dreams and finding her personal freedom in the
Atlantic. She released her first novel, tumultuous early 20th century.
Rhododendron Pie, in 1930.
RIGHTS SOLD
US: Open Road (10 Titles)
Chinese: DoubleSpiral (Miss Bianca in the Salt Mines, The Turret,
The Rescuers, Miss Bianca, Miss Bianca in the Orient)
French: Editions Belfond (Cluny Brown)
German: Julia Eisele (Cluny Brown, The Nutmeg Tree)
Italian: Astoria (Cluny Brown, Britannia Mews)

BRITANNIA MEWS

Around the corner from the elegant townhouses on
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Albion Place is Britannia Mews, a squalid
neighbourhood where servants and coachmen live.
Fiction
Rhododendron Pie (1930)
In 1875, it’s no place for a young girl of fine
Fanfare for Tin Trumpets (1932)
breeding, but independent-minded Adelaide Culver
The Nymph and The Nobleman
(1932)
is fascinated by what goes on there. Years later,
The Flowering Thorn (1934)
Adelaide shocks her family when she falls in love
Sophy Cassmajor (1934)
Children’s Fiction
Four Gardens (1935)
Melisande (1960)
with an impoverished artist and moves into the
The Nutmeg Tree (1937)
Lost at the Fair (1965)
mews. But violence shatters Adelaide’s dreams. In a
Harlequin House (1939)
The Magical Cockatoo (1974)
The Stone of Chastity (1940)
The Children Next Door (1974)
dangerous new world, she must fend for herself—
Three Companion Pieces (1941)
until she meets a charismatic stranger and her life
Cluny Brown (1944)
The Rescuers Series
Britannia Mews (1946)
The Rescuers (1959)
takes a turn she never expected.
The Foolish Gentlewoman
Miss Bianca (1962)
A novel about social manners and mores
(1948)
The Turret (1963)
Lise Lillywhite (1951)
Miss Bianca in the Salt Mines
reminiscent of Edith Wharton, this story of love,
The Gipsy in the Parlour (1954)
(1966)
family, and the price one must pay for throwing off
Something Light (1960)
Miss Bianca in the Orient (1970)
The Sun in Scorpio (1965)
Miss Bianca in the Antarctic
the shackles of convention is also a witty and
In Pious Memory (1967)
(1971)
incisive dissection of the “upstairs, downstairs”
Rosa (1970)
Miss Bianca and the Bridesmaid
The Innocents (1972)
(1972)
English class system of the last two centuries.
The Lost Chapel Picnic and
Other Stories(1973)
The Faithful Servants (1975)
Summer Visits (1977)
The Eye of Love (1957)
Martha in Paris (1962)
Martha, Eric and George (1964)
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CLIFFORD D. SIMAK (1904-1988)

WINNER OF HUGO AWARD

'One of the genre's very few genuinely comic, genuinely incisive writers' - The Encyclopaedia of Science

Clifford D. Simak was one of the
leading science fiction writers
of his generation - and one of
the giants of the genre. He was
born in Wisconsin and worked
as a journalist on various newspapers in the Midwest, only
becoming a full-time writer on
his retirement. Simak won three Hugo Awards, one
Nebula Award, and was the third Grand Master of
the ‘Science Fiction Writers of America’, while the
Horror Writers Association made him one of three
inaugural winners of the Bram Stoker Award for
Lifetime Achievement.
His writing career spans a remarkable period of
time, from the days of the earliest pulp publishing
to his last novel in the 1980s. He is often called a
“pastoralist” because of his use of peaceful rural
settings and small-town characters. His output was
large and varied, although he is now best-known for
a few of his works such as City and Way Station.

WAY STATION
Winner of the Hugo Award for Best Novel and confirmed as an upcoming Netflix series
Enoch Wallace is an ageless hermit, striding across
his untended farm as he has done for over a century,
still carrying the gun with which he had served in the
Civil War. But what his neighbours must never know
is that, inside his unchanging house, he meets with a
host of unimaginable friends from the farthest stars.
More than a hundred years before, an alien named
Ulysses had recruited Enoch as the keeper of Earth's
only galactic transfer station. Now, as Enoch studies
the progress of Earth and tends the tanks where the
aliens appear, the charts he made indicate his world
is doomed to destruction. His alien friends can only
offer help that seems worse than the dreaded disaster. Then he discovers the horror that lies across the
galaxy...

CITY
Jenkins was a robot. He was built to be the perfect
worker, tireless and uncomplaining. But, quite unexpectedly, he also became a close companion to generation after generation of his owners as the human
race matured, moved beyond the confines of its
once tiny planet, and eventually changed beyond all
recognition. And then, because he was a good and
dutiful servant, Jenkins went on to serve Earth’s
inheritors.
Here is a masterful tale of an Earth overrun by ants,
a series of parallel worlds ruled by dogs, and a Jupiter where the human race finds its Golden Age—if it
could still be called “human”.
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UK: Orion

Novels
Cosmic Engineers (1939)
Time and Again (1950)
Empire (1951)
City (1952)
Ring Around the Sun (1952)
The Trouble with Tycho (1960)
Time is the Simplest Thing (1961)
They Walked Like Men (1962)
Way Station (1963)
All Flesh is Grass (1965)
The Werewolf Principle (1967)
Why Call Them Back from
Heaven? (1967)
The Goblin Reservation (1968)
Out of their Minds (1970)
Destiny Doll (1971)
A Choice of Gods (1971)
Cemetery World (1972)
Our Children’s Children (1973)
Enchanted Pilgrimage (1975)
Shakespeare’s Planet (1976)
A Heritage of Stars (1977)
Mastodonia (1978)
The Fellowship of the Talisman (1978)
The Visitors (1979)
Project Pope (1981)
Special Deliverance (1982)
Where the Devil Dwells (1982)
Highway of Eternity (1986)
And 144 short stories

Bulgarian: Colibri (All Flesh is Grass); Bard (City, Way
Station, The Goblin Reservation)
Catalan: Chaos (City)
Chinese: Chongqing (Way Station, City)
Chinese (Simplified): Science Fiction World (City,
Way Station)
Czech: Laser (City)
Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof (City, Way Station, The
Trouble with Tycho)
Estonian: Fantaasia (A Choice of Gods)
French: J’ai Lu (City, Way Station)
Georgian: Palitra L (City, Way Station)
German: Heyne (City, Cosmic, Our Children’s, Way
Station, Cemetery World, Heritage to Stars)
Italian: under negotiation
Japan: Hayakawa (City, Way Station)
Korean: Firebird (Way Station)
Romanian: Grupul Editorial Art (City)
Russian: under negotiation
Spain: Gigamesh (Way Station, City, The Goblin
Reservation)
Thai: ChaiChai Books (City, Way Station)
Turkey: Ithaki (City, Way Station)
Ukrainian: Bohadan (The Goblin Reservation, All
Flesh is Grass, City, Way Station, Time is the Simplest
Thing)
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CHARLES SISSON (1914-2003)
'Incisive prose style and superbly sardonic wit’ - The Sunday Telegraph

AN ASIATIC ROMANCE (1953)

C. H. Sisson was an outstanding writer and
translator, as well as an ardent defender of
traditional Anglicanism, which was often expressed
through his poetic works and perhaps best shown
in Is There A Church of England?

This book has two purposes. The first is to
entertain, by presenting a story told in vivid images.
The second purpose is to satirise, with the
seriousness and occasional ferocity with belong to
that style of writing. The novel focuses on three Englishmen of the British army, who find
themselves suddenly astray against a background of
unidentifiable mountains in Central Asia. What
befalls them makes at the same time a picaresque
tale of excitement and a bitter comment on certain
aspects of our encounter with Asia.

CHRISTOPHER HOMM (1965)
Christopher Homm 'was a pattern of amiability
when he fell flat on the gravel' - dead. This is his
story, tracing him back through the estates, meat
pies, love affairs and snickets of his life, including
military service in India, to the ill-starred moment
when Mr Homm climbed the stairs to look in on his
wife, in whose womb Christopher 'crouched in his
blindness'.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Carcanet (Asiatic Romance, The Raven, The
Regrets); OUP (Phaedra, Athaliah)
Spanish: Alba (Christopher Homm)

In Sisson’s dark comedy of reversals, the places
share the reality of Sisson's own early years. The
author's shoe soles were worn by the same
pavements as Homm's, and he may from time to
time have passed him in the street, with a
vertiginous sense of recognition.
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EDITH SITWELL (1887-1964)
‘Sitwell's poetry has come in and out of fashion, but in the early 21st century it seems peculiarly relevant’ The Times
VICTORIA OF ENGLAND
Edith Sitwell’s endearing portrait of the young
Victoria chronicles her unlikely ascension to the
throne: spanning the succession crisis of King George
III, her enduring love and marriage to Prince Albert,
and her strength and power in a male dominated
world.
Edith Sitwell was born into an aristocratic family
and, along with her brothers, Osbert and
Sacheverell, had a significant impact on the artistic
life of the 20s. She encountered the work of the
French symbolists, Rimbaud in particular, early in
her writing life and became a champion of the
modernist movement, editing six editions of the
controversial magazine Wheels. She remained a
crusading
force
against
philistinism
and
conservatism throughout her life and her legacy lies
as much in her unstinting support of other artists as
it does in her own poetry.

Weaving in Victoria’s personal letters and diaries,
Sitwell breathes life into the Queen’s relationships
with her family and her court. A rich exploration of
Victoria’s reign and a social document of Victorian
Britain, Victoria of England vividly illustrates the life
of the iconic monarch with insight and emotion.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Poetry
Clowns' Houses (1918)
Rustic Elegies (1927)
Gold Coast Customs
(1929)
RIGHTS SOLD
Aspects of Poetry (1934)
Street Songs (1942)
UK: Duckworth (Collected Poems), Prion Books
The Song of the Cold
(English Women), Peter Owen (I Live Under a Black
(1948)
Sun), Agora Books (Victoria of England, English Eccen- Façade, and Other Poems
trics)
1920-1935 (1950)
Gardeners and AstronoUK & US: Bloomsbury Reader
mers (1953)
Chinese: Duku Cultural Exchange (English Eccentrics) Collected Poems (1957)
The Outcasts (1962) BR
German: Suhrkamp (Victoria of England)
A Book of Flower BR
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Other titles
Alexander Pope (1930)
The English Eccentrics
(1933)
Victoria of England
(1936) BR
I Live under a Black Sun
(1937)
Fanfare for Elizabeth
(1946) BR
The Queens and the Hive
(1962) BR
(biography of Elizabeth I)
Taken Care Of (1964)
(autobiography)
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SACHEVERELL SITWELL (1897-1988)
‘It would be impossible ever to take the late Sacheverell Sitwell quite as seriously as he took himself. ‘ - The
Independent
ROUMANIAN JOURNEY

The youngest sibling in the literary Sitwell family,
Sacheverell 'Sachie' was born in 1897 in Yorkshire,
England. He was educated at Eton College and
Oxford. In World War I he served from 1916 in the
British Army, in the Grenadier Guards.
After the war he was heavily involved in the
projects of his siblings, Osbert and Edith.
Sacheverell's poetry came under severe attack by
those who disliked the Sitwell family in general, and
in response Sacheverell refused to publish any of
his poems for many years. In 1967 Derek Parker
published a selection of his poems in the summer
edition of Poetry Review, including his elegy for his
beloved sister Edith.
As an aesthetic adventurer and cultural pioneer,
Sacheverell's travel writing gives us remarkable
insight into the many lands he visited.
SELECTED WORKS
Southern Baroque Art
(1924)
Mozart (1932)
Liszt (1934)
Roumanian Journey
(1938)
The Netherlands (1948)
Denmark (1956)

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Bello (Mozart, List)
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader (Roumanian Journey,
The Netherlands, Denmark); Eland (Valse Des Fleurs)
Romanian: S.C Humanitas (Roumanian Journey)

Sitwell's account of his Roumanian journey, made in
the 1930s, when Bucharest was still eight days
overland from London. His four-week trip brings him
into contact with longhaired gypsies at country fairs
as well as the aristocracy in their medieval castles.
The natural richness and variety of the landscapefrom Transylvania to the Wallachian plains, the
Carpathian peaks to the Danube Delta-delight him,
as does the diversity of humanity he encounters,
while his deep knowledge of European art and
architecture makes him the ideal guide to the
paintings, frescos, and buildings of Roumania.
LISZT
In this classic work on music biography, Sitwell
narrates Franz Liszt's rapid ascent to European fame and the effect that this incredible early success as a
wonderfully gifted pianist had on his later life - with
insight, sympathy and humanity,
One of the very first studies of Liszt to be published in
English, this remarkable biography uses the full force
of Sitwell's poetic talent to bring this brilliant and
difficult man's world vividly to life, and captures the
artistic mood of the era in extraordinary detail.
MOZART
From Mozart's first precocious attempts at
composing at the age of 4 or 5, through to his
tragic death at the age of just 35, Sitwell traces this
most famous of composers' life with depth and
humanity. Exploring Mozart's genius, he expounds
on everything from The Marriage of Figaro to
the Requiem in beautiful prose. Sitwell's
friendships with the great composers and
musicians of the early twentieth century - and his
innate understanding of the physical and social
settings that Mozart composed for - make this a
truly unique biography that is yet to be
superseded.
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CHRISTINA STEAD (1902-1983)
‘The Cassandra of the modern novel in English… reading her seems like plunging into the mess of life itself’
- Angela Carter
Christina Stead was born
and raised in Australia but
spent the bulk of her life
abroad, living in Europe.
Considered by many to
have
been
one
of
Australia's
greatest
novelists, she was often
spoken of in Nobel Prize
terms, especially in regards
to her finest novel, The Man Who Loved Children,
which was based heavily on her own turbulent
childhood.

LETTY FOX: HER LUCK
You can't help liking Letty Fox. She is the eponymous
hero of this novel, and what a big, energetic,
sprawling novel it is.
Letty Fox, with brio and relish, describes her
picaresque adventures in the New York and London
of the 1930s and 1940s. She is surrounded by a family
notable for its size, eccentricity and marital
irregularities. Letty herself has many affairs but finds
marriage elusive. Bizarre, satirical and imaginative,
first published in 1947, this powerful portrayal of a
woman who might have been independent but chose
otherwise stands as one of Christina Stead's most
impressive works.

After graduating from Sydney Teachers' College in
1921, Stead taught for only a few years before
leaving for London in 1928. She met her husband,
William Blake, in London and moved with him to
Paris in 1929. She didn’t return again to Australia
until 1969, when she was appointed a Fellow at the
National University in Canberra.
Christina Stead is widely recognised as one of the
twentieth-century’s outstanding novelists.
Rebecca West praised her as ‘one of the few really
people original we have produced since the First
World War.’

BIBLIOGRAPHY

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Faber (A Little Tea A Little Chat, The Beauties and
The Furies, For Love Alone, House of All
Nations, Miss Herbert, The People with the Dogs, The
Puzzleheaded Girl, The Salzburg Tales); Apollo/Head
of Zeus (The Man Who Loved Children, Letty Fox)
French: Les éditions de l'Observatoire (The Beauties
and the Furies)
Italian: Adelphi (The Man Who Loved Children, Letty
Fox, Little Hotel
Turkish: Is Kultur (Little Hotel)

Seven Poor Men of Sydney
(1934)
The Beauties and Furies
(1936)
House of all Nations
(1938)
The Man Who Loved
Children (1940)
For Love Alone (1945)
Modern Women in Love
(1945) edited with William J. Blake
Letty Fox: Her Luck (1946)
A Little Tea. A Little Chat
(1948)
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The People with the Dogs
(1952)
Dark Places of the Heart
(1966)
Cotters' England (1967)
Australian Writers and
their work (1969)
The Little Hotel: A Novel
(1973)
Miss Herbert: The Suburban Wife (1976)
I'm Dying Laughing: The
Humourist (1986)
The Palace With Several
Sides: A Sort of Love
Story (1986)
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GEORGE R. STEWART (1895–1980)
‘In its narrative force, it is more than a little like Robinson Crusoe, and it has the same kind of fascination’ The New York Times
‘One of those novels, so rare in our time, that the reader wishes would never end’ - The New Yorker
EARTH ABIDES
FIRST CHOICE OF THE SCIENCE FICTION BOOK CLUB
WINNER OF THE INTERNATIONAL FANTASY AWARD
A profound, poetic, post-holocaust novel of
immense stature
George Rippey Stewart was an American historian,
toponymist, novelist, and a professor of English at
the University of California, Berkeley. His 1959 book
Pickett's Charge, a detailed history of the final attack
at Gettysburg, was called "essential for an
understanding of the Battle of Gettysburg". As an
author, Stewart's output was at once extraordinarily
diverse, highly original, and tremendously
important. He is today known primarily for his only
science fiction novel Earth Abides (1949), a postapocalyptic novel, for which he won the
first International Fantasy Award in 1951. It was
dramatized on radio's Escape and served as an
inspiration for Stephen King's The Stand, as King has
stated.

A disease of unparalleled destructive force has
sprung up almost simultaneously in every corner of
the globe, all but destroying the human race. One
survivor, strangely immune to the effects of the
epidemic, ventures forward to experience a world
without man. What he ultimately discovers will prove
far more astonishing than anything he'd
either dreaded or hoped for.
Generally regarded as the classic tale of life
struggling on after a global disaster, it’s an elegiac
story of loss as humanity makes it through the
crisis, at the cost of our race's painfully gathered
knowledge - which seems irrelevant to the new generations as they develop a hunter-gatherer
society reminiscent of the old Amerindian tribes, and
see no practicality in the fabulous tales of the old
days told to them by Ish. One of the sadder,
gentler Millennium SF Masterworks reissues .

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Orion (Earth Abides)
US: Houghton Mifflin Company (Earth Abides,
Ordeal by Hunger, Pickett’s Charge)
Chinese (Simplified): Zhongyue Media (Earth
Abides)
French: Fage Editions (Earth Abides)
German: Heyne (Earth Abides)
Italian: Del Vecchio (Earth Abides)
Netherlands: Atlas (Earth Abides)
Spanish: Gigamesh (Earth Abides)
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ANTHONY STORR (1920–2001)
‘Beautifully written, humane, intelligent and thoughtful’ - Times Literary Supplement
SOLITUDE
Anthony Storr was an
English
psychiatrist,
psychoanalyst
and
author.
Born
in
London,
he
was
educated
at
Winchester
College,
Christ's
College
(University
of
Cambridge),
and
Westminster Hospital, qualifying as a doctor in
1944, and subsequently specialising in psychiatry.
Storr was known for his psychoanalytical portraits
of historical figures.

This study challenges the widely-held view that
success in personal relationships is the only key to
happiness. It argues that we pay far too little
attention to some of the other great satisfactions of
life - work and creativity. In a series of biographical
sketches it demonstrates how many of the creative
geniuses of our civilization have been solitary, by
temperament or circumstance, and how the capacity
to be alone is, even for those who are not creative, a
sign of maturity.
CHURCHILL’S BLACK DOG

In 1974, Storr moved from private practice to a
teaching appointment at the Warneford Hospital
in Oxford, until his retirement in 1984. He was
associated with Wadham College and was a
Fellow at Green College, Oxford.

What internal dynamic forces artists, scientists and
politicians to devote so much time and energy to
creative invention? Anthony Storr weighs and tests
Freud’s theory that creativity is the result of
dissatisfaction by examining the impulses which
drove such figures as Churchill, Kafka and Newton.

Storr grew up to be kind and insightful, and he
was himself allegedly prone to frequent bouts of
depression. He married twice, to Catherine Cole
(who became a children's writer under her
married name) in 1942, and to writer Catherine
Peters in 1970, after the first marriage ended in
divorce.

Whether he is exploring the ‘divine discontent’ that
motivates creativity, analysing Jung’s mid-life crisis,
assessing the psychology of jealousy in Othello or
denouncing the abuses of psychiatry, Storr brings
wisdom, erudition and compassion to all his subjects
in this highly readable and human collection, which is
accessible to a wide readership.
RIGHTS SOLD
UK: HarperCollins (Churchill’s Black Dog, Feet of Clay, Jung,
Music and the Mind, Solitude, The Essential Jung)
Chinese (Complex): Beijing Huazhang Graphics (The
Integrity of the Personality, Music and the Mind, Churchill’s
Black Dog, Solitude); Rye Field (Human Aggression)
Chinese (Simplified): Posts and Telecommunications Press
(Solitude), under negotiation (The Integrity of The
Personality, Music and the Mind, Churchill’s Black Dog)
Japan: Sogensha (The Essential Jung)
Korean: KPI (Solitude); Geulhanari (Churchill’s Black Dog);
Prunsoop Publishing (Human Aggression)
Turkish: Alfa (Jung, Human Destructiveness, Essential Jung)
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FRANK SWINNERTON

(1884–1982)

Frank Arthur Swinnerton was
an English novelist, critic,
biographer and essayist. He
was the author of more than
50 books and, as a
publisher's editor, helped
other
writers,
including
Aldous Huxley and Lytton
Strachey. His long life and
career in publishing made him one of the last links
to writers such as H.G. Wells, John Galsworthy and
Arnold Bennett.
Swinnerton achieved critical and commercial
success with Nocturne in 1917, and remained a
successful writer for the rest of his life. His last
novel, Some Achieve Greatness (1976), was
published when he was in his early nineties.
Some critics detected echoes of George Gissing and
Arnold Bennett in Swinnerton's work, but he
himself thought his chief influences were Henry
James, Henrik Ibsen and Louisa May Alcott.

NOCTURNE
Jenny and Emmy are two sisters, who live with
their 'Pa', now unable to work due to health
problems. Jenny is a dreamer, her disappointment
in Emmy's bland evening meals causing her to wish
for better. Emmy, meanwhile, sees Jenny's escape
from the "small houses of Kennington Park" as an
adventure in itself. She is full of resentment as she
stays home and looks after Pa and the house.
Both sisters love each other, but they are
essentially different and their feelings are stirred by
Alf, who sometimes comes to take Jenny out. Jenny
is in love with another man, someone she sees as a
more exciting prospect, while Emmy obviously has
her sights set on Alf as a more realistic prospect.
When Alf turns up with two theatre tickets and
Jenny suggests he takes Emmy, events are set in
motion which will change their lives…

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Merry Heart (1909)
The Young Idea (1910)
The Casement (1911)
The Happy Family (1912)
George Gissing: a Critical
Study (1912)
On the Staircase (1914)
R. L. Stevenson: a Critical
Study (1914)
The Chaste Wife (1916)
Nocturne (1917)
Shops and Houses (1918)
September (1919)
Coquette (1921)
The Three Lovers (1922)
Young Felix (1923)
The Elder Sister (1925)
Summer Storm (1926)
Tokefield Papers (1927)
A London Bookman (1928)
A Brood of Ducklings (1928)
Sketch of a Sinner (1929)
Authors and the Book Trade
(1932)
The Georgian House (1932)
Elizabeth (1934)
The Georgian Literary
Scene (1935)
Swinnerton: an
Autobiography (1937)
Harvest Comedy (1937)
The Two Wives (1939)
The Reviewing and Criticism
of Books (1939)
The Fortunate Lady (1941)
Thankless Child (1942)
A Woman in Sunshine
(1944)
English Maiden (1946)

The Cats and Rosemary
(US) (1948)
Faithful Company (1948)
The Doctor’s Wife Comes to
Stay (1949)
Arnold Bennett (1950)
A Flower for
Catherine (1950)
The Bookman’s
London (1951)
Master Jim Probity (1952)
Londoner’s Post (1952)
A Month in Gordon Square
(1953)
The Sumner Intrigue (1955)
The Adventures of a
Manuscript (1956)
Authors I Never Met (1956)
Background with
Chorus (1956)
The Woman from
Sicily (1957)
A Tigress in Prothero (1959)
The Grace Divorce (1960)
Death of a Highbrow (1961)
Figures in the
Foreground (1963)
Quadrille (1965)
A Galaxy of Fathers (1966)
Sanctuary (1966)
The Bright Lights (1968)
Reflections from a
Village (1969)
On the Shady Side (1970)
Nor all thy Tears (1972)
Rosalind Passes (1973)
Some Achieve
Greatness (1976)
Arnold Bennett: a last
word (1978) BR

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader
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PATRICK TILLEY (Born 1928)
‘Extraordinary, original, mind-blowing’ - The Sunday Express
Born a man of Essex, Patrick
Tilley spent his formative
years in the border counties
of
Northumbria
and
Cumbria. After studying art
at King's College, University
of Durham, he came to
London in 1955 and rapidly
established himself as one of
Britain's leading graphic
designers. He began writing part-time in 1959 with
three episodes for ATV's Crane.
In 1968 he gave up design altogether in favour of a
new career as a film scriptwriter. Work on several
major British-based productions was followed by
writing assignments in New York and Hollywood.
Fade-Out, his first book, has been translated into
several languages, and since its appearance in 1974
has achieved cult-novel status.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Talisman Prophecy
Cloud Warrior (1983) BR
First Family (1985) BR
Iron Master (1987) BR
Blood River (1988)
Death-Bringer (1989)
Earth-Thunder (1990)

THE TALISMAN PROPHECY
In AD 2015 the old world was destroyed in a nuclear
war, which lasted only a few minutes, but
annihilated the overwhelming majority of the
human race. The Talisman Prophecy series follows
the conflicts between the three main groups of
survivors.
The Amtrak Federation live in a network of
underground cities covering much of southern
America, connected by a hi-speed subterranean
railway. Ruled by a self-perpetuating dynasty known
as the First Family, the Federation is technologically
advanced, although heavily susceptible to above
ground radiation.
The Mutes managed to survive the nuclear war and
adapt to the radiation mutated into a clan-based
warrior society. Similar to Native Americans, the
Mutes are primitive, employing spears and knives in
combat.
The Iron Masters have developed gunpowder and
great steam-powered ships, but custom, religion and
political decree forbids them from developing
technology based on the 'Dark Light' (electricity).
This series of six post-apocalyptic science fiction
novels charts the battles between the various
factions, as they fight for supremacy, and the
struggle between magic and might.

Other novels
Fade-Out (1975) BR
Mission (1981) BR
Xan (1986)
Star Wartz (1995)
RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader
German: Heyne (The Talisman Prophecy Series #13)
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H.M. TOMLINSON (1873-1958)
'A masterful story of WWI that deserves to rank alongside Robert Graves' - Robert Foster on All Our
Yesterdays
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Henry Major Tomlinson was a
RMS Queen Mary, a noble
The Sea and the Jungle
British writer and journalist. He
tribute to the imagination
(1912)
was known for anti-war and
of man (1935) with E. P.
Old Junk (1918) stories
London River (1921) revised Leigh-Bennett
travel writing, novels and short
Pipe All Hands (1937) novel
1951
stories, especially of life at sea.
Tomlinson was brought up in
Poplar, London. He worked as a
shipping clerk, and then as a reporter for the
Morning Leader newspaper; he travelled up the
Amazon River for it.
In World War I he was an official correspondent
for the British Army in France. In 1917 he
returned to Britain to work on The Nation, which
opposed the war. He left the paper in 1923,
because of a change of owner and political line.
His 1931 book Norman Douglas was one of the
first biographies of that scandalous but then
much admired writer.

ALL OUR YESTERDAYS
The outbreak of the First World War will change
London and the face of Europe forever. As young
men leave hearth and home and get swept up in
the brutal campaign across Europe, those left at
home have to find a way to cope. Friendships and
endurance as the first rush of enthusiasm fades and
the true war begins.
Against the backdrop of a shifting world, five
Londoners have to discover the price of war, loyalty
and patriotism from the Boer War to the
bittersweet peace of 1919. Can the familiar streets
of London ever be the same again?

Waiting for Daylight (1922)
Tidemarks: Some Records of
a Journey to the Beaches of
the Moluccas and the Forest
of Malaya in 1923 (1924)
Gifts of Fortune With Some
Hints For Those About to
Travel (1926)
Under the Red Ensign (1926)
Gallions Reach (1927) BR
Out Of Soundings (1928)
A Brown Owl (1928)
Illusion: 1915 (1928)
Thomas Hardy (1929)
Côte d'Or (1929)
Between the Lines (1930)
War Books. A Lecture Given
at Manchester University
February 15, 1929 (1930)
All Our Yesterdays (1930)
The Sky's the Limit (1930)
Great Sea Stories of All
Nations (1930) editor
Best Short Stories Of the War
(1931) editor
Norman Douglas (1931)
An Illustrated Catalogue of
Rare Books on the East
Indies and A Letter to a
Friend (1932)
The Snows of Helicon (1933)
South to Cadiz (1934)
Below London Bridge (1934)
Mars His Idiot (1935)

Where am I? or, A stranger
here myself (1948)
By auction (1949)
Her ladyship (1949)
It Makes The World Go
Round (1950)
The Day Before: A Romantic
Chronicle (1939)
Modern Travel (1939) editor,
anthology
Ports of Call (1939) in The
Queen's Book of the Red
Cross
The Wind is Rising. The war
diary of H. M. Tomlinson and
a vision of all our tomorrows
(1941)
The Turn of the Tide (1945)
Morning Light: The Islanders
in the Days of Oak and Hemp
(1946)
Malay waters. the story of
little ships coasting out of
Singapore and Penang in
peace and war (1950)
The Face of the Earth (1950)
The Haunted Forest (1951)
A Mingled Yarn:
Autobiographical Sketches
(1953)
H. M. Tomlinson: a Selection
from His Writings (1953)
edited by Kenneth Hopkins
The Trumpet Shall Sound
(1957)

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader; Endeavour Press (All
Our Yesterdays)

All Our Yesterdays is one of the great novels to
come out of the First World War. With a panoramic
sweep, Henry Tomlinson charts the way the
attitudes to the war changed as it dragged on,
creating one of the richest fictional studies of its
impact on ordinary men and women.
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MILES TRIPP (1923-2000)
‘Makes you read on, hypnotised’ - HRF Keating, The Times
THE ONCE A YEAR MAN

Miles Tripp was an English writer of thirty-seven
works of fiction including crime novels and
thrillers, some of which he wrote under the noms
de plume Michael Brett and John Michael Brett. He
served in RAF Bomber Command during World War
II,
flying
thirty-seven
sorties
as
a
bomber-aimer. He recorded his wartime
experiences in his one non-fiction work, the
memoir The Eighth Passenger. After the war, Tripp
studied law and worked as a solicitor, and started
to write fiction during his spare time. He lived in
Hertfordshire, England.
OBSESSION
The plot in this powerful piece of work is brilliantly
developed by an author who excels in providing
ingenuity and suspense and who, in his portrayal
of the obsessively vengeful Harold King, has
achieved a character in depth. With this gem-like
piece of story telling Miles Tripp again
demonstrates a brilliant gift for plotting.

He knew her as Anthea Charles though he noticed
that the inside of a gold compact was inscribed 'to
A.L. with love'. She was young and cool and
beautiful. They first met in Nairobi. then it was
Mombassa, Cairo, Venice. Paris was to be next and
Mendip noticed that each venue seemed to get
closer to home than the one before. Things weren't
the same as usual in Paris. The next rendezvous
was London. In London she didn't turn up at all, but
Mendip got a very odd message. And then a great
many odd things began to happen. Mendip calls to
his aid the fat private detective John Samson, who
first appeared in Obsession. This man was
described by Edmund Crispin as 'an unusual
character' and by Maurice Richardson as
'wonderfully seedy and verisimilitudinous'. He is
pretty competent too, in spite of his philosophy
about the concept of time. All the complex threads
come together at last in a sustained and
tremendously exciting finale. Miles Tripp has made
the most of a marvelous idea, and the professional
sweep of the narrative will hold readers absorbed.
A Plague of Dragons (1965) (writing as
Non-Fiction
John Michael Brett)
The Eighth PassenThe Chicken (1966)
ger: The Experiences A Cargo of Spent
of a Bomb Aimer in
Evil (1966) (writing as
Lancaster Bombers
John Michael Brett)
During the 2nd World Fifth Point of the
War (1969)
Compass (1967)
One Is One (1968)
Fiction
Malice and the Maternal Instinct (1969)
Faith Is a WindMan Without
sock (1952)
Friends (1970)
The Image of
Five Minutes with a
Man (1955)
Stranger (1971)
A Glass of Red
Claws of God (1972)
Wine (1960)
Obsession (1973)
Kilo Forty (1963)
Woman at
(a.k.a. Death Is
Risk (1974)
Catching)
Woman in Bed (1976)
The Skin DealOnce a Year
er (1964)
Man (1977)
Diecast (1964)
Wife Smug(writing as Michael
gler (1978)
Brett)
Cruel Victim (1979)
A Quarter of
High Heels (1980)
Three (1965)

BIBLIOGRAPHY

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Amazon/PFD Books (Obsession, High Heels, Cruel
Victims, Once a Year Man, Death of a Man Tamer)
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Going Solo (1981)
One Lover Too
Many (1983)
A Charmed
Death (1984)
Some Predators Are
Male (1985)
Death of Man Tamer (1987)
The Frightened
Wife (1987)
The Cords of Vanity (1989)
Video Vengeance (1990)
The Dimensions of
Deceit (1993)
A Woman of
Conscience (1994)
Extreme Provocation (1995)
Samson and the
Greek
Delilah (1995)
The Suitcase Killings (1997)
Deadly Ordeal (1999)
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FRANK TUOHY (1925 - 1999)

JAMES TAIT BLACK MEMORIAL PRIZE WINNER

‘Frank Tuohy is a master of the short story’ - The Financial Times
THE ICE SAINTS

John Francis "Frank" Tuohy, was an English writer
and academic. Born in London, he attended Stowe
School and went on to read Moral Sciences and
English at King's College, Cambridge. On
completion of his studies, he worked in numerous
academic posts under the auspices of the British
Council. This included postings in Finland, Brazil
and Poland. In the 1950s, in the British Council
School of São Paulo, Brazil, he ran a memorable
course on The War Poets (WWI), introducing
Stephen Spender and his contemporaries. His
posting in Poland provided the inspiration for his
1965 novel The Ice Saints. The book received
considerable critical acclaim and was awarded the
James Tait Black Memorial Prize. Tuohy died in
Shepton Mallet, Somerset in 1999 at a time when
he was working on the uncompleted manuscript of
a new novel.

In the Spring of 1960 an English girl, Rose Nicholson,
arrives in the grey world of People’s Poland.
Ostensibly on holiday, she comes with important
news for her sister, Janet Rudowska, who was
married during the war to a University teacher,
now a Party Member. The Rudowskis have a
fourteen-year old son, Tadeusz, whose entire future
may depend on the results of Rose’s visit.
The Ice Saints is the story of what happens to the
four of them when the moral and emotional
demands of Rose’s England come into conflict with
the old and new conventions of a People’s
Democracy: these are represented not only by
Rose’s brother-in-law, but by all the other people,
from young students to members of the pre-war
aristocracy, with whom Rose becomes involved
during her stay.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Apollo/Head of Zeus (The Ice Saints)

LIVE BAIT
The stories are set in England, America, Japan and
elsewhere. The subjects include a small boy’s
confrontation with ruling-class snobbery; the
calamitous visit of a Japanese girl graduate to an
aged English poet; and Englishman’s confusion about
the sexual set-up of a Connecticut dinner party;
another party at which a man has to decide whether
to enlighten a fellow guest about a mutual friend or
to leave her in ignorance; the effect of a male
intruder on a lifelong feminine friendship. The stories
range from realism to fantasy, Frank Tuohy always
writes with the precise observation that his admirers
have come to expect.

Japanese: Yumi Press (Short Stories)
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Novels
The Animal Game (1957)
The Warm Nights of
January (1960)
The Ice Saints (1964)
Short Stories
The Admiral and the
Nuns with Other Stories
(1962)
Fingers in the Door
(1970)
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Live Bait and Other
Stories (1978)
The Collected Stories
(1984)
Play
The Japanese Student
(1973)
Other
Portugal (1970)
Yeats (biography) (1976)
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MARIE ‘MISSIE’ VASSILTCHIKOV (1917-1978)
‘Neither a set of reflections or a philippic, but a record… The best eyewitness account we possess of the
bombing of Berlin’ - Gordon A. Craig, The New York Times Book Review
“One of the most extraordinary war diaries ever written” - John le Carré

‘A skilful weaving of history, memoir, and
autobiography… full of colourful characters… When she
began writing in 1940, Missie, as she was called,
was...concerned mainly with beaux and parties....By
1945 she has no more illusions. She has foraged for
food....She has smelled the decaying flesh of corpses
buried in the bombed ruins of Berlin and Vienna and
lost some of her best friends’ Washington Post BookWorld

THE BERLIN DIARIES 1940-1945
Marie Vassiltchikov was a Russian princess who
fled the October Revolution and came to settle in
Germany. She was a Bright Young Thing, part of
the cosmopolitan set who managed to maintain a
trance-like normality until as late as 1941 —
picnics, house-parties, glamorous dinners. Though
she worked in the Information Department of the
Nazi Foreign Ministry, she became sickened at the
brutal and repressive practices of the Third Reich,
deciding to join the resistance effort. In these
diaries she vividly describes her part in the attempt
to assassinate Hitler in 1944 and its appalling
aftermath. Living among the ruins of Berlin during
endless Allied bombing raids she displayed
uncommon bravery in the face of the Gestapo and
the Nazi security apparatus.

RIGHTS SOLD:
UK: Pimlico, Random House
US: Alfred A Knopf
Brazilian: Boitempo Editorial
Chinese: Horizon
Italian: Rizzoli
Lithuanian: Verba Vera
Romanian: Corint
Russian: Individual Gusava
Spanish: Quaderns Crema
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PETER WATTS (1919-1983)
‘McAllister has appeared in over thirty books, starting in 1963 with The Hard Men and ending up in 1974
with The McAllister Legend. He's like an old friend—he must be, he's earned me my living!’ - Peter Watts
MCALLISTER RIDES
Rancher Bourn was a big man; big, rough - arid rich. He
was offering five hundred dollars to the man who could
get back his pretty-young wife, kidnapped. by
Comanche braves in a raid.
Peter Watts was born in London and used Matt
Chisholm as a pseudonym for a series of his
popular western novels. Watts first become a Civil
Servant before he co-founded the Electro
Acupuncture Voluntary Society of Britain and
Ireland. It was here that he began to write for two
official magazines although he soon branched into
fiction.
For more than a quarter of a century Watts had
success with his novels under the names of Matt
Chisholm, Cy James and Luke Jones. His first
novel, Out of Yesterday, was published in 1950.
Watts created the character Rem McAllister who
appeared in over thirty Matt Chisholm books,
starting in 1963 with The Hard Men.

MCALLISTER FIGHTS
Rem McAllister, toughest living legend of the Old
West, was caught.
Caught between his loyalty to the Indians and his
loyalty to the Army. He found himself walking a
tightrope
-and if he fell, death was waiting below on both
sides…
Another gunsmoke-filled Rem McAllister adventure.

If saving Mrs Bourn from a fate worse than death was
worth that much money, McAllister was crazy enough
to ride straight into Comanche Country, and kidnap her
right back. It wasn't his fault that, when it came to it,
Mrs Bourn didn't want to return. to her big, rough
rancher . . .

RIGHTS SOLD:
UK & US: Piccadilly Publishing (10 McAllister titles, 9
Storm titles, 12 titles Blade Series)
UK: Amazon (11 titles)
Norwegian: Bladkompaniet (McAllister Series)
BIBLIOGRAPHY
Wolf-Bait (1983)
McAllister (1963) BR
Tough to Kill (1968) BR
Blood on McAllister (1969) BR
Gunsmoke for
McAllister (1969) BR
Hell for McAllister (1969) BR
Kill McAllister (1969) BR
McAllister Fights (1969) BR
McAllister Justice (1969) BR
McAllister Makes War (1969)
BR
McAllister Rides (1969) BR
McAllister Strikes (1969)
McAllister's Fury (1969)
Rage of McAllister (1969)
Danger for McAllister (1970)
Hang McAllister (1970)
McAllister Gambles (1970)
McAllister Says No (1970)
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Shoot McAllister (1970)
Trail of McAllister (1970)
McAllister Runs Wild (1972)
Brand McAllister (1972)
Vengeance of
McAllister (1973)
McAllister Trapped (1973)
McAllister Must Die (1974)
McAllister Legend (1974)
McAllister on the Comanche
Crossing (1981)
McAllister and the Spanish
Gold (1981)
McAllister Never Surrenders (1982)
McAllister and Cheyenne
Death (1982)
Quarry (1982)
McAllister in Die Hard (1982)
Firebrand (1983)
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ALEC WAUGH (1898-1981)

BIBLIOGRAPHY

‘Pure entertainment in the best sense’ - Scotsman

Alexander Raban Waugh was a British novelist, the
elder brother of Evelyn Waugh. Born in London, he
wrote a number of diverse books including a guide
to wine, of which he was a noted connoisseur. His
book Island in the Sun and the Harry Belafonte title
track from the film version provided inspiration, as
well as the name, for the highly successful Island
Records record label.
THE LOOM OF YOUTH
This semi-autobiographical work tells the story of
Gordon Caruthers’ schooldays at the English public
school, Fenhurst. From his confusion and isolation,
through rebellious school escapades and
relationships with fellow students, Alec Waugh
reveals his own deep criticism of a system forcing
pupils to conform to flawed ideals, and the
inevitable consequences of thrusting thirteen-yearold children and eighteen-year-old adolescents
together. The book caused a storm of controversy at
the time and was banned in many schools. Today it
can be rightly seen as a controversial comment on
public school life, and a classic.

RIGHTS SOLD
UK & US: Bloomsbury Reader
Danish: Lindhardt og Ringhof (Island in the Sun)

The Loom of Youth (1917) BR
Resentment Poems (1918)
The Prisoners of Mainz (1919)
Pleasure (1921)
Public School Life: Boys, Parents,
Masters (1922)
The Lonely Unicorn (1922)
Myself When Young:
Confessions (1923)
Card Castle (1924)
Kept: A story of post-war London
(1925) BR
Love In These Days (1926) BR
On Doing What One Likes (1926)
Nor Many Waters (1928)BR
The Last Chukka: Stories of East
and West (1928)
Three Score and Ten (1929)
“Sir!” She Said (1930) BR
The Coloured Countries (1930)
Hot Countries (1930) BR
Most Women (1931)
So Lovers Dream (1931)BR
Leap Before You Look (1932)
No Quarter (1932)
Thirteen Such Years (1932)
Wheels Within Wheels (1933)BR
The Balliols (1934)BR
Jill Somerset (1936)
Eight Short Stories (1937)
Going Their Own Ways (1938)
No Truce With Time (1941)BR
His Second War (1944) BR
The Sunlit Caribbean (1948)
These Would I Choose (1948)
Unclouded Summer (1948)BR

The Sugar Islands: A Caribbean
travelogue (1949)BR
The Lipton Story (1950)
Where the Clocks Chime Twice
(1951) BR
Guy Renton (1952) BR
Island in the Sun (1955) BR
Merchants of Wine: House of
Gilbey (1957)
The Sugar Islands: A collection of
pieces written about the West
Indies between 1928 and 1953
(1958)
In Praise of Wine (1959)
Fuel for the Flame (1960) BR
My Place in the Bazaar (1961)BR
The Early Years of Alec Waugh
(1962)
A Family of Islands: A History of
the West Indies 1492 to 1898
(1964) BR
Mule on the Minaret (1965)
My Brother Evelyn and Other
Portraits (1967) BR
Foods of the World – Wines and
Spirits (1968)
A Spy in the Family (1970) BR
Bangkok: the story of a city
(1970)
A Fatal Gift (1973)
A Year to Remember:(1975)BR
Married to a Spy (1976)BR
The Best Wine Last: an
autobiography through the
years 1932-1969 (1978)

ISLAND IN THE SUN
To the casual visitor Santa Marta is a sub-tropical
paradise, a small sister of Jamaica and Bermuda,
unmentioned in the colour-splashed brochures of
travel agents. But this was not how the newspaper
columnist, Bradshaw, saw it when he arrived on his
first trip to the Caribbean. Bradshaw found Santa
Marta a smouldering volcano.
In a brilliantly successful evocation of the atmosphere
and the problems of life on a West Indian island this
is a dramatic story, packed with incident and thrilling
in this mounting tension. It weaves into the fortunes
of a small group of islanders the ambitions and
jealousies, the hopes and fears, the complexes and
inhibitions of a people to whom the tint of the skin is
more important than wealth, or power, or skill,
whose tangled history has bequeathed a heritage of
passion in an island where the blood never cools
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REBECCA WEST (1892 – 1983)

TOP 5 IN ITALIAN CHARTS—70K COPIES SOLD

‘Rebecca West was one of the giants and will have a lasting place in English literature. No one in this
century wrote more dazzling prose, or had more wit, or looked at the intricacies of human character and
the ways of the world more intelligently’ - William Shawn, The New Yorker
Dame Cicely Isabel Fairfield
was an author, journalist,
literary critic and travel
writer.
She took the
pseudonym Rebecca West
from the rebellious young
heroine in Rosmersholm by
Henrik Ibsen. A prolific
author in many genres, West
was committed to feminist
and liberal principles and was one of the foremost
public intellectuals of the twentieth century.

THE FOUNTAIN OVERFLOWS
‘A beautiful piece of writing’ The New York Times
An instant bestseller when it was first published, The
Fountain Overflows is Rebecca West’s acknowledged
masterpiece.

Rose Aubrey is one of a family of three sisters and
their adored young brother, Richard Quin. Their
father, Piers, is the disgraced son of an Irish
landowning family, a violent noble, improvident and,
when it suits his ends, quite unprincipled leader of
popular causes. Piers’ streak of folly continually
She met H.G. Wells in 1913, after her provocatively threatens his family with financial ruin and social
damning review of his novel Marriage prompted disgrace, tragedies only narrowly averted by their
him to invite her to lunch. They fell in love, though mother, Clare, who becomes their tower of strength.
Wells was married at the time, and their affair
lasted ten years producing a son. She was made DBE
in 1959, in recognition of her outstanding
contribution to British letters.
A TRAIN OF POWDER
‘Rebecca West...has raised journalism to a high art,
breathing into it a depth, a poetry, a subtlety, and
an understanding and compassion for human
beings and their endless follies’ - William L. Shirer

THE RETURN OF THE SOLDIER

Like most all of Rebecca West's reportage, A Train of
Powder approaches great literature. Written
between 1946 and 1954, these accounts of four
controversial trials explore the nature of crime and
punishment, innocence and guilt, retribution and
forgiveness. The centerpiece is "Greenhouse with
Cyclamens," a three-part essay on the Nuremberg
trials written with precision, clarity, and daring
insight. She also reports on two particularly brutal
murder trials - one for a lynching in North Carolina,
the other for a "torso murder" in England - and on
the espionage trial of a British telegrapher.
Throughout, the question of guilt inspires Ms. West
to feats of psychological detection wherein unerring
craftsmanship and a powerful narrative sense
combine to a high purpose - the pursuit of truth.

The soldier returns from the front to the three
women who love him. His wife, Kitty, with her cold,
moonlight beauty, and his devoted cousin Jenny
wait in their exquisite home on the crest of the
Harrow-weald. Margaret Allington, his first and
long-forgotten love, is nearby in the dreary suburb
of Wealdstone. But the soldier is shell-shocked and
can only remember the Margaret he loved fifteen
years before, when he was a young man and she an
inn-keeper's daughter. His cousin he remembers
only as a childhood playmate; his wife he remembers not at all. The women have a choice - to leave
him where he wishes to be, or to 'cure' him. It is
Margaret who reveals a love so great that she can
make the final sacrifice.
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BLACK LAMB, GREY FALCON
‘Written with a fierce intelligence that any
journalist must envy and admire’ The Independent
First published in 1942, Rebecca West's epic
masterpiece is widely regarded as the most
illuminating book to have been written on the
former state of Yugoslavia. More than a timeless
guide, it is a portrait of the author’s soul and of
Europe on the brink of war. Black Lamb and Grey
Falcon is a work of enduring value that remains
essential for anyone attempting to understand the
enigmatic history of the Balkan states, and the
continuing friction in this fractured area of Europe.
RIGHTS SOLD
UK: Virago (The Return of the Soldier, The Fountain
Overflows, This Real Night, Cousin Rosamund,
Sunflower; Harriet Hume; The Judge, The Harsh
Voice,); Canongate (Black Lamb and Grey Falcon)
US: Open Road (All titles); Penguin (Black Lamb and
Grey Falcon)
Basque: Erein (The Return of the Soldier)
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Catalan: Enciclopedia (The Fountain Overflows)

literary Log (1931)
Fiction
St Augustine (1933)
The Return of the Soldier The Modern Rake’s Pro(1918)
gress (co-authored with
The Judge (1922)
David Low, 1934)
Harriet Hume (1929)
Black Lamb and Grey FalThe Harsh Voice: Four
con (1941)
Short Novels (1935)
The Meaning of Treason
The Thinking Reed (1936), (1949)
The Fountain Overflows
The New Meaning of
(1956)
Treason (1964)
This Real Night (1984)
A Train of Powder (1955)
Cousin Rosamund (1985) The Court and the Castle
The Birds Fall Down
(1958)
(1966)
The Young Rebecca
Sunflower (1986)
(1982)
The Sentinel (2002)
Family Memories: An
Non-fiction
Autobiographical Journey
The Essential Rebecca
(1987)
West (2010)
The Selected Letters of
Henry James (1916)
Rebecca West (2000),
The Strange Necessity:
edited by Bonnie Kime
Essays and Reviews
Scott
(1928)
Survivors in Mexico
Ending in Earnest: A
(2003)

Chinese: Shanghai Sanhui Culture & Press (Black
Lamb, Grey Falcon)
French: Pavillon Poche (The Fountain Overflows)
German: DTV (The Return of the Soldier)
Italian: Fazi (The Fountain Overflows, This Real
Night, Cousin Rosamund, The Return of The Soldier,
Harriet Hume); Skira (A Train of Powder)
Portuguese: Reloguo D’Agua (Greenhouse with
Cyclamens I, II, III)
Serbian: Vulkan (Black Lamb Grey Falcon)
Spanish: Planeta (The Fountain Overflows, This Real
Night, Cousin Rosamund, The Return of The
Soldier), Editorial Reino de Redonda (The Meaning
of Treason),
Turkey: Everest (The Return of the Soldier)
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DENNIS WHEATLEY (1897-1977)
‘One of the most popular storytellers of the century’ - Daily Telegraph
Dennis Yates Wheatley was an
English author. His prolific
output of stylish thrillers and
occult novels made him one of
the world's best-selling authors
for well over thirty years.
Wheatley
mainly
wrote
adventure stories, with many
books in a series of linked works.
Background themes included the French
Revolution (the Roger Brook series), Satanism (the
Duke de Richleau series), World War II (the
Gregory Sallust series) and espionage (the Julian
Day series). His bibliography counts 66 titles.

THE DEVIL RIDES OUT

RIGHTS SOLD:

TO THE DEVIL A DAUGHTER

UK: Bloomsbury Reader (56 titles)

Why did the solitary girl leave her rented house on
the French Riviera only for short walks at night?
Why was she so frightened? Why did animals
shrink away from her?

French: Amazon/PFD (They Found Atlantis, Forbidden Territory, Strange Conflict, The Haunting of Toby Jugg)
German: Amazon/PFD (Uncharted Seas, The Devil
Rides Out, Gateway to Hell)
Spanish: Amazon/PFD (The Rising Storm, The Dark
Secret of Josephine, The Man Who Killed the King,
The Launching of Roger Brook, The White Witch of
the South Seas)

‘He is a born teller of tales… a genuine literary
flair to keep the reader up long after bedtime’
Everyman
A group of old friends discover that one of them
has been lured into a coven of Satanists. They
determine to rescue him - and a beautiful girl
employed as a medium. The head of the coven
proves to be no charlatan but an Adept of the Dark
Arts, able to infiltrate dreams and conjure up
fearsome entities.
De Richleau fights back with his own knowledge of
occultism and ancient lore. A duel ensues between
White and Black Magic, Good and Evil used as
weapons.

The girl herself didn’t know, and was certainly not
aware of the terrible appointment which had been
made for her long ago and was now drawing close.
Molly Fountain, the tough minded Englishwoman
living next door, was determined to find the
answer. She sent for a wartime secret service
colleague to come and help.
What they discovered was horrifying beyond
anything they could have imagined.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Duke De Richleau
series:
The Forbidden Territory
(January 1933) - filmed in
1934 BR e and pb
The Devil Rides Out
(December 1934) - filmed in
1968 BR e and pb
The Golden Spaniard
(August 1938) BR
Three Inquisitive People
(February 1940) BR
Strange Conflict (April 1941)
BR
Codeword - Golden Fleece
(May 1946) BR
The Second Seal (November
1950) BR
The Prisoner in the Mask
(September 1957)
Vendetta in Spain (August
1961) BR
Dangerous Inheritance
(August 1965) BR
Gateway to Hell (August
1970) BR

The Gregory Sallust series:
Black August (January 1934)
BR
Contraband (October 1936)
BR
The Scarlet Impostor
(January 1940) BR
Faked Passports (June 1940)
BR
The Black Baroness
(October 1940) BR
V for Vengeance (March
1942) BR
Come into My Parlour
(November 1946) BR
The Island Where Time
Stands Still (September
1954) BR
Traitors' Gate (September
1958) BR
They Used Dark Forces
(October 1964) BR

The White Witch of the
South Seas (August 1968)
BR

Uncharted Seas [Various]
(January 1938) - filmed in
1968 as The Lost Continent)
BR
The Man Who Missed the
War [Philip Vaudell]
(November 1945) BR

The Julian Day series:
The Quest of Julian Day
(January 1939) BR
The Sword of Fate
(September 1941) BR
Bill for the Use of a Body
(April 1964) BR
The Roger Brook series:
The Launching of Roger
Brook (July 1947) BR
The Shadow of Tyburn Tree
(May 1948) BR
The Rising Storm (October
1949) BR
The Man Who Killed the
King (November 1951) BR
The Dark Secret of
Josephine (March 1955) BR
The Rape of Venice (October
1959) BR
The Sultan's Daughter
(August 1963) BR
The Wanton Princess
(August 1966) BR
Evil in a Mask (August 1969)
BR
The Ravishing of Lady Mary
Ware (August 1971) BR
The Irish Witch (August
1973) BR
Desperate Measures
(September 1974) BR

Other Science Fiction
novels:
Sixty Days to Live [Lavinia
Leigh and others] (August
1939) BR
Star of Ill-Omen [Kem
Lincoln] (May 1952) BR
Other Adventure/
Espionage novels:
Such Power is Dangerous
[Avril Bamborough] (June
1933) BR
The Fabulous Valley [The
Heirs of John Thomas Long]
(August 1934) BR
The Eunuch of Stamboul
[Swithin Destime] (July
1935) - filmed in 1936 as
Secret of Stamboul BR
The Secret War [Sir Anthony
Lovelace, Christopher Pen,
Valerie Lorne] (January
1937)
Curtain of Fear [Nicholas
Novák] (October 1953) BR
Mayhem in Greece [Robbie
Green] (August 1962) BR
The Strange Story of Linda
Lee [Linda Lee] (August
1972) BR
Other Occult novels:
The Haunting of Toby Jugg
[Toby Jugg] (December
1948) - filmed in 2006 as
The Haunted Airman BR
The Ka of Gifford Hillary
[Gifford Hillary] (July 1956)

The Molly Fountain miniseries:
To the Devil - a Daughter
(January 1953) - filmed in
1976 BR e and pb
The Satanist (August 1960)
BR
"Lost World" novels:
They Found Atlantis [Camilla
and others] (January 1936)
BR
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Unholy Crusade ['Lucky'
Adam Gordon] (August
1967) BR
Short Story collections:
Mediterranean Nights
(October 1942, revised
1963) BR
Gunmen, Gallants and
Ghosts (June 1943, revised
1963) BR
Historical Non-Fiction:
Old Rowley: A Private Life of
Charles II (September 1933)
Red Eagle: The Story of the
Russian Revolution and of
Klementy Efremovitch
Voroshilov, Marshal and
Commissar for Defence of
the Union of Socialist Soviet
Republics (October 1937)
War Papers and
Autobiographical:
Total War (December 1941)
Stranger than Fiction
(February 1959)
Saturdays with Bricks: And
Other Days Under Shell-Fire
(March 1961)
The Time Has Come ... : The
Memoirs of Dennis
Wheatley: The Young Man
Said 1897-1914 (1977)
The Time Has Come ... : The
Memoirs of Dennis
Wheatley: Officer and
Temporary Gentleman 1914
-1919 (1978)
The Time Has Come ... : The
Memoirs of Dennis

CONTACTS

Giulia Bernabè
Head of Rights, Estates
gbernabe@pfd.co.uk

Peters Fraser & Dunlop Ltd.
55 New Oxford Street
London
WC1A 1BS
Tel: +44 20 7344 1000
www.petersfraserdunlop.com
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